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THE AMPLEFORTH JOURNAL 

Vol. XXVII Autumn, agar No. I 

LINDISFARNE 

" tP France has been made by bishops, it is still more true 
that Christian England has been made by monks. The 
monks and the monks alone have introduced, sowed, 

and cultivated Christian civihaation M this island . .. From 
whence came these monks? From two very distinct sources—
from Rome and Ireland. British Christianity was produced 
by the rivalry, and some times by the conflict, of the monastic 
missionaries of the Roman and Celtic Church." (Montakm-
bert—Monks of the West Book viii, ch. a). 

"The Christianity of nearly half the world flows, or will 
flow, from the fountain which burst forth on British soil." 
(Ibid.) 

The story of Holy Island and of the Celtic mime in England 
is perhaps familiar to all but it illustrates so remarkably thee 
words of Montalembert that we may be pardoned for telling 
once more the part of Holy Island and its saints in early 
English church Mangy. Those who feel the spell of the Celtic 

msaints will not find wearisome to recall their part in the 
f oundation of the Church in fingland. 

But there is more than this. We offer the reader something 
quite new and original a reconstruction of the Priory of 
Lindisfarne, based upon local excavation and upon research 
among literary sources both published and unpublished. 
And we hope to publish further deigns in the next Juin.n. 
The designer, who is also the excavator and the researcher, 
will then himself explain his results. Meanwhile we presume 
to supply the reader with that most necessary possession: 
historical background. 

Who were the first missionaries to this island, whether they 
eame as leen. Bede relates, at King Lucius' in  in 
the time of Pope Eleutherius (175-190) is 9 matter of 
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LINDISFARNE 
" F France has been made by bishops, it is still more true 

that Christian England has been made by monks. The 
monks and the monks alone have introduced, sowed, 

and cultivated Christian civilization in this island .. . From 
whence came these monks I From two very distinct sources 
from Rome and Ireland. British Christianity was produced 
by the rivalry, and .me times by the conflict, of the monastic 
missionaries of the Roman and Celtic Church." (Montalem-
bert—Monks of the West Book viii, ch. ri. 

"The Christianity of nearly half the world lows, or will 
flow, from the fountain which burst forth on British soil." 
(Ibid.) 

The story of Holy Island and of the Celtic mints in England 
is perhaps fannhar to all ; but it illustrates so remarkably these 
words of Montalembert that we may be pardoned for telling 
once more the part of Holy Island and its saints ho earl; 
English church history. Those who feel the spell of the Celtic 
saints will not find it wearisome to recall their part in the 
foundation of the Church'n England. 

But there is more than this. We offer the reader something 
quite new and original: a reconstruction of the Priory of 
Lindisfarne, based upon local excavation and upon research 
among literary sources both published and unpublished. 
And we hope to publish further designs in the next JOURNAL. 
The designer, who is also the excavator and the researcher, 
will then himself explain his results. Meanwhile we presume 
to supply the reader with that most necessary poriession 
historical background. 

Who were the first missionaries to this island, whether they 
came, as Ven. Bede relates, at King Luciu' invitation in 
the time of Pope Elentherius (,yes—naz) i  a matter of 
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obscurity. But we do know from Tertuilian that in the second 
century "parts of Britain inaccessible to the Romans were 
indeed subject to Christ"; that in the reign of Diocletian 
(084-305) Alban, Julius, Aaron and many others shed their 
blood in confession of the Faith; and that Bishops from this 
island attended the Council of Arles in 304, and of Nicaea 
M p5. But the shock of barbaric tribes, let loose by the 
relaxing grasp of the Roman legions, shattered this fi rst 
English church. The Britoil. harassed by" the foul brood of 
Picts and Soon "o on the north, called M to their help the 
Saxons from the East Coast. The Saxons came gladly, and 
thrust over the border the northern invaders, but turned out 
to be "bloody robbers, seed of iniquity and root of bitter-
n..." They pressed back the Britons Into the remote West, 
overturned Christianity, and set up the worship of Odin 
throughout their Heptarchy. It is true that a rude Christianity 
lingered among the Britons in the Welsh mountains even 
until the conversion of the hoed Anglo-Saxons. But even 
then the hatred of Briton for Anglo-Saxon was stronger 
than the love of Christian for Christian; the British proms 
"put aside all pastoral solicitude and refused to answer any 
desire which they (the Anglo-Saxons) might have to be 
converted to the fairh of Christ" (Pope St Gregory). 

The next attempt at the conversion of the country was 
Sr Gregory's am  to the Anglo-Saxons. Sr. An,gustine 
and his monks landed in 507 and though he succeeded in 
establishing the Faith in the south-east, he could make no 
impression on the other kingdoms of the Heptarchy. For-
tunately Ethelburga, the Christian daughter of Ethelbert 
and Bertha of Kent, was affianced to King Edwin of North-
umbria, who, as a rondoion of the marriage, promised to 
allow her a minister of her own religion, and hinted that he 
was disposed to become a Christian himself. Augustine sent 
with Ethelburga, as bishop, his friend the monk Paulin.. 
Ethelburga and Poulinus went north in 625. In 607 Paulinus 
baptized King Edwin on the site of the present York Minster. 
But before he had made much headway with the King's 
subjects, Edwin's foe, Caedwalla of Wales, joined forces with 

CAM de6,3.11. 

Lindisfarne 

Penda, the pagan king of Mercia, and together they invaded 
Northumbria and slew Edwin. Christianity was virtually 
destroyed in the north Paulinus after many years labour 
thought the propca hopeless, and, leaving only James the 
Deacon, retreated with Ethelburga and her children to 
Rochester. 

ManwhileOsvold,the on of Edwin's predecessor Adelfrid, 
carne forth from his retirement among the Celtic monks of 
Iona who had baptized and educated him, and prepared to 
fight for his faith and kingdom. The pagan and Christian 
armies met in 635 at Heavenfield, near Hexham. The night 
before battle Oswald crated a wooden cross and in the 
presence of his army knelt in prayer for the Northumbrian 
and Christian cause. Advancing towards dawn they routed 
their heathen foes. 

St Oswald's concern was to convert his people to Christ, 
and for this purpose he naturally turned to his old friends 
and moms, the Celtic monks of Iona, and requested mis-
sionaria. They fi rst se. him Colman,who was not by nature 
a successful missionary. His austerity of manner and vigorous 
methods were too much for the rude Northumbrians. Colman 
went back to Iona and reported that " the Angles were a 
people of untamed and barbarous spirit, with little capacity 
for Christian doctrine." To which a ono monk replied, 
" I think, brother, char you were more severe to your ignorant 
hearers than was fi tting, and that you did not, according to 
the apostolic rule, give them the milk of more easy doctrine, 
till bang by degrees nourished with the word of God, they 
should be capable of greater perfection, and be able to practise 
God's higher precepts.", It seemed to the monks that 
the speaker, named Aidan, would be himself a suitable apostle. 
They were not mistaken. He has been called "The True 
Apostle of England." Aidan was consecrated bishop and 
despatched to Oswald's court at Bamborough. For the site 
of the monastery and episcopal throne the Celtic monks 
chose the bare and rocky island of Lindisfarne some three 
mile off the N.E. coast of Northumberland, to which it is 
joined at ebb-tide by on causeway of sand. From it they would 
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see Berwick on the North, on the South, Bamborough—
St Oswald's royal castle and fortresss—on the E. the North 
Se, and on the West the pagan mainland. 

Here they built a monastery of huts made of wicker work 
and clay, together with church, sacristies and all the necessary 
outhouses. Aidan founded a school here where the monks 
educated the boys whom he had converted or freed during 
Isis missionary journeys on the mainland. We find among 
theese boys the future Saints Chad, Cedda, Eata and Boisil. 
Here the Celtic monks in their white tunic and rough mantle 
led a life of strict obedience, abstinence from flesh meat, 
and manual labour, varied with missionary activity on the 
mainland. Aidan's gentle moderation joined with his personal 
aus rity, tamed the Angl., " who had so little capacity for 
Chris te tian doctrine." Of his harmonious and affectionate 
co-operation with the King, St Oswald, St Bede tells many a 
story "The 

King Ibtened gladly and humbly to the admonitions 
of the Bishop in all things . . . and the fain sight might 
often be wen of the bishop, who had little knowledge of 
English, reaching in his own tongue, and the King . . 
explaining the heavenly Word to his officerxand servants. . 
Church. were everywhere built and multitudes flocked to 
hear the Word,and the children of the English, together uith 
their ciders. were instructed by their Scottish teachers in the 
precepts and observances of monastic discipline." 

In Aidan's time there sprang up the monasteries of Cold-
ingham, Melrose, Gateshead and Hartlepool. St Finan, who 
succeeded St Aidan, was almost as great a missionary. Aid. 
converted  Northumberland and the country as far north as 
Edinburgh, and on the west Cumberland, Westmorland and 
Lancashuss, and on the south-east, Yorkshire. Finan con-
vcrted the East .Saxons in Essex, Middles x, part of Herts,and 
Mercia, compruing Glouc.tershire Worcestershire, War-
wickshire, Rutland, Northamptonshire, Lincoln, Hunt-
ingdon, Bedfordshire, Buckingham, Oxford, Stafford, Derby, 
Salop, Nottingham, Cheshire. "They deserve to be honoured 
by the English nation with as venerable a remembrance as 

Lindisfarne 

the monk Austin and his followers.,  The Protestant Bishop 
Wordsworth goes further, " Aidan and Finan were much more 
the founders of the Church of England than Augustine 
and Paulinus."s We may smile at the characteristic attempt 
to belittle" the comparatively sterile" mission of St Augustine. 
Though the work of the Celtic and Anglo-Saxon missionaries 
may be geographically more striking. W was the authority 
committed by the Apostolic See to St Augustine and his 
succewors which cemented together the English missions, 
and built the English Church into them nity of Christendom 
for a shouted dean. Taking into account the racial and tribal 
forces that made for disintegration, it is scarcely historical to 
call a mission which achieved and organised 

no 
English 

Church "moronr ely sterik." 
At Lindisfar  Finan erected a church of and oak covered 

with reeds, which w. dedicated to St Peter and consecrated 
by St Theodore, Archbishop of Canterbury. 

Colman (660 succeeded Finan, and under his rule occurred 
an ecclesiastical crisis which altered the condition of Lin
farne 

in
 replacing the Celtic monks by Anglo-Saxons, who 

adopted the Rule of St Benedict. The time 
hadanoas,

now come 
when these Irbh missionaries from the north who venerated all 
She traditions given to the Celtic Church by St Patrick and 
St Columba, met the more racntly arrived Roman minion-

es from the south. And it was found that their traditions 
differed on several points of ecclesiastical discipline. Gress 
principl. were involved in trivial details. There was fi rst the 
different practice of obmrving Easter. St Patrick and St 
Columba naturally observed acct
putation which obtained at Rome in their day. This was 
based on a Jewish cycle which was afterwards found to be 
astronomically erroneous. The Alexandrian church adopted 

new system which was superseded in the seventh century 
by the system of Dionysius the Little. The Eastern and 
Western church. adopted this and conformity was thus 
r.tored throughout Christendom, except in the Irish Church 
and missions, which had for so long been cut off from all 
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communication with the rest of Christendom. The Roman 

missionaries in England naturally introduced the Roman or 
Catholic observance, and since this differed by a month 

from the Irish observance great confusion and mistrust was 

caused. St Bede tells us that in the court of King Osvry, 

St OswaliPs son and successor, there were two Easter cele-

brations. Oswy, who had been educated by the Celtic monks 

and Princess Hilda, the abbess of Whitby,who had received 

the veil from Aidan, kept Enter according to the Celtic 

tradition. Queen Eanfleda and her son Adelfrid, following the 

Roman calculation, were still fasting and observing Lent, 

while the former were feasting. There was also a difference 

as to the mode of tonsure and other matters of ritual or 

discipline, between the two parties. Each had venerable 

traditions, and the strife, inflamed by racial antagonism, 

grew so serious that Oswy convoked the Council of. Whitby. 

Colman spoke in defence of the antiquity and authority of the 

Celtic tradition ; St Wilfrid of York made an impetuous 

appeal to the authority and universality of the Roman custom, 

until the King asked which was the greater in heaven—
Columba or Poer. Colman must needs reply—" Peter." 

" Then "—said the King—" will I obey the decrees of 

Peter, for if he who hat the keys shuts me out, who will let 

me in t" Henceforth the Roman customs were gradually 
but with difficulty adopted by the English Church, which 

was thus brought into uniformity with the rest of Christendom. 

We mily notice two chi goo in this controversy which Pro-
tntant historians misinterpret. 

Oils r
oc  difference there 

was never any queston. There was no " Celtic heresy." The 
Roman party never stalled the Celtic party. " schismatics " 
Honorius of Canterbury never excommunicated the Cobbe 
Bishops. Wilfrid himself, the most violent opponent of the 
Celtic party, witnased in Rome to their orthodoxy (Bede 0, 
zo). Again if the  had been any question of heresy Augustine 
could not, earlier, have exhorted all the British Bishop, 
with Celtic traditions, to labour with him in the conversion 
of the country. Consequently Anglican historians cannot 
argue from the dispute that the early English Church did 
not admit the supremacy of Rome, and that Wiffrid's success 
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at Whitby is the first instance in its history of "Roman 
arrogance and imperialism." The very obstinacy of the 
disputants was due to the fact that both traditions had a 
Roman and apostolic origin. That from the earliest time the 
supremacy of Rome was acknowledged may be proved from 
a passage in the ancient British ecclesiastical historian, Gildas 
(sixth century), who speaks' of avaricious ecclesiastics going 
to Rome to obtain rich benefica. Even earlier the Pope's 
prerogatives were subscribed to by British bishops who 
attended the Councils of Arles, and Sardica (343) at which 
these Prerogatives were discussed. 

The violence and duration of the controvem was largely 
due to the hatred of Briton for Anglo-Saxon. Even after the 
Roman practice prevailed, the Britons treated Anglo-Saxons 
as pagans and purified with sand any altar-vessel which had 
been used by an " English " priest. If an Anglo-Saxon came 
to live among Britons they required him to do forty days 
penance before admitting him to the Sacraments! 

The result at Lindisfarne of the Whitby decision was that 
Colman, the "Scottish" (i.e., Irish) monks, and thirty Anglo-
Saxons felt themselves unable to abandon the traditions of 
St Columba, and refired eventually to the Isle of Inishbofin, 
off the west coast of Ireland. But the Irish and English monks 
did not long live together. The English accused the Irish of 
"laziness," especially during the heavy harvest days. The 
English then settled in Mayo. 

Lindisfarne became henceforth an Anglo-Saxon community 
into which 'Pude and Rata, the succeeding Bishops, gradually 
introduced Roman costume. 

The next change was the substitution of St Benedices 
Rule for the traditions and rule of St Columba. Though the 
Benedictine St Bede speaks warmly of the austerity, prayer, 
discipline and apostolic labours of the Columban tannin. 
yet their rule was too rigid, too physically severe to be well-
adapted to a rough people like the Anglo-Saxons, or to rho 
climatic conditions of northern Europe. Just as the Rules oJ 
St Basil and of St Columbanus gave way in Gaul, so Columba', 
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rule gave way at Lindisfarne to the wise, moderate and 

adaptable Rule of Sr Benedict. Its introduction was the joint 

work of St Wilfrid, and of the greatest of Lindisfaree's bishops 

and saints, St Cuthbert, the glory and marvel of the mediarval 

English Church. St Wilfrid, though educated at Lindisfarne 

in She Celtic traditions, had been won over to the Benedictine 

Rule by a visit to Monte Cassino, and he made a boast after-

wards of his labours in introducing it everywhere among the 

Saxons. But St Cuthbert had the task of getting it accepted 

by his monks, and it needed all his persuasiveness and exem-

plary holiness and patience to secure its triumph over the 
venerable traditions of Columba and Iona. We read how daily 

he mplained the Rule and strove to persuade with "placid 

but unfaltering argument," of how "he taught it with 

authority and illustrated ie by the example of his virtue." It 

was as a Benedictine house under St Cuthbert that Lindisfarne 

reached the height of its glory as a monastic sanctuary, a 

nursery of missionari , the centre of into  monasteries 

and c vents, and "one of the most venerable spots in 

Britain' (Akuin). 
It would be pleasant to dwell on all the romantic legendry 

of St Cuthbert s birth and boyhood and visions, of his power 

over the birds at Faroe, " the birds of St Cuthbert," of his 

protection and hospitality to mariners along that stormy coast, 

of he miraculous curer, of bow he retired to the sea-swept 

rock of Farm " beaten upon by great waves by day and by 

night," where no man had dwelt before Cuthbert," on account 

of the freaks of the demons who dwelt there," " that he might 

fight morc secretly for the Lehi God," of his conference in 
he rocky oratory with his monks and pilgrims, of his night-

long prayers as the flood tide swept neck deep over the 
of the sea-otters that came to lick his feet at dawn, and of how 

he was found there one day'n 685 by King Ecbert and Trum-

wine, his bishop, who led him away " voleutem nolentem " 

to make a bishop of him, and of he solemn consecration at 

York, by St Theodore of Canterbury, in the presence of the 

King and seven bishops, of how he " took care of the poor, 

fed the hungry, clothed the naked, harboured strangers, 

redeemed captives, protected widows and orphans, and 

8 

travelled up and down preaching and consoling," living in 
the huts nude of trees by the folk for his use s and of his last 
retirement to his islet to wait the end. When the end came
he solemnly besought his monks to `have no communion 
with those who wander from the unity of Catholic peace, 
either by not celebrating Easter at the proper time or by their 
wicked lives. And know and remember ihat if of two evils 
you are compelled to chose one, I would much rather that 
taking up out of the tomb and bearing away with you my 
bones, you would leave this place to reside wherever God may 
direct you, Man conscm in any way to the wickedness of 
schismatics, and so place a yak upon your necks." Surely 
prophetic of the seven years wanderings of his bones, and the 
secret hiding place at Durham! 

We should like to narrate once more the story of his 
deceit how at his own request he was wrapped in the fine 
linen sheet given him against his death by the "God-
beloved Abbess Verca," and taken hack to Lindisfarne and 
placed on a high tomb near the altar where the relics of St 
Oswald and St Aidan lay. 

A story of Holy Island demands far more than so prosaic 
summary of its great Nine's fife. St Cuthbert, by his life 

and miracles filled the imagination and called forth the venera-
tion of succeeding generations. Not CM] the glory of St 
Thomas of Canterbury dimmed the memory or lessened the 
coleus of St Cuthbert the extraordinary history of his tomb 
and uncorrupt body, and the tradition of its secretion by the 
last monks of Durham, and the preservation of the secret 
against a day when honour may once more be paid at his 
shrine, may be read in the late Provost Cons itt's " Life of 
St Cuthbert." We may note that King Ceolwulf, who in 7c6 
resigned his crown and separated from his wife to become a 
monk at Lindisfarne, was moved thereto, humanly spealdng, 
by the story of St Cuthbert. Dfillinger estimates that in 
England nearly thirty kings and queens followed King Ceol-
wulfs example, in the seventh and eighth con es. We should 
like to exchange the se do styk and pious additions 
of the later monastic Lives of St Cuthbert, for more of the 
unknown " Monk of Lindisfarne," who shows us the saint as 

9 
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he among the fierce AnglotSaxoes and tamed them 

by hiswent "gentleness, pure and explicit discoume, so serious 

and so candid, so full of sweetness and of grace when he spoke 

q.e the ministry of the law, on teaching of faith, on the virtue 

of continence and on the discipline a justice.,

From. Ardan't foundation to Cuthbert's death is some sixty 

gears. At the beginning of this interval we find the country a 

chaos of bloodthirsty tribes and chieftains, whose life was 

occupied solely in vat, pillage and debauch at the end we 

find a land well set with religious houses, enjoying peace under 

Christian princes whose p.ple were learning the arts and 

Ste 
of contemporary civBization der monastic masters. 

St Bede (E.H. iv, a) relates the at 
un

due time there were 

crowds a disciples anxious to learn the sacred Scriptures, 

ecclesiastical poetry, astronomy, arithmetic, Latin, Greek, 

and meted music." Never since the English came into 

Britain—he says—were there happier times for their kings 

being brave men and good Christians they were a terror to 

all barbarous nations, and the minds of all men were bent 

upon the joys of the heavenly kingdom of which they had 

just heard." The artistic skill of the monks can he seen by a 

gglance at the famous "Lindisfaznn, tra"in rho &itish 

second successor, " for God, Sr Luthbere, 'and for all the 

n the island." They were jewelled hy the order of 

the 
n

extn  Bishop, " painted by NUM the anchorite and 

interlined with a Savor version by Aldred the priest." 

But it was not in the course of Providence that Holy bland 

should be England's mutating Banctuary. The " Painims 

and Dues," who descended on the English coasts in yyf, 

laid waste the land, massacred men, women, children, and 

polluted and overthrew the Christian altars. The chronicles 

are full of the horror of the Notthmen. A story is told of how 

Ebbs, Abbeu of the great convent at Coldinghain, just over 

the Border, who knew something of the Danes by repute, 

hsembled her nuns in chapter, and drawing out a knife, 

orribly mutilated her countenace. The Sisters did likewise 

and suffered no worse fate than to perish among the flames 

of their monastery. 

tamsaa sa dfiles.. .hop ere 1.....rue." do. 
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Even on the Continent this destruction of Lindisfarne 
used lame n. Alcuin, the great English master of 

Charlemagnes schools, was moved to tears and exclaimed, 
" Who can think of this calamity without being struck with 
tryrer . he who dory not cry to God on behalf of his 
country, has a heart not of flesh but of stone." To Ethelred 
the King he writes, "The church of St Cuthbert is sprinkled 
with the blood of its priests, that place the most venerable 
of all places in Britain has been given in prey to the Gentiles.,
For some seenty years small raiding parties 

thee
the land. 

though they surviving monks restored to some extent their 
monastery and church, and continued monastic observance 
round the tomb of St Cuthbert. 

But in 875 " an infinite multitude of Painims and D2r1e9,' 
under Halfdane, proceeded from York to Lindisfarne, and 
though Eandulph the bishop and his monks on away with the 
body of St Cuthbert and the relics of St Oswald, their 
monastery and is/and was made a wilderness, and anon never 
restored until it became a priory dependent. on Durham. 
With Eandulph ends the line of Bishops of Lmchafarne and 
Hexham. From Aldan to Eandulph there were sixryen, of 
whom seven were saints. 

We can but make a passing reference to the seven years 
wanderings of the Bishop and his monks with the holy and 
uncorrupt body, and the relics. First they went to the modern 
Workington in Cumberland, intending to ship over to Ireland. 
But there before the eyes of a great multitude, " three bloody 
waves " overturned the ship and drove it ashore and the 
precious gospels " didd fall out of the shipp into the bottorne 
of the sea wch disaster did sore perplex and afflict hem;t
but St Cuthbert being loath to see his honourers so sore 
troubled . . did appear in a vision and commanded that 
they should stake diligently for the booke upon the coastes 
there aboutes, where they found it 3 miles from the sea shore. . 
carried thither by the violence of some happye gale of winde, 
or by some divine power for the comfort and confirmation 
of these faintinge monks in Attire religious worshippe of St 
Cuthbert which holy book, was far more beatifull and 
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glorious to Ictike uppon both within and without .. .being 

nothinge blemished with the salt water, but polished rather 

by some heavenly hand, which did not a little Increase, their 

oy.", During their wanderings the monks remained with the 
body for four months at Crayke, in Yorkshire, Eventually 

they settled at Chester-le-Street, Cvncacester—near Durham 

—where nine bishops (883-99o) had their thrones. In 995 

terror of the Danes drove them with St Cuthbert's body to 

Ripon, but a miraculous interposition sent them to Durham, 

where the Lindisfarne succession was finally to be planted. 

In the two hundred and eighth year from the sack of Lindis-

farne, a monk named Aldwin, of the monastery of Wincheles-

cumbe, read the Northumbrian chronicles of the old monastic 

life at Lindisfarne, and together with two companion monks 

and one ass to carry their boob, necessaries, and altar furniture, 

they set out to restore the' most venerable spot in BTiLAin." 

They settled on the old site and rebuilt the walls. Aram and 

subjects came abundantly, and the Bishop Welcher, "seeing 

the number of those who served God there daily Increasing 

and the flame of monastic life, which had been for so many 

years extinguished, burning again, exultantly thanked God 

and imparted to them his pastoral solicitude and paternal 

benignity with all affection." Aldwin then restored St Chad's 

monastery of Lastingham, and Whitby, and set about the 

building of a home for the body of St Cuthbert at Durham, 

whither the Lindisfarne bishopric was transferred. Hence the 

Durham bishopric was known as " St Cuthbert's Patrimony." 

The present cathedral at Durham was begun by William 

tof St Card etph the[s after the and 
homes
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buildinge did pull it all down.. . and instead thereof did 

erect the magnincem and famous buildinge which is now to be 
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seen." He replaced the existing community of secular canons 
" for their evdl and nawghtie livinge" by Benedictines, whose 
Rule he himself accepted. In this church William of St
Carileph made "a most sumptuous and goodlie shrine " 
for the uncorrupt body of St Cuthbert and the head of Si 
Oswald, and the meat concourse of all ranks of people made 
Durham one of the richest church. in Christendom. The 
Durham monks had the charge also of the famous " Banner of 
St Cuthbert," containing various relics of the mint. This 
famous standard, 0 one of the goodliest reliques that was 
in England," went to battle with the English armies against 
the Scots at Neville's Cross, was carried before Edward I at 
Berwick on Tweed, and was probably used for the last time 
on the Pilgrimage of Grace, by the Neville's and Percy's, 
who rose against Henry VIII. Mono the suppression of the 
abbry it feu "ruto ye possession of Deane Whittingham, 
whose wife. called Katherine being a f reanche woman. did 
most imunously burne and consume ye same in her fi re, 
in the notable contempt and disgrace of all auracyent and 
goodly Reliqu.." 

William of St Carileph made Lindisfarne into a dependent 
p  Its strategical position on the Border, and as safe 
hanrbourage caused it to be greatly frequented by 

[rave
; 

not to mention the many pilgrims like St Godric of Finchale, 
who in his wanderings as a pedlar would visit Holy Island 
and kiss the soil where St Cuthbert had knelt. 

In the chronicles of Reginald, and Symcon of Durham, are 
many marvellous tabs of the skk and possessed who were 
accommodated in the large hospitium of the monks ;but they 
record few events of ecclesianical or his  impostance. 

ande'  detaib of its domestic history, and Its fate 
under Elizabeth,will be given in another.number. We are told 
by Mr Hadcook told m the count of his excavations on the 
site, he found the old monastic traditions still r

eed
ng the 

fisher-folk who dwell there, many of whom exp. a desire 
to sec them onks back again. There is, we are told, a saying 
that when the Benedictines return to Lindisfarne England 
will be converted again. 

ad 
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We may be excused for quoting once more those words of 

the greatot of Benedictine historians—Mabillon—as he 

completed his account of English monastkism, " . . It is 

not that we weep the lost wealth of the Church, it is not our 

sacked and overthrown monasteries that the Benedictines 

regret. No f. but we groan over the fate of our brethren rent 

from the bosom of the Catholic Church and rooted in heresy. 

God grant we might buy their return by the price of all that 

might once have been ours. What would not the Church give, 

what would not our Order sacrifice to gain the souls of our 

brethren and enrich °melees in the poverty of Christ I" 

(7o dr soarhsird). 

THE BIBLE IN ENGLAND 

THE universitytown of Cambridge has latdy been tin 
tans of to congress., which at the time attracted 
much attention and received considerable notice from 

the Press. One was the National Catholic Bible Congress, 
held in response to the Holy Father's desire that the fifteenth 
centenary of St Jerome, greatest of Biblical scholars, should 
be fittingly celebrated throughout the Catholic world. The 
oho, a few weeks later' was called a Congress of " Modern 
Churchmen." It would be difficult to discover a greater 
contrast than that which was seen between thoe two gather-
ings—in their character, their spirit and their mope. The 
Catholics met to pay honour to the written Word of God, 
and to uphold the traditional teaching of the Church remem 
ing its authority ; the other assemblage proved to be a veritable 
orgy of rationalism and infidelity, in which, under the leader-
ship of highly-placed dignitaries and other influential pe
sonages of the Anglican Establishment, practically the whole 
sum of Christian dogma was relegated to the scrap-heap of 
effete and outworn things, and the Bible itself, so long the 
object of Protestant tom and worship, was publicly dethroned 
from its pedestal and ruthlessly divested of all permanent and 
real authority in matters of religious belief. 

There was, however, one point of contact between the 
two heterogeneous assemblies—that both combined to 
illustrate with singular vividness a most significant phenomenon 
in modern English life. We know not whether it was by 
accident or design that the " Modern Churchmen" trooped 
to Cambridge so close upon the heels of the Catholic Congress ; 
but, at any rate, the two events, taking place in the same town 
and within so short a period of time, furnished an admirable 
promotion in miniature of what is happening in the whole 
of England today—vin., the fact that non-Catholic Christi-
anity is nearing no complete and irrcparabk collapse, while 
the Catholic Church h being corropondingIy isolated and 
exalted as the sole exponent of the Christian Revelation. 
It would mom that the time is very near when Englishmm 
will be divided no longer into Catholics and saa-Carbolier, 
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but into Catholics and non-Chrinin ; for Protestantism 
in all its shapes, has utterly failed to maintain itself as a form 
of Christianity in rivalry with the Catholic Church, and is 

Weiddit nI':;711IditratisZhit'cidhtl;ler;t1,2f, 
rationalism.

people who, though separated from the visible unity of the 
Church, still cling to many of the fundamental doctrines of 
the Creed, nor are we oblivious of the vast amount of piety and 
oml which (side by side, it is true, with much ratio.lism, 
sentimentalism and other straw-like stuff) exists withM the 
ei-called " move-Catholic" movement in the Church of 
England—a ment which expressed itself in such ho-
posing fashion at a great congress held recently at Oxford. 
But it is becoming more and more difficult every  thy for 
traditional Christianity to feel at home in a it
which includes in increasing numbers among its officers 
and teachers men who repudiate the very fundamentals 
of the Christian faith. There is no denying the fact that so 
far as the rulers of Anglicanism manifest a leaning te; any 
definite religious views a all, that leaning is on the ode of 
the "Modern Churchmen," not on that of the " Anglo-
Catholics." Nor is this a matter for surprise for the very 
basis of Prototantism tided te negafion of authority in religion, 
and the assertion (prov  that it does not amume a Rom, 
ward tendency) of that same princaple of " ptivate judgment " 
which the " Modem Churchmen " have employed so freely. 
It was of  to observe, after Dean Rashdali's unabashed 
denial of the Divinity Co any real sense) of our Lord, how a 
prominent Sunday newspaper in a leading article hailed that 
dignitary as a "c ourageous churchman " and as a " true 
son of the Church of England." Whaever we may think of 
the approprietenen of the former tribute (for it may reason-
ably be argued that less courage is required to p)ofen heresy 
than orthodoxy in the Anglican Church to-day), there can ho 

no doubt about der le  of the Dean's spiritual 
descent. The " Modern Churchmen's Congress" is the 
i itable and logical outcome of the religious revolt of the 

entury 
"Modem Churchmanship " — or more correctly, 
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Modernism—makes a great deal of what it calls the " result,of Biblical criticism. In this department, as in the choice ins 
its fundamental principles, English Protestantism has simple 
followed the lead of Prominent Germany. German thouglir, at least in the spheres of religion and philosophy, has con tributed to an enormous extent to the naoulding of the naentality of our great Universities and of the cultured dm; 
generally. Such, at any rate, avas the case before the wet and there are few signs that same nme this state of 
has undergone any appreciable change. Grarda cola 
victorent mpg: what the old poet said of the influ 
conquered Greece upon conquering Rome, is true in 
matters of Germany's ifluence upon Protestant La;
to-day. Germany is then birthplace and cradle of that ...-called critical movement which hood upon a mareMalimie or naturalistic philoophy, has 'eliminated the supernatural from the New Testament and robbed Jesus Christ of His Divinity. For generations German " theologians " "rat a(s they are termed in that country) have been bus ating," readjusting " and " reconstructing" Christianity so as to fit in with their philosophical notions, among which, ranking as a fundamental axiom, 6 the denial of the possibility of the supernatural ; while, especially in recent man, English 

professors, scholars, clergymen, ministers, journalists, have hung upon their words, and welcomed their ponderous tomes as the ripe products of mientific criticism. 
Far be it from us to disparage the vast amount of valuable work that has been done by German scholars like Harnack and others in certain departments ofd,ew Testament and historical study we knowledge such work gladly and 

E avtingtpro%ed‘02: 01.r: ,7,11r, I.i116 dherLZ tolrh:; are simply departing from the truth ; modern critiism, in the correct sense of the term, has not so much Wea ochwith in little finger a single article of the Creed. henever Biblical scholars have msayed, in the assumed name of criticism, to interpret the New Testament ort any other lines than those of the Catholic Church, they have involved them-selves in a morass of confusion and contradiction. For an 

l7 
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among the mass of the population—only a degree removed 
from paganism, because there has been no authority to each 
it be  things—which culls such notions of religion aa it 
may poems from the shallow lffiubrations of the press, there 
is magnificent scope for the simple, authoritative presentation 
of the Life and Work of our Lord on the lines of that Apostolic 
preaching which, under the influence of the Holy Spirit, has 
become crystallised in the Synoptic Gffipds. After all, there 
are many points of similarity between the society of to-day 
and the decadent civilization of the Graeco-Roman world 
in which the first Apostles laboured, and the preaching which, 
uttered by their lips, conquered pagan Rome for Christ can 
scarcely fail, in its written form, to impress our own semi-

lin nceErmtal and spiritual needs of the time can be met 
by the Catholic Church alone, as the only hope  and 

Foil 
teacher of Chrlitianity, may we not hope for more 

zeal in the matter of the Bible among English Catholics 
For how many among them, even of the educated class, ever 
dream of opening the pages of the New Testament 7 Yet 
we are reminded by no mean authority that ignaralio 
&ripener.; ignoratio Cbris$i art. So far as our own spiritual 
life is concerned, we should be gainers rather than losers if 
we scrapped more than half of our current devotional " 
literature, and 

or
in its loon rho inspired Word of 

God. So far as we are called tobe missionaries or defenders 
of the Faith (and every English Catholic is in some degree 
so called), interest in and familiarity with the Bible—or at 
Ira st the New Tatament—is an absolute necessity, for it 
is one of the chief battle grounds in rho ceaseless conflict 
between the Church and unbelief. We need therefore not 
only to be familiar with the contents of the sacred boob, 
but also to have some acquaintance with Bible study on its 
scholarly and critical side, so that we may steady and enlighten 
those who are bewildered and shaken by the blatant modernism 
of the age. Equally to be recommended is some knowledge 
of the history of rationalistic " criticism " of the New Testa-

which, constituting as it does the rad:mile ad abntrdurn 
of the Protestant methods of exegesis, becomes a valuable 
10 

The Bible in England 
IveaponcdoL2Atryock7lcoliwchich ought to be in the armoury of 

Tray we not plead too, as an aid to the more wide-spread 
study of of Bible, for a new translation that shall not only 
be worthy of its subject, but also ()like our accepted versions, 
whether ofth ic or Protestant) shall be couched in the 
language f our time and comprehensible to an average 
English intelligence

At the Cambridge Bible Congress there were symptoms 
that all these urgent needs are beginning to receive ter,- 
nition in influential Catholic circles. For this reason alone 
such a congress could scarcely be. held in vain. But the gatheb 
kg had other merits as well it was a great and official act 
of faith, a testimony to the unbelieving world, an encourage-
ment to Catholic wholars and a powerful stimulus to the 
faithful laity. And hence we would express the hope that the 
National Catholic Bible Congress of may not be an 
isolated event of the dead past, but be given an institutional 
character and become the fi rst of a long series of recurring 
celebrations in the Catholic life of England. 



"FOR EVER ROAMING WITH A 

HUNGRY HEART" 

To wander o'er the wide earth every way, 
To track a myriad rivers to their spring, 

From myriad peaks to watch then birth of day, 
To watch an ever-varied sunsettig, 
To sleep beneath the forest murmuring, 
To gaze on many a month and year of nigh. 

Into the darkness of the starry heights; 

To mad the sum of gladsome pees'. 
That tell the story of creation fair, 
And evermore to read anew and seize 
Each symbol ,nil each aspect everywhere, 
Of whatsoever building on the earth 
From times of faith and knighthood draws its birth. 

So without sin, I might but feed upon 
The simple joys whereto toy nature lean'd, 
And store in heart's possesston one by one 
The Longmynd glens, the lonely waters screen'd 

By woodlands in the Shropshire uplands wild 

That still give mother-welcome to their child; 

So I might range the circuit year on year, 
Of all the crown of minters crowning France, 

And thousands of the churches scatter'd near 
And far thro' all her ample dominance, 
And wander duo' the Gothic world-domain, 
Norway to Cyprus, Sicily to Spain. 

So with Thy blessing, Lord, I might have these, 

Joys blameless and God-giv serving Thee, 

And mark the course with enhidden charities,— 

Al I surely then the days Thou gayest me, 

Season'd with sorrows that Thy grace made dear, 

To one thanksgiving flame would taper clear. 

21 

"For Ever Roaming with a Hungry Heart" 

"Do I not know, who drank for thee the gall, 
Thy bitter disappointment and thy woe, 
Thy weary heart, thy spirit prone to fall, 
What magic spell the winds upon thee blow,

T ho 
leads

 thee, a
child, uncoil

g  
eternal 
step 

al d ay
b

 I 
step the way 

To

Have I not died for thee, my wayward son ? 
Would I not die again for only thee ? 
My Abmlon, my little Absolon, 
In whom wilt put thy trust, mistrusting Me f 
My child, if guideless thou persist to roam 
How wilt thou find, how wilt thou reach thy home ? 

Far wilder than thou dream est are the moors, 
Da the mists, more perilow the mtre, 
In sudden clefts the headlong torrent roars, 
Black whirlwinds sweep the summits of desire. 
O child, by fancy led, unheeding scathe, 
Thy Father knows, who fenc'd thy way from death." 

Lord, I beseech Thee from my inmost soul, 
Lord, for myself against myself I pray, 
Me in my very own despite control; 
My heart's petitions graciously gainsay i 
Surely Thy very crown of mercies were 
To save me from my own beseeching prayer. 

H. E. G. Rope. 



FATHER BAKER'S OBSCURITY 

FATHER BAKER in English is no easier to read than 

St Thomas in Latin. You cannot be sure of the meaning 

by simply reading; he requires study. This is partly, 

but only partly, due to the antiquated idiom of Milton's 

age. There are no obsolete words or meanings in the following 

sentence ; yet we read warily, because the balance and mould 

are unfamiliar. 

But yvt withal this affection which I say is unlawful, is not simply 

such an one as resides a. is confined to sensitive nature, for that 

is impossible to be rooted out , neither is there any fault sr' In

considered as e. For to Adam in the state oLinnocnney, yea. even 

to our Lord Himself, many obiects were pleas, and delightful to 

sense. 
Sancta Sophia as we now have it is Father Baker's teaching 

in Father Cressy's form ; and for all we know, the arrangement 

of the matter may be wholly due to Father Cressy, who 

" methodically digested " it out of more than forty treatises 

into many books and sections and chapters and numbered 

paragraphs, and had it" printed at the charges of his convent, 

of S. Gregories, in Doway, at Doway, by John Fame and 

Thomas Fievet, /Wm D. MDCLVII." 

The arrangement, whosesoever it be, is scientific ; and 

therein lies a second mum of obscurity. The sentence above 

uoted is sufficient to show that the writer has his subjec t 

clearly mapped out in his own mind ; that he knows that you 

may easily think of the wrong thing when he uses such terms 

as affection, sensitive nature, sense; and that you will wholly 

mistake his meaning unless you see exactly what he is speaking 

of. He therefore maps out the book so as to deal with separate 

subjects in separate chapters. And in each chapter and each 

paragraph he uses the lawyer's method of saying precisely 

(and at whatever length of wording) what he is speaking of. 

The result is that if you keep in mind which branch of the 

tree you are on, and if you weigh the words that are in the 

sentence and take their bearings, you will see exactly what the 

writer means. This process is not light reading but serious 

study. The popular writer's method is different. He has his 

.4 
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theme clear in mind and says lucidly what he has to say about 
it, trusting that his apt phrases will suggest to you promptly

and inevitably the thing he means. If he be a Tyndall (or a 
Father Faber he succeed. 

On one branc?) h of his tree,s devoted to mortification, Father 
Baker has a chapter entitled Mortification of an Affection
Venial Sin, On another branch, devoted to special mord-o
fications, is a chapter on The Order, em, of Chanty to Others, 
The latter chapter contains his teaching on friendships and 
natural affections, the ordinary teachings of theology put in a 
purely spiritual light by showing the will of God as the one 
cause and guide of all lovn. The former chapter contains, as 
its title indicates, his teaching on affectons to venial sins. 

Abbot Butler, who has studied Fathers Baker with reference 
to English Benedictine history and Benedictine mysticism, 
nevertheless seeks in the chapter on affections to veinal sins 
for Father Baker's teaching on friendship and natural affec-
tions. And thinking he has found it there, he gives his readers 
an extract and a comment which attribute to Father Baker 
the exact opposite of his rn1 caching. The 

her
is 

this 

Fr Augustine Baker, though in the matter of Ind ly mortification 

=[ '71Vrts" C 
 he 

rrylfirr.'71,,g11=7,1„Vrt—ttnt
down such doctrine and recognise the lawfulness and goodress of theprimary natural affections. . . . This [eadling of Fr Baker on de-

"7 tleird " rints'.11" [V on " Pri'.  fInt' ori " 
to inculcate a rigorism that is counter in accept. fundamental ptio

ppear 

Moles of Moral kheoroary.—Resoffenn Memn.Wm, P. 54 
Thus the /earned world is assured that Father Baker don 

not recognise the lawfulnns and goodness of the primary 
natural affections. Let us see his real teaching n in giirth 
in the chapter on The Order, 8m., of Charity to Others (p. 
ak6): 

For though, for example, the love which children owe to their 
17nbeloVt1 nu bey= ce Mt:et te:.17:: horttr.',1w,!i7; 
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reason, and consequently far conformable to tlie Divine will. so 
that the want or refusal of melt love. and the neglect of the duties 
and offices required by such relations is a great sia fel there can 
no merit either in such love or the effects of it, by remon that it is 
neither from the motive of Divine charity nor directed to the glorifying 

Now, when Father Baker rhos teaches that children wad 

love, that affections are mutually due, and that the want or 

refusal of such love is a great sin, it is hard to be told that 

" most modern writers would tone down such doctrine and 
recognise the lawfulness and goodness of the primary natural 

affect s. It is Eke asking Moses to tone down the ten 
commandments and recognise the lawfulness of obeying one's 

P3;h teri you speak of affection you may be thinking of three 
different things,  and Father Baker will of course tay nothing 
about any of them without telling you which of the three 

he is thinking of. They arc 
(r) Animal affection, such as a dog or a young child is 

capable of. In the fi rst extract I have quoted, Father Baker 

says those feelings of affection reside in and are confined to 
sensitive nature ; for this reason he calls them sensualaffections 

(P. fid). 
(2) Human love, spoken of in the last quoted extract. It 

is in the will, the "superior will," is., the will which decides not 
what you would like to do but what you are going to do. In a 
reasonable man, No.(2) takes charge of No. (1); the will's 

love checks or encourages the growth of the animal affections. 
(5) Supernatural love. This is No. (2), the samehuman love 

seen in its right place aspart of the lore of God- -so seen by 
reason, and so accepted by the superior will; and thereby 
broadened, straightened and deepened; broadened, to 

embrace many others; straightened, in the ruling out of all 
motives of love which discord with the love of God deepened, 

inthat all natural lovableness is seen to be God's gift,given to 
awake a love which is also His gift gif, both 2. Om boor 
and to the loved. 

All these three Father Baker r«ognises to be made by God, 
and therefore good. He says the fi rst has no fault at all in it 
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as mach ; it existed in our Lord. Of the second he says that to 
be without 

these 
is  great sin. The question at en arises, Does 

God mean t to be three separate growths in ur nature ? 
If you find aman with some of hiss ' nmal affections comrolled 
by reason and some growing wild, some of his human loves 
guided by the love of God and others not, you have in him 
three limb of affection growing side by side. Is he living as 
God means him to ? Put the same problem in other words 
Is the superior will to watch over the growth of the animal 
affections, or to leave them to grow unchecked 2 And in 
dealing with its human to  is the superior will to regard the will ofGod or to ignore it ? The answer cannot be in doubt ; 
God means us to love a life both reasonable and supernatural ; 
and therefore, reason must keep watch over all the growth of 
lower nature ; and in all her governance reason must have
regard to thcwillof God. 

It will now be evident what Father Baker would have us 
do with a human love which the will exercises with no thought 
of how it accords with the love of God. He would have us 
think that question out, and then raise the love to its proper 

oralssupernat  tatus. His complaint is not that the love is 
there, but that it is not taken proper care of. 

This neglect to take the love into our supernatural bfe—is it a sinful neglect Father Baker, with what seems to me 
most keen and to theological insight, has two answers, 
one for the stranger to the true faith, the other for the self-
examining Catholic. In then tranger he will not say it is sinful 
neglect. For the stranger to the true faith will be a tranger to the whole idea of seeing and seeking the will of Godwin all he 
does. So to him Father Baker simply says that his affections are 
" defectuous," i.e., fall short, in that they are not made part 
of his supernatural life; and for this reason have no super-natural merit. 

M: = ' ar's el411%1 
 sifationain persons

rill Vereret=e rf= menioned. For though, for exaple, the love which en  owe to their pare., and Me affections mutually due between husbands end 
and "47:. "'ÀtIVLIT '.:Tort:It two`,'! 

nature 
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will, so that the want or such oe. and the neglect of the 
duties and Od. mire., such relations is a great 

sin; 
yet there 

.n be no supernatural merit either in such love or the effects of it, 
by reason that it is neither from the motive of Divine charity nor 
directed to the glorifying of G. by perfect love, from which all merit 
Preeeededl 25N, 

That is the case of the non-Christian: he would sin if he 
had not his human loves the defect in them is that they arc 
not supernaturalised and therefore not meritorious. 

But in the self-examining Catholic, who knows what 
affections he has and knows that they ought all to be part of 
his love of God, the neglect to raise his affections to their 
proper place neglect of known duty. And therefore sinful, 
says Father Baker. This neglect he classes among 

. . . such defects as 0..0 indeed in themselves they be sinful, 

iitsrls4= "con=tre 17eirgi=e r= riZ 
be avo.ed, and never totalle rooted out ; being conversant about 
objects which we may lawhillY and most n.rily ease, but Ow fault 
W, that we do with some 

&or
dinal. either adhere to or are averted 

from such objects.—(Sancta Sophia, P. mop 

The objection to half-cooked food is not that it is food but 
that it is half-cooked. The remedy is, not to destroy 0, but to 
complete the cooking. Father Baker's objection to deordinated 
affections h that they are deordinated, not that they are 
affections. It would be a sin to lad these affections. 

The fault is n the " deordination." "I love this, and I 
know that h interfere with my love of God"; if so, the 
affection is excessive. "I love this independently of God, 
with a love which has nothing to do with my love of God " 
ifso, it i9 an affection whereof the ultimate object h not God. 

IIn either case am askingiGod to be content with less than 
my whole hear. Part of my garden's reserved to grow other 
loves than His. 

This h the teaching which Abbot Butler quotes as a hard 

r 

Tpreoght CATO"- on Affection lc Veal... Fatted Baker 
as 

et  it  = e l! 

• --.tmn,nrenwm, 

saying. Father Baker in speaking of sinful affections makes 
clear that they are affections which ought to exist and ought 
to be ordinates' to the love of God ; the sin is in neglecting 
to so ordinate them. Abbot Butler takes him to mean that 
the very,,exttezcoe,  ofo . theoefiec,,vtioinss oisgsinfrea,u1;„,ns, ,,te 

p.
o 01::: 

Father Baker Bale' s says 
The affections to creatures, therefore. which we  be sinful, 

arc sick as are seated. the superior soul or rationsl well, by which 
the nund .d will consider .d adhere unto create., and knowingly
and willinglyrosuethe attaining and aloying of them, they 
were the g. o, se only (for so they are), but of the peon, 
which ind. they arc not; for the only good of an Intellectual nature 
is God, who alone is exalted above it; whereas all other creatures 
are but equal or inferior to it. To the superior will, therefore, all 
things but God must be kid... as iss.d for Ann.stlues, and only 
to be loved ao they are ...able to the sp. (p. dos). 

This he wrote to make clear the kind of affection—knowingly 
and willingly enjoying creatures as a substitute for God—
which is spoken of in the passage quoted and commented on 
by Abbot Butler. 

Tfio duty of a Christian (much more of a soul that aspires to per-
... n) is to love n.hing at all but God. or in order to that is, 
us a i  .d instrument to beget a. increase His .v.e love in 
nu weds. All ad on to cr.tures 

bill s
 (as just explained] 

whether such affe on he great or s , s .cordingly Maul. more 
: m tha  0.10ing deprived of anything or persons whatsoever, 

heing p.n. by anything.. find 0 trouble and sorrow in inn limb 
for the loss or suffering of the thing its.. such Doable. in what degree 
sieveh arpes that our affecti. was sinful, nor only because lea ffey 
lion was exec.., but because it was an affection, the object whereof 
was not God (p. am>. 

This last sentence Abbot Butler has evidently misunderstood 
for he sets over against it by way of reigneut a passage in which 
St Bernard amplifies the same doctrine. The doctrine is, 
OS Father Bak. goer on to point out (fi 5), she doetffne 
Gethsemane ; the soul is sorrowful even umo death and ff it 
he pcmible would have the chafice pass away; then the superior 
will either rests in the will of God and accepts the pain, 
" Not what I will but what Thou wilt," or die rehises to 
rest and is troubled that God should expect such sacrifices, 
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" The chalice which my Father hash given me, shall I not 

drink it ? " This refusal to rest in the will of God is sinful ; 

and the troubleis the soul at hay.g to submit is the symptom 

which warns the soul that it still lob a something whether it 

be or be not according to the will of God. St Bernard puts 

it thus. 

But I do fuel pain . . sharp paid andmy trouble is ever in rap. 

:Tt; iiciy".="?7=1:V7:1!:,7=t all the dear.. 

sentence because 1 .1 the penalty keenly .1 is human, but 
to repine woukl be impious. (Quoted by Abbot But., p. shl 

Father Baker puts it more concisely. I am afraid that in 

reading him, Abbot Butler has jumbled together the reluctance 

of nature against pain and the reluctance of a will to submit 

to God; the chalice that is presented, and the rebellion 

against having to drink A ; and so he has imagined a contrast 

between St Bernard's teaching and Father Baker's. Let us 

read Father Baker's words at leisure 

(a) If, 

(8) being deprived of anything or persons whatsoever, o 

being pained by anything, 

(suffering 
find a trouble or sorrow in our minds for the loss 

or  of the thing itself ; 

(d) such trouble [in our minds) argues that our affection 

was sinful. 

Of these, (5) is St Bernard's sharp pain, and feeling the 

sentence keenly (e) is his repining, palling in question the 
sentence, desiring to oppne the decrees of the Holy One ; 

(d)is " to repine would bc impious." Abbot Butler's comment 

" St Bernard clearly does not come up to the standard of 

detachment required by St John of the Cross and Father 

Baker," as if there were not complete agreement in the two 
teachings. The misunderstanding seems to be of "being 
pained," as if Father Baker had said that being pained, being 

sorrowful unto death, was the sign of sin ; whereas he says as 

plainly as words can that being pained is part of the chalice 
presented, it is the " innocent inclination and aversion " of 
inferior nature (p. zisH. Sin he, like St Bernard and all other 

to 

saints, looks for only in the superior will's repining againo 
having to drink this chalice of pain. 

The other kWm which are to be "in order to God" are 
dealt with by Father Baker in the chapter on chanty to others. 
His principles are the ordinary ones, basing all on the will 
God. 

Hie affection of charity simply considered in itself is wily to wgarJ
God, auti Millis sake those that have near relation to 
most likc Ilim the grams properly chnerving love 1, Shod 

Yet several effects of charity, and of other virtues or gnaliuev in as
flowing from charity, are in the first place, after God, to 1m exhibitml 
to on  and afterward to those that lind Lath 0,1,1 near
us rspectively, according to the degrees of nearness.—(1bicid 

Our parents, next to ourselves. inay challenge our affections, and 
Huh  our affixtions reverence and gratitude tp. 

Om want or 
by

of mien loe, and the neglect of the dative and 
otlicm hy such relations is a great sin ash). 

All those loves are" grounded upon the necessary foundations 
of the Divine love." Any " particular friendslups and intb 
mac., " notso grounded he bids us mortify. But this only 
means what it says; not have no friendships, but have only
dune friendships that fi t into your friendship with Gott 
There are other affections " necessarily dim by virtue of 
somc respects and relations that Gad has put between our-
selves and any others." He speaks of two of thine possible 
causes of love. 

Tie least delectuom amongst the grounds of a partimilar friendslop 
may be the rmentment mid gratitude Mr benefits, mpocially spiritual 

Wat have Wen received (11,37). 
It may he dem.ded, whether esters. corporal endowments, as 

yuth, beauty, gracefulness. Mc., may be permitted to enter m a 
inotiveinto b in  that weheartootliew answer that sucheorporal 
erfections, being gifts ol God, in, lawrany, as ssui. be molds, 

love, namely, to those that are so 
her 

os that they 
ea

as steps to ascend by them to a higher and purer love of 
for °tern, Who is beauty itself. But as fo

 rase lhmnn 

r iniperfect bC11 

it
it would he unlawful and a tempting of Cod to give a tree a. 

deliberate scope to their love of others (spwially of different sexm). for We regard of beauty A. Wm). 
External works of 6.p and other offices, though they ought all 
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tobe paidout of charity, yet they are not to follow the order of charity, 
but of proximity; so that in equal no:easily where to prefer. our 
parnts, kindred, near nughbours. special Instals. in regard or giving 
ohms, SM., before those that may challenge Me preference M Me 
affection of pure charity, as being mom holy and more beloved of 
God 17. thab 

So we are to have special friends, to whom affections ate 
necessarily due by virtue of some relations to them friend-
ships based at the highest on spiritual gratitude, and at the 
lowest possibly on physical charm; as well as affections of 
love to parents and " those that Gml hash placed near to us," 
the want of which love is a great sin. Now if Father Baker 
had taught the exam opposite, if he had said we are nor to 
have any of these, Abbot Butler's comments would be intel-
ligible—that Father Baker " propounds a vices of detachment 
that is a hard saying "; " Most modern writers would tone 
down such doctrine and recognise the lawfulness and goodness 
of the primary natural affections " ; in matters of friendship 

what a demmded is not so much the regulation and sanctifil-
cation of the affections, m their suppression." This teaching 
of Father Baker appears " to inculcate a rigorism that is 
counter to accepted principle of Moral Theology." 

And I am gone sure that when so writing, Abbot Butler 
did believe that Father Baker taught she exact appraise of 
his real teaching. It is distressing to learn that this mistaken 
belief is being translated into sundry European languages, 
for the be-darkening of foreign monks who will never read 
Father Baker for themselves. 

Another instance of Father Baker's obscurity may be 
briefly indicated. It concerns the work of religious orders and 
particularly of his own, doe English Benedictine Congregation. 
He deals with two works—the cure of souls, and study ; and 
he asks two oumtions—should the Order do these works ? 
and should individual monks aspire to them I And he answers 
Yes to the first question and to the second. 

If we read his whole treatment (pp. 566-595) we see that 
his view is simplicity itself. Whatever other work religium 
may do, their " essential indispensable obliption of aspinng 
to contemplation remains." To sacrifice this to any nthm 

work is to destroy the monk. Therefore he draws obvious 
conclusions which apply alike to superionhip and to the works 
in question. The Order must have a superior. But the individual 
monk mum not desire to be that superior (am 2). If he does, 
he has a " spirit directly opposite to the spirit of religion
(Ibid.) Yet the contemplative, who shrinks front it, will make 
the best superior (s75, 9). So about studies. The Order must 
undertake them (Ito, 4). The individual must shrink from 
Lem, as being terribly dangerous to his contemplation 

(a86, 8, 9; x88, 4.). Yet the contemplative will make the best 
student (a86, 8). So also about the cure of souls. The Order 
must undertake it (tho, x2 x3, 4) including the English 
Mission (188, z). The individual monk most dread it as 
terribly dangerous (188-191). Yet the humble contemplativ 
will make dm hest missioner (191, 9 ; tho, 7, 8). 

That teaching is clear and simple if we read a as a whol, 
But if I read any part of it without noticing its setting, I 
may easily mistake us mmning. Suppose that I personalty 
thought monks should leaves tudy alme and attend to the 
care of souls. I might read Father Baker urging the individua l 
to drmd study and telling the Order to undertake the cum 
of souls; and not noticing that one is addressed to the in-
dividual and the other to the Order, I might say " Hem r 
Father Baker teaching clearly that monks ought to avoid 
study and do pastoral work." Sec what he says: Through 
"the good providence of God over His Church," monks 
found " a necessity of engaging themselves in the cure of 
souls and government of the Church, the which indeed for 
several ages was in a sort wholly sustained by them .
and many province and kingdoms adjoined to the Church . .. 
But some there may be . . . that, assenting to what hash 
been here said will notwithstanding infer that . . . therelis 
no longer any the liken ecessity of their interesting themsdves 
in ecclesiastical affairs . . Hereto is may be replied that 
even still there is much need of them, considering the far 
greater frequentation of the sacraments in these days above 
the ancient times (rpm In, 13, 11.),, , From this should 
rightly infer that Father Baker thong t the cum of soots 

wad 

a work given to maim in general by Divine providence and 
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not to be abandoned ; and in particular approved the English 
Miwion, " an employment this of high imptttance and most 
sublime perfection, if duly undertaken and administered. 
But the care thereof only belongs to Superiors; and indeed it 
is worthy of their prudence and cal—by a right managing 
whereof they may procure great glory to God, and good to 
souls . . ?' 088, z). 

But my error would come in regard to studies, in thinking 
he bans them from the Order when he is only warning the 
individual to avoid them if pttsible. " Superiors ought to be 
very careful not to put their young religious into distractive 
employments or studies, either sooner or more than can well 
sBand with their spirit . . . " (086,8). " Endeavour to persuade 
them that before they undertake a religious state they should 
despatch their course of philosophy and divinity
studies be then a hindrance to prayer, how ;nisch more would 
they 
"Neither must 

in ease they had been religious " 087, 9). 
must they apply themselves after such manner to 

the studies . as in any measure thereby to hinder or 
interrupt the reading of such books as are most beneficial 
to their souls . . . In cme their superiors shall require of them 
to apply themselves gemly to such to  as may fit them 
for them ission they are obliged therein to submit themselves 

I 
obedience. Yet even in that case, if they find that much 

theytime cannot be spent in them without hurt to their spirit 
ought neglect or prejudice to their appointed recollections, 

they ought to acquaint their superiors . . . who no doubt 
will prefer the good and advancement of their souls . . 
before any other considerations . " (088, g.). 

All this I might rnisread as Father Baker's confirmation 
of my own idea that study is not piroper work fora religious 
Order, if I do not look at his th e  as a whok. And con-
versely, if my sympathittvrere the other way, 

f 
might misread 

his warnings 
00 

the individual monk to by  pastoral woryas 
a wanting to the Order Co avoid it ; and his approval of studies 
The the Order m encouraging individuals to pursue bo th
The truth being, as we have seen, that he considers both 
Femoral work and study to be world that the Order should do 
and the individual should dread. 

J. B. MCLAUGHLIN, °A.B. 
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A LONDON correspondent, under the initials HG., 
gave the following account of the Ampleforth Sword 
Dance Play which has recently been performed at the 

King's Theatre, Hammersmith, to a provincial paper, which 
we believe to be the Gilligan Heeald or the Manehester 
Guardian. The cutting was forwarded to us anonymously. 

AMPLER.. SWORD-0.CE lima 
This week at the King's Thmtre, Hammersmith, a festival of folk-

songs and folkid.ces is being held under the direction of Mr Cavil 
Sharp. The Odom. Madrigal Society are helping Withchoral arnngo 

ar. of folk aim and singingigamm,.d dances by children are bebig 
given at the mations, Tonight there was givera performance of the 
Anteforth folk-play, and this will be repeat. again on Saturday 

May itself, except Mr the dances that form part of it, is .nmt 
as crude au enGrtainrnoul ea it is possible to imagine, b. it is never 

from
scanting from many points of view—from that its origin, 

from Ilms arity it bears to many .her folk-plays found ill vanom 
parts of ;serene, and from Ow qua. admixture of later stylm thot are 
now perceptible in the present veision. It is possible to believe that 
in tmential characteristics 

wand 
in its plot, such as the 

slaughter of one of the characters  his miraculous restoration to 
life, date back to u' radition that links itself sith the most primitive 
rites of 

that makes
superstitious man. And top of this we have 

dialogue that makes comic references. to the Battle of Waterloo and 

LorL rir Itor L ' else Zw"htdry'lifte'd7s]qiiig'

Mr SM1nrp "mllmt." the present version of the play ten ycai_ 
of the "oldest inhabitants" of Amplelotim, im Vr,=`,%.,rrett men had form. part of the troupe 

Tot11.!he IyVaorys to t'. '110e0M':in 
 until We 

;Of aorle '1!,:ty' rnori y 
:all ' tLThy cirYi, 11 " l e."  " 
The father .d son first quarrel and then 

 raifa 
ght. A m. is singled o

 rolled "The 
ut 

from the spettators, a sword def..: is performed round Min by six 
inen dancers drmsed as soleness they make play of killing h., and 
he lags dead a doctor is called i who, after some argument, rmtores 
the dead man to life, and mother dance concludes the entertainment 

Now this sa t a little baffling, and would be much more so if certain 
experts had no examined Me question and found that this lolk-play 
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rt miky ups. 
method ‘, ,0„,,,,;,n.n.c%.5:4, it „, the last century, in traces of other folk-plays in various rfa ce 
Euro. that are now extinct, in a folk-play that still takes place 
annually- at Hagios Oheorghi. in Thrace the ingredients axe still the 
came—a contest between an old and a young man for the sake of a 
bride, the sacrificial 

spa
of someone (often the mussyo n himself), 

and his miraculous restoration to life. Sir Cil.rt Murray maintains 
th. the earliest origin of Greek tragedy is a ritual dance, and be 
enumerates its incidents as being 

I. A comes, the year against its enemy, sun.. against winter. 
2. A ritual or sacrificial eath. 
3. A messenger, whom nnounces the death. 

A lamentation a clash of emotions, We death of the old being, 
also the triumph of the new. 

S. A resurrection or aotesis. In short, the cycle of the seasons 
ion which depend all crops and all life, ...mined and acted as a 

It seem., perhaps, a wild Imp from these surmises to the Ampleforth 
folk-play now under consideration. But in the circumstances it ih 
lens wild than a leap in any..line°. The fact remains that those 
folk-plays do probably take their origin from the dawn of civilisation, 
and it is .t difficult to 

ht e 
by what process of assimilation the 

Ampleforth play grew into the stage of development where Mr Cecil 
Sharp found it —a mixture of the most home nary knockabou,
few eighteenth-century tags from Congrevescou Sailor Bea" and 
a few nineteenthffientury references to the Battle of Waterloo. The 
underlying principle is surely the sums, as that of the Thracian folk-

Elacyr;ffiz It4n, ",oct syst.onstruction of primitive Russian life " Le 

tIt 
We ask the prayers of our readers for Mn Simpson, who died 

irr:,11•‘'.1'2,71;.tror;„7.7.E.t..T:7:iaddErt 
appreciate her many striking virtues. To C. R. Simpson and 
J. G. Simpson, her sons, we offer our sincerest condolences. 
Ampleforth has lost . nhr good frond in Mr John Lancaster, 
who died in August He was not an Ampleforth boy, bin his 
four sons  have all been in the School and he has always taken 
a keen interest in 0111 welfare. May he rest in peace. Our 
many fathers who have served in Liverpool parishes have 
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lost one of their best friends in Mr Peter Carron, a member 
of the Ampleforth Society for twenty-five years. He was a 
man whose life was spent In doing good by stealth and whose 
generous and lovable characrvr and many kindnesses will 
never be forgotten by the clergy whose friend he rejoiced to 
be. R.I.P. 

We give our readers two views of the war memorial at Brown-
edge, tumefied on September 4th by the Bishop of Salford, 
who was assisted by Father Abbot. The ceremony was one 
of the most impressive ever witnessed in the parish which 
has so long been served by the Benedictines. The memorial 
has been erected at the junction of three lanes, on a site given 
by Sir James de Heghees. The huger panels of green slate 

in the names of the fallen members of the congregation. 
The n canopied Inches contain statum of our Lady, St Joan of 
Arc, St John and Sr George, and these are surmounted by a 
stone cross. As our readers will see from the illustrations, the 
whole is a beautiful structure and we congratulate Dom 
Anselm Turner. and the architects, Messrs J. H. and W. 
Morgan, on their work. 

▪ ÷ 
Toe chinch at Workington was consecrated by the Bishop of 
Hexham and Newcastle, assisted by Father Abbot and Father 
Abbot of Fort Augustus, on September ksth. We congratulate 
Dom Clement Standish and all concermd on this event. The 
splendid and dignified ceremonial which for eight days was 
witnessed at Workington was worthy of a great Cathedra/ 
Church. The rendering of plain song and figured music, 
whether by the choir or by the congregation, was a splendid 
example of what a parish can do when they arc given the 
lead. .Altogether nothing had been left to chance and the 
enthusiastic response of the people of Workington was a 
genuine inspiranon. 

O 0 
Ton new choir stalls at Worldngton have an interest all shed 
own. They are the work and the design of Mr Robert 
Thompson, of Kilburn, Yorkshire, assisted by his carver, 
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Mr Barker. In conception they are fifteenth century, and in 

workmanship and material we venture to think they are not 

Inferior to some of the best mediaeval work. The bench ends 

are exqiiisitely carved g,rotesque figures reminiscent of the 

stalls of Christ Church, Hampshire. On the misericordm are 

some of Aesop's Fables. The whole is executed in English oak, 
cut on the estam of Newburgh Priory, within a few miles 

of AmpleforilL Eighteen panels, with the arm of the ancient 

abbeys and cathedral monasteries, carved in relief and em-

blazoned in colour, have a fine decorative effect. 

e e e 
WE need hardly call the attention of our readers to the 

frontixpiece of this number of the JOURNAL, a careful recon-
struction of the Priory of Lindisfarne by a skilled hand, 
which we are confident all will admire. We owe it entirely to 
Mr. N. Hadcock, to whom we wishuo express our gratitude. 

The Editor has a number of large size copies of rho original 

engraving (size szdin. x which he is ready to sell at 

the price of thirty shillings each. Many who are intermted in 

monastic archaeology will certainly be glad to possess so 
exquisite a produceon. 

tit P n 
THE change of the arms on the cover of the Joututau is a 
result of a consultation with the College of Heralds, who 
have declared our true coat to be as xt appears on this 
number. We hope to be able to give our readers a heraldic 
article m some future number. 
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NOTICE OF A BOOK 
The Christian Mind. By Dow ANWAR Wawa, o.un, Abbot of 

Bucklast. Herder. 5s. net. 
Annov Vox., has accustomed his readers to solid fare of . excelten; 

.‘3=Y"rit3';'' 
it slighter in sml,e and sve than citM10 The I/xxu.

The thmis of 
nlrty 

The Christaan
st, yet 'ali 

Ol ind is that Christians shout I 
sha, their thoughts and order their lives in direct relation to thy 
ormtral fact of Christianity, thedrllaniate Srn of fllsd It is a pron., 
against the common and obvtom fact of worldliness. Too many 
Christians are tit roughly secular ill outlook and interests, and that 
although they may and do fulfil every specific obligation of their faith. 
In fact they hive a divided life, .d apparently are mute Imp, to do 
so. Abbot Vonier appeals for unity of the whole life, for a specifically 
Chriiti. unity, of which the centre shall be Chrit. The book contains 

o a ble exposition of St Paul, mind and teaching. There is on. ne 
matter in which we find occasion for criticism and that is t .o 

and
form. Some sentences have not got a native ring about them 

and there is an occasnal str geness of vocaltulavy. The writer should 
also be careful in thense of the perfect with "ha ve." Perham .also

but in the brief foreword alone we 
idiosyncrasies of diction For the nut we praise this 
prdegomenon ton large subject. 

BOOKS RECEIVED 
Peon Messes SANDS NI CO. 

The Church in England By the BEV. GEORGE STEERING. uss.a. 
The Praise Before the .9, Preparation and Thanksgiving before 

and after Mace for every day in the Week, by St Alphonsus, and 
other devout prayers. Compiled by F. Hampton, OSS.R. 
Price gs. BQ 

Fume A. & C. BLACK 
The RooA 

y the B!rat trG1111113!'Z,nr2e,f =IV ro...G"zr= 
martyrologim. Compiled' by the BENEDICTINE MONKS or Sr 

ttuusrum's Anon, BANSGATE. 
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 

Stonyburit Magazine, Cigglestairk Chrolarle, The Raven, 
Royal Military College Magazi, The. Beaumont Review, 

The Doiviiiide Rini, The Douai Magazine, The Edmundian, 
The Opotian, The th hat, Magazine, The Pauline, Bradfield 

College Magazine, The Baeda. 

PART II 

THE SCHOOL 



SCHOOL NOTES 

Ton officials for the Summer term were as follows. 
He. Monitor  E. M. Vunkeems 
Captain of Games .    N. A. Gehlart 
Manton . J. T. HaffMmwe. E W. G.M. G. W. AM6.-e G. CaryElwes T. M. Wright. 

rra: 
C 

yrie, M. Geldart, M. K. Livingstone 
Librarians of the Upper Library C. E. G. Cary-Elwin. G. T. 

Twemlow, S. A. Mannion 
Librarians of the Upper Middle Library . G. 

Librarians of the Lower Middle Library N. J. Clambers, 

Librarians of the Loy,. . W. H. Lawson, 1.11.7.
GrNevegki 

Journal Commit.  E. M. Vankeeins, R. G. Hague 
G. . A. Geld., C. H. Giibert,11. V. Dunba, 

C. Mayne 
Secretary of the Tennis Club . . 
Captains of the Cricket Sets—

xst Set—N. A. GeMart, C. H. Gilbert 
und Set—S. A. Mannion, W. Connolly 
3rd Set—G. S. Hardwiek-Ritter, D. E. Walker
ath Set—J. Haidy, W. H. Croft 
5th Set—L. L. ralkiner, D. Mortimer 
6th Set—G. J. Emery, C. Rapes 
yth Set--J. M. Hay, W. Williamson 

• + 
T. Easter holidays were prolonged by a week owing to the 
coal strike. We have no complaint to make on that wore 1 
But we I.t the Exhibition and we experienced a few minor 
inconvenienc. owing to the drastic necessity for economy 
in fuel and light. Otherwise the tenor of our life win unruffled. 
The same was hardly true, we believe, of Father Procurator 
and his staff, who at times must have been sorely tried. 

▪ S. 4. 
B. B. Wits.: was unable to coach us this year, and it was not 
until the season well advanced that vm were able to 
secure a professional.was Godley, of Derbyshire, who was with 
us for seven weeks, was a hard-working and enthusiastic coach. 
He bowls a medium pace, right hand, and makes the ball 
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swing a lot, and he seems to be able to bowl for any length 

of time. The XI and all those who passed through his hands 
thoroughly appreciated his careful and patient coaching. 

• di di 

We have enjoyed ideal cricket weather and wickets have been 

a batsman's paradise during most of the terra. This has been 
due largely Co the effective efforts of the motor-mower and 
roller which survived an initial period of unpopularity due 
to its youthful stubbornness and its propensity for suddenly 
developing malodorous smoke-screens Co become popular 
blot on the landscape. Our evergreen groundsman,a Preston, 
has developed Mto an efficient and proud chauffeur with 
.mplete thntrol over the playful vagaries of his " bus." 

▪ •fi 
WE are pleased to be able to record that enthusiasm for 
cricket has been greater than ever. Geldart, the captain, has 
himself been an exemplar M this respect and Co his energy, 
skill and example much of the success of the season 19 due. 
Actual results are chronicled dsewhere. There have been ups 
and downs but the progressive development of the me XI 
was quite a feature of the season, and towards its close the 
side seemed a different set of players altogether from the 
rather nervous team that took the field in the earlier contests. 
The victory over St Peter's was the most popular result of 
the season. Great things had been rumoured of our old friends 
and these rumours were confirmed on our arrival at York. 
The XI played like winners throughout the game and special 
credit is due to Geldart and Hodge for their excellent play. 
We were also delighted at the victory over Sir Archibald 
White's strong side on the last day of writ, 

Mann WSW,e0 spent a day with us early in June and his 
coaching, particularly in the fielding departmnt, was mmt 
effective. In this branch of the game the XI this year hoe 
undoubtedly made great progress and Sir A. White, in his 
memh after the match, paid a very high compliment to the 
XI on their excellent work in this department. 
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School Notes 

Too beginning of the season found the XI with several bad 
batting faults—the manner of playing back was a notable 
example—but persevering practme brought about a great 
improvement. Fast and medium-paced bowling they later 
played very well, but all through the season there was a 
weakness vnth slow bowling. One or tvvo members of the team 
learned to discriminate benveen the ball Co which the batsman 

use go out and the ball to which he has to play back, but 
many too often allowed themselves to be forced back on to 
their wickets, and so ended their innings by feebly putting 
the ball into the hands of the encroaching fielder, Most 
could use the pull stroke with effect, but few could step out 
and drive succersfully. If this latter can be acquired generally 
next season, the Xl ought to be a powerful one, as most of 
this year's players will be available, and, as has been said, 
there is not much weakness in playing fast or medium-paced 
bowling. • 

T. bowling this year has been rather one-sided, Geldart 
being so far ahead of the average bowler that there has been 
little call on the others. Geldart bowled well M practically 
every match, and particularly well at times, varying his pace 
very successfully, and, on the whole, keeping a good length. 
In no match did he bowl without taldng a wicket, md his 
six wickets for sixteen runs at Strensall against a good batting 
side .s a performance of which any sch.I bowler might be 
proud. On the Co occasions when they were called upon to 
bowl Roche and Davis showed that they were well up to the 
average, but their bowling is not sufficiently different from 
Geldart's to give the School bowling the variety that is 
dmirable. J. Ainscough is a slow bowler, who can turn the 
ball sufficiently, if he is receiving any an  from the 
wicket, but his length was too inaccurate for the wickets 
we have had this season. Hodge is a slow lefrshanded bowler, 
who might be useful next year, if he can be spared from the 
post of wicket keeper, which, with commendable self-sacrifice, 
he took up this year. But one would express the desire that the 
bowling of the XI should in future receive more attention, 
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and that, particularly at the beginning of the soson, some 

serious bowling practice quite distinct from batting gnome 

should be taken. 

Conogourizoom to J. Mnscough, H. V. Dunbar and P. E. 

Hodge on receiving their colours. 

▪ tit H. 

13,,,n;rs,chsvorthperess,cans,V tobythS, irfolotb: White after the last 

Batting  N A. Geklart 
Bowling . . . . N. A. Gelded 

The winner passed it on to M. P Davis. who had the next best 
avrage. 

Fielding . . . . H. V. Dunbar 
" Wright bat (highest individual score in a match) J. AiIMC01.11. 
" WriC" bat (best all round cricketer). N. A. Geanra 

11, XI 21.1 

Batting • • • • T. net Bowling r

OOP thanks are due to ▪M r J. Stanton for the prizes which he 
offered to the two best tennis players of the year. There were 
many entries for the tournament, which was organised by 
P. W. Davis, the Secretary. C. Mayne and A. K. S. Roche 
proved the winners. 

• ffs 

Ions was Goremire Day. The drought had been so pro-
longed that the Hambleton Hotel was waterless and liquid 
refreshment difficult to obtain in adequate quantitio until 
we reached the old cottage for lunch. Several expeditions to 
Foes Ponds have been made this term, and have proved more 
popular than ever, a tribute to the foresight of those who 
twenty years ago obtained for the School the bathing and 
fishing rights there. Parties have visited Kirbymoorside, 
Rievaulx and Ardth. 
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School Notes 

SOME members of the Sixth Form have periodically printed 
and published a small but seff-assertive pamphlet entitled 
"As You Like It," in which we arc referred to as
contemporary." The staff of this periodical on the evening 
of Goremire Day issued invitations to a Scientific Seminar 
to be held in the Science Laboratories. It proved a veritable 
feast of side shows, in fact a sort of fair with showmen, 
who we loon were the authors, printers and publishers 
themsdves. On the whole we liked their side shows better 
than their journalism. They had the merit of originality. 

+ H. Kt 

S. M. Yoossus was elected to the " Basil Smith Schohr-
ship," and on his resigning the emoluments, E. J. T.Bagshawe 
was elected. The Ampleforth Society Scholarship was won 
by L. I. C. Pearson. 

Kt t tit 

Tin following boys were heads of their Forms at the end of 
the Summer term : 
Upper Sixth E. 

AfV 
an cms tower pink R. W. Wilberforce

Middle Sixth 1'. W. Da
a

vis Upper Fourth L. I. C. Peonm, 
Lower Sixth C. J. Stewart tower Fourth W. G. Birk... 

DUaltre Fitt 3: 147: 
sh ffs 

Mrs School Staff last term was constituted as follows. 

Dom Wilfrid Willson 
Dom Placid Dolan, M.A. 
Dom Paid Nevin, M.A. 
Dam Dunstan Possi. D.D. lass 
Dom He 
Dom Sebastian Lambert. B.A. Dom Uses., 0.v.ian S.A. 
Dom Hugh de vole, B.A. Dom Ignatius Mae, B.A. 
Dom BerndWilliams DOT Denis Marsha, BA. 
Dom Be r dicElligott, B.A. Dom Augustine Richardson, B.A. 
Dom Ethelred Taunton, BA. Dom Felix Hardy. B.A. 

Dom Alphonst. Richatdson 
F. Kilvington Hattersley, Esq.. Mus.B.. (Cantab.), AR.AM. 
J. Harrison Esq. (York School of Art) 
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J. F. Porter 
Edward Ida 

kl GM 'ttnEffill• (mid Officer 0.T.C., late Lieutenant Scots 
Gun

Sergeant-Major High (late Scots GuaNs) 
ergeant-hamar Ott gate Aldershot Gymnast. Stang 

AL Galley (Cricket Professional) 
Nurse Bromley MNroru Nurse Mayne I 

NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY 

A MEMBER of the Natural History Society sends the 
following notes: 

The season of innt has been unsurpassed for the number of 
birds in the neighbourhood. The common whitethroat was 
not as numerous as last year, but other local birds abounded. 
The twite was an apparent exception. 

The favourite ting site w. around Hyland end Wass. 
Unhappily, Boltonnes Bank was comparatively deserted. Son:,
silly smite robbed the only goldcrests' nest in the Lion Woo.i. 
red the goldfinch.' nest was also pillaged. In the Bathing 
Wood green woodpeckers and several broods of tree pipits 
were successfully reared. 

The lesser spotted woodpecker and the pied flycatcher—
both rare bn the district—were observed in Pry Rigg. But, 
unfortunately, the of the former was never found. 
In the decayed arm of mold oak tree in the Newburgh Woods 
a pair of carrion crows had a nest of young, whilst in dangerous 
proximity three feet away, in the wine decayed branch, was 
a thriving colony of wild bees. 
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FISHING CLUB 

PERHAPS no other department in the School suffered more 
from the drought and prolonged sunshine than the Fishing 

Club. TheBrook,whichmustnecessarilybethe inainoutlet 

for its energies, was quite hopeless. Several members thrashed 

the Rye at East Newton during the mayfly period, but the 

trout did not respond at all willingly, their cousins the grayling 

proving more obliging. A mime kw at the kind invitation of 

he Earl of Mexborough, enjoyed a day on his lake at Arden 

Hall and a few trout were creeled in spite of the unfavourable 

conditions. The junior members of the Club spent several 

days highly remunerative of small perch and occasional pike 

at Foss Ponds, but on the whole the season has been a dis-

appointing one. Mr S. Lancaster again offered a prise, this 

year for the largest trout taken on the fly, and the reward, 

a beautiful Hardy 11y-reel, fell to R. H. Scrope, who landed a 
good half-pounder at Arden. We gather from all accounts that 

several other members would have won the prize had not 

certain conditional clauses intervened I 

10 

SWIMMING 

IT Ito been a wonderful year for bathing and the general 
proficiency in swimming and diving has benefited. There 
was a larger number of entries for the Colour test of 400 

yards in ten minutes, than in any useprevio ear. Only seven 
new names were added to the roll but ther many who 
failed to qualify only by a very narrow margin.were The brilliant 
sunshine that never failed us during the term was switched 
off on the day we held the Aquatic Sports, but conditions were 
on the whole, favourable. The minor races were rather in the 
nature of "walks over" for Rayner and Mortimer, but the 
Champion Cup produced a very fine race, though towards 
the close Roach drew well away and won in good time from 
GDnn. Roach's time was 91 seconds, which has been beaten 
only thrice since the institution of the Cup some fifteen years 
ago. There was a large entry for the diving and the standard 
was high, though two or three candidates appeared to have 
entered for the sake of the extra bathe! Roach, who was 
strong czndidate for the medal had to drop out, as his effoti 
in the big race had exhausted him. It was a difficult come, 
for the judges to decide. Hodge and the Hodgkinson broth,: 
showed excellent form and it was Hodge's superior balam 
M the air that gained him the final verdict by one mark in, 
the above-mentioned, who were bracketed second. After the 
orthodox events, the Club amused itself and the spectators 
with some aquatic sports. The mot amusing event was perhaps 
the pursuit and attempted capture, blindfolded, of an inflated 
bladder. After the elusive quarry had passed through several 
pain of hands, G. W. S. 13agshawe Basally brought it safcb 
ashore. There was also a three-legged contot, and fans, 
dress race and several other events. 

Colours were won by R. G. Hague, J. Somers-Cocks, K. R. 
Greenwood, H. L. Green, C. Baynes, J. F. Jeffs and W. II. 
Lawson. 

Championship Cup W J. Rauh 
Ha Prize   C. Raynn 
Learners' Race D Mortimer 
Diving . 



OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS 

THE following joined the continent this term : 

P. . risewood. J. H. Allesm. P. J. Ruddin, G. J. Emery,
Lawson. J. M. Taylor, D. O. Young, R. P. Drummond, J. R. Quirk, 
G. J. Fishwick, B. J. Murphy, J. Harrigan, E. W. Pattorini, W. V. 
Plaid, R. Morgan, G. Glynn, A. Vemey-Cave, E. G. 'Pus-vine-Pare. 

The foaming promotions were posted under date May 
ist, man 

To be Sergeant . . Corporal C. Gilbert. 
To be Corporal . . hoses -Corisoral H. V. Dunbar. 
To be Imum-Corporal . Cadet W. Connolly. 

We congratulate the following successful candidates M the 
Certificate " A " Examination, held in March, mai 

Sergeants Cary-Elwes, C. Omen, and T. Wright. Corporal W. 
Roach, Lance-Corporal PIM. 

The following Report of the Annual Inspection has been 
sent to us. The Inspecting Officer was Brevet-Colonel B. G. 
Price, c.a., c.m.o., ms ., Royal Fusiliers. 

Bra—Close order drill was very well carried out. N.C.O.'s 
handled their platoons with confidence. 

Man we.—Good. Fire control and directions were satis 
factory. 

Discipline.—Very good. 
Tern Oaa.—Very good. 
Arms end Equipment.—Arms clean and well kept. Equip-

ment in good and clean condition. 
Cameral Remarks.—A thoroughly good loyal tone and 

bearing is manifested M the contingent and't reflects great 
credit on the authorities. The O.T.C. in the School is a 
" living" sentiment and part of the daily life. 

Squad and company drill has proceeded as usual this term 
and a certain amount of time has been devoted to developing 
the new method of attack. The signalling section, under 

5. 

Officers Training Corps 

Sergeant Cronk, has made good progrus, both in the we of 
the Morse flag and buzzer. 

Shosiing.—The contingent entered six teams for the Inter-
national Challenge Trophy, three Senior and three junior. 
The results of the competition have not yet been published. 

The following are the results of the Contingent Shooting
Competition 

Anderson Cup . Corporal DiuMar. 
Headmaster's Cup . Cadet A. Macdonald. 
Reendt's Cup . . Cadet D. O. Tor,. 

The Inter-Platoon Shield was won by No. z Platoon, 
under Sergeant T. Wright. 

The band has had the occasional services of Corporal 
Holden, of the West Yorks Regiment, this term. We tender 
him our thanks for the help he has given us. 

CAMP 
Our contingent this year went to camp at Strensall. Our 

journey thither was made in motor charabams and formed 
an agreeable contrast with former wearisome jaunt',
camp. In all we numbered three officers, eighty-M.'
and two sergeant instructors. The camp was a die 
There were blemishes and we missed some things %i L.
had enjoyed at M[ [chest last year, but Strensall undouli rid], 
had its good points. 

We were m Battalion II, commanded by Lieutenant-
Colonel C. . Wallace, lame., omx., MX., Highland Light 
Infantry. Maj jor A. L. Bonham Carter, D.S.O., R.R.R.C., was 
second in command, and Captain M. B. Beckwith Smith, 
omo., m.o., Coldstream Guards, Adjutant. More efficient 
or more popular nicer it would have been hard to find. 
Our lines were situate next to those of Renton. Of the usual 
camp routine and training we need hardly speak, but we 
may be allowed to say something of the sports organised so 
admirably by the staff. On Thursday and Friday, in the 
Battalion Sports, we won five "firsts." On Sunday, in the 
Brigade Competitions, we won three "Firsts," "The Band 
Contest," "Tire Tent Pitching," and "The Late for Parade 
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Race" (E. King), two " Seconds," " The Relay Race" and 

"The Boat Raw," and three "Thirds," "The Bugling," 

(Geldart), "The Chariot Race," and "The Late for Parade 

Race" (Massey). 
"Squash Rugger" with Repton and Denstorw (with an 

average of forty on a side I) was the usual finale to every day. 

We played one game on the " Rugger" field with Repton, 

who although they only play " Ruggw " as a "bye," sent 

us a sporting challenge. The score on 4 to nil in our favour. 

The Headmaster of Uppingham very kindly acted referee. 

The Third Battalion were challenged by Na. to a game 

and answered by a victory 
played 

to 3. The following 

members of our contingent for Na. 3 : 

I,0Livindtone. C. Mayne.  B. wiled 

In the cricket match against the officers, Geldart was chosen 

Plai 
Thery e 'vas no Mooting competition, but in the physical 

training we were " fifth." 
Altogether the contingent may he congratulated on Wed 

efforts at camp, more especially the band, who undoubtedly 

played well and looked smart. 
The thanks of all the contingent are due to our sergeant-

Company-Sergeant-Major High, Company-

SergeanL ior Ott, for their work and their unfailing 

equanimity in all emergencies. 
C E. G. Cary-Elwes and B. Ridding attended the Duke of 

York's Camp, held near Romney. 
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CRICKET 

AMPLEROMI INNISKILLING DRAGOONS 

The first match of the seamn was played on the School 
ground on May nth, under ideal weather conditions. The 
wicket, however, was difficult, a hot sun on a damp surface 
giving much assistance to the bowlers, and consequently 
scoring was low. Dom Clement's 65 was an extraordinarily 
fine effort under the circumstances. Pearson was giving hive 
good support when he was run out. The batting of the XI 
was in one sense disappointing, but nearly all shaped 
well, especially perhaps, King and Hodge, and we quite 
expect to chronicle some good scores Hi subsequent matches. 
The first few batsmen of our opponents gave trouble and the 
failure to hold a catch from Humphrey, when he had seeded 
only three, probably lost us the game. However, this mistake 
apart, the fielding of the School was most encouraging. The 
ground fielding was smart and the run-outs " were 
due to quick returns by Dunbar. Pearson held a well-judged 
catch M the out-field and King took a very good catch low 
down on his left side. Altogether there was a keenness and 
sense of alertnms that promises very well for he future. 
Roche, who is apparently a bowling discovery, pleased the 
criks. He has a nice easy action and keeps a good length. The 
Inniskillings won by a narrow margin. 

Owing to an accident to rhe scoring-book the record of the 
details of the match was destroyed, m that we are unable to 
publish them. 

ALAGA. D. INNISKILLING DRAGOONS 

This return match was played on the Camp ground at 
Strensall, on May r+th, and we achieved an ample revenge for 
011I recent narrow defeat with a very complete victory. Three 
Old Boys who were staying at the School, were invited to 
play, and to one of them, B. Burge, our batting success was 
almost entirely due. His century on a wicket that was playing 
tricks and proved too difficult for all the rear, was a fine per-
formance, -his driving and placing being particularly well 
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executed. The Imiskillings going in to face a score of 168 

broke dovm utterly before the bowling of Geklart, who kept 

a good length and made the ball turn. The fielding was keen 

and nothing was given away. Golden took6 wickets for p5 runs. 
AMELCCORTH INNISKILLING DRAGOONS 

C. MOM, Eitaing. tIMAy. A pm.. PHWAN 3 

ANO 

lin 

, o.: N 
no mow 

NA 
no 

n. 
Joarma.n,e

sko h cue. 
moon w  e wahine 3 

caws ~s.

toCe' r. *AMSteab!ert. °Aose:b toGI.rnliesketh 

C, Mays.. M., la Room CptaieGnNam.e HAMA t. R. 

C. H. GOSPEL Net Aut. Prrote Mornseart 

AMPLETORTH P. LONDON AMPLEPORDIANS 

The London Old Boys brought up rather a stronger side 

than usual this year and the match on Whit-Sunday ended in a 

victory for them The game was an interating one, with 

considerable turns of fortune. The School batted fi rst and 

Mayne and Ainscough put together 51 before Mayne was 

caught. This was a few minutes before lunch. By lunch time 

the score vin 56 for 4, and after lunch the remaining 6 wickets 

fell for se runs. There had certainly been a hot sun on a wet 

wicket but the collapse of the XI in so disastrous a fashion 

can hardly be explained by that. The bowling was good but 

not so deadly as the batting was feeble. The Old Boys had 
some anxious mommts before they won. Their best men were 

rather cheaply dismissed with the exception of Wright, who 

quickly hit up or and they only reached their opponents' 

were after 8 wickets had fallen. 
AMPLEFORTH 

T DWrIENI. . 

56 

Cricket 
LONDON AMPLEPORIMANS 

rt2:44,t-
" 

4d.w : nom 
mum r. Huntington, D noon s 

AMPLEFORTH P. SCARBOROUGH 

Scarborough brought a strong side d gave us a very 
interesting game on May esth. Helm andanDuggan, who have 
made many appearances on our ground in the past, opened 
verywell and put on go runs before Geldart bowled the former. 
Several others gave a for of trouble and Scarborough were 
able to declare for 6 wickets when the second hundred was 
hooted. The School opened none too well and 5 wickets had 
fallen for 5o runs when Geldart and Dunbar came together 
and defied all bowling changes for three-quarters of an hour 
whilst adding 63 without being parted, The captain's innings 
was one of his best, Ms shots on the leg side being well timed 
and powerful. Dunbar was steadier and brought off several 
pretty drives and cuts. Another hour of play would have 
provided an interesting finish. 

SCARBOROUGH AMPLEFORTX 

n=cemr! 
J c e 

. . R C 114eth. 

° Aso. ""°°°*". "'"°'° fOr' rA ‘ C= " 7111 
' EPharrino. N N. A. C.ekiart ,Cap1.1. Nal or 43 

Flamm 

M Wri 

Extras . . . 

xwic a estimoviusevivianilm 
AMPLEFORTH P. YORKSHIRE GENTLEMEN 

On June ist we motored to York to play the Yorkshire 
G
Mayne at point dismissed S. M. Toyne, when the score wu
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a long partnership by Sir A. White and N. E Harrison 

added another no runs. Both batted freely and Harrison 

made some big bits, especially a fine drive and  hit to square 

1,, both of them six.. However,when they had gone the 

vest of the side, with the exception of R. E. Warner and G. 

Newborn, did not gin much trouble. Geldart bowled very 

well, despite the disappointment of having both White and 

Harrison mimed in the slips before 
any 

had made half their 

runs. They were not easy catches but hing in the nature 

of a chance from players of their calibre must be snapped 

up or disaster will follow. Our batting with one or two ex-

ceptions was only mediocre. This was due chiefly touro

meeting f, the first time the wiles of a googlybowler. 

Dunbar batted well and played the correct game, getting 

well mit to a,thing that was at all pitched up and right back 

to anything at all short. His innings was particularly welcome, 

as it came at a time  when it looked as if our score would barely 

reach ninety. It finally reached um, which total fairly repre-

sents the value of the batting shown. But we might to have 

done considerably better. 
YORKSHIRE GENTLEMEN AMPLEPORTH 

R. c ilenhAns. t Thompson. 

Nam c ThonNwp 

'Verewd. e etw 

AMPLEFORTII V. BOOTRAIA MCNOOL 

At York. Ampleforth won the toss, but Ion 4 wickets for 

17 runs. The batting at this stage was nervous and half-

sg 

Cricket 
hearted, and though the bowling was moderate, the side 
seemed to be purely on the defensive. Geldart and Davis, 
however, retrieved the wretched start to some extent. Davis 
hit the bowling with confidence and d.erva great credit fora plucky innings at a very critical moment. 

The Bootham batsmen attacked our bowling vigorously 
from the start, and they were helped by bad fielding, loose bowling, and faulty placing of their field by one or two of the 
bowlers. Eventually Geldart changed ends and the bowling 
improved. Ainscough, who had at first been Mt, later bowled 
well, and the match had reached an interesting stage when stumps had to be drawn. 

More scientific placing of the field might have enabled us 
to beat our opponents. In particular, a slow bowler should not allow catch after catch to be hit to the mine place on the 
boundary without seeking some readjustment of his field. 

AMPLEFORTH H BOOTHASI SCHOOL 
C. Slim se. Mum, la tmn m

n  nu 
en c GsAmm, 

: cae..t iao6'nrKvi.. 

e. 
SP4/131. h isleshIary

1:ga

Total . . ;SA 

AM PLED:MITE V. WEST THERSIKER R.N... 'I"
We recei,d a visit from the West Yorks on June th, and on a beautiful batting wicket the School compiled the excellent total of affi for the loss of only 3 wickets. None of those

who went in failed and Dom Clement in particular played a big innings in his best style. Ain.ough and Mayne batted in good style for their rum, The W. )(orb did well to save the game. Creffield batted very stubbornly and the tail 
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wagged to some purpose after the leading batsmen had col-

lapsed. The School fielded well and were unfortunate not to 

win a match in which they were clearly the superior side. 
AMPLEPORTH WEST YORKS 

`re,1171, 

krZr;g4.1"`...1:1-'°

DW cot 

' 

as nat oat

PLEFORTN V. YORKSHIRE GENTLEMEN 

On June z5th the return match with the Yorkshire 

Gentlemen was played at Amifieforth. The visitors batted 

first and made a p,r start. H. R. Longman was beaten by a 

good ball from Geldart in the first over and N. S. Harrison 

was bowled in the fourth over. But the third wick. did not 

fall until 065 runs had been scored. Again Sir A. White ook 

heavy toll of our bowling, not because the bowling was not 

good, but because his batting was better. R. E. Warner was 

his partner in this long and fruitful stand, and played very 

soundly for his 71. The innings was declared closed al a55 

for g wickets. In no way dismayed by this large total Ample-

/0.h batted with confidence, and runs came steadily. We had 

learned our lesson at York,and Elmhirst was played correctly 

this time, nearly zoo runs being scored off his googlies. J. 

Ainscough and Dom Illryd made a long stand for the fourth 
wicket and put on mo runs. Ainscough found his true form 
at last and played a splendid innings. His driving past extra-

cover, which many left-handers perform so beautifully, was 

the boss part of an emellent innings. After this partnership 
the sting was taken out of the bowling. Davis was bowled 
shortly after, but Geldart and Dunbar were settling down to 
hit the tired bowling about the field when time was called. 
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The game was left in an interesting state, as we had mill 
several good bats to in, whomight very easily have knocked 
off the runs required. The most pleasing feature of our play 
was the increased confidence M the batting. The a ll important 
determination—as distinct from the mere desire—to make 
runs was more apparent than it had been of late. 

YORKSHIRE GENTLEMEN AMPLESORTII 

, 

if 
E

° 
wt ejoia 50040

TROIS. s wirts.).waingoleclareS 2E6 05501000 NSW) 

PLIPLEPORTH V. ET PETER'S SCHOOL 

This match was played at St Peter's, York. The wicket and 
the out-field were baked and everything favoured fast scoring. 
Geldart lost the tom and it was not surprising to find Sr Peter's 
45 for no wicket at lunch time. After lunch, however, our 
bowling me_ with more success. Geldart had changed ends 
and varying his pace and pitch got two or three wickets 
through mu-hits. He tired however, and it seemed as if he 
kept 

ni
on too long under a blazing sun. The chief 

factor in the St Peter's downfall was the bowling of Roche. He 
kept a good length and used his head. When we had disposed
of our opponenm for z48 on a perfect wicket victory seemed 
assured. The two Ainscoughs seemed content to tire the 
bowlers and it was not until Hod, and Geldart became 
associated that we really asserted our superiority. Geldart 
hit with his usual vigour and soon mastered the bow!ini g. 

❑ he and Geldart would hit 
offplucky

ngeyt 
 tib

oth out: 
however, when only about a dozen runs were needed. Dunbar

good. 
then gave a finished display, his off-driving being particularly

6s 
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AMPLEPOIETH 

ST PETER'S SCHOOL 

umucorcrir v. ALL-COMERS 

Thu!notchwas played on June soth, and after some heavy 

scoring the XI suffered defeat by 60 runs, the All-Comers 

having declared for .3 wickets. Dnm Clement led off for the 

All-Comers with sig not out and he found umful partners 
but 

in Kelly and Dom Ilhyd. The School fielding was good, 

the bowling rather lacked variety. The absen of a good slow 
n 

bowler was very apparent. Dom Bernard had ce the be

difficulties throughout the School innings, Geldart being the 

only one to twat his " slows" with success. He played a 

capital innings, his strokes on the on-side being particularly 

good. Roche was run out just on time 
and the XI lost as 

stated. 
ALL.COMERS AMPLEF01,11

i t n 
1;.e1=1. "" 

="1% .. 

. 
memo 

1
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Williams 

t.tuT 
ler'vre.%. aet 

num.. 
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AMPLEPORTF1 V. TORK AMATEURS 

This new fixture was played on the School ground on July 
loth. The wick° was fast and true yet the ball beat the bat 
throughout. Te only stand by the Y.A. was for the fourth 
wicket, when Drydon and Masterman added 43 runs. A scom 
of 153 did not seem a formidable one to face but the snatch 
was not safe until Mayne made the winning hit after a good 
stand wish Gilbert for the eighth wicket. We hope Mr Green-
wood will bring his side again next year. 

h 541..Cie=u tr*IF 

' mum: nstuut,n 

rirelern.i, Davi 

,for o Mae, 

AMPLRFORTH V. SIR A. W. WHITE'S xi 
This game, which we now regard as an annual event, was 

played on the School ground on July 01310. A. P. Kelly, who 
had been touring in this country with Dublin University and 
was paying his old School a visit, was included in the School 
side, and it was a great pleasure to we him keeping wicket 
again so well. The pitch was slower than it had ever been 
before this season and the timing on both sides was conse-
quently faulty at times. Dons Clement's century was a fault-
less exhibition of bright and correct cricket, CmIdart looked 
well set when he fell to a catch at mid-on in trying to hook. 
The home side's score of 46 was a good one and their oppon-
ent:never looked Uke getting it, though there was every chance 
of their playing out time. The School fielding was really 
brilliant, Hodge in particular bringing off a fine catch and 
making any excellent saves on the boundary. Mayne, at 
point, oho proved impassable. Dom Bernard's slow bowling 
with its deceptive flight was particularly effective and several 
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seasoned players were out through being ill two minds! 

The last wicket fell with a quarter of an hour to spare and 

the School WOR an interesting game by tag runs. 
AMPLEFORTH SER A. W. V.,1122, X 

rir 

Ilesk 

rcikt,r4-gnt,-, 

b liesked; : 

Total Vv. zo inVagsdeclared 246 

AMPEPORTF1 2ND SI V. 000"211AM 2ND xi 

This game w. played on the School ground on June 5th, 

and .olted in a very easy victory for the School. E.A.Kelly's 

century was a dashing display and he had a great reception 
on re rning en the pavilion. He has several powerful strokes

on thetuleg side and he found the boundary ten times. Nelson 

bowl. very V.ICCR29fUlly taking 7 wickets for ig runs. The 

fielding on the whole was well up to the standard, Keeling, 

Roach and Kelly being perhaps most prominent. 
AdIPLEOR21.1 vv. XI 

H. George. c BRIE*. b  Oillatt. 0 Nelson 

nn a.o 
. . 

ff. 
: atCyg.Vea 'Lrg ilAso;1 

.2: 1. H. Nam), Waling, lbw b Nelson 
o.

ats D' w,ewo 
Extrtis . . 
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MPLER011114 21.1D SI V. 6. PETER'S

This march, played at Ampleforth on June r5th, proved a 
most interesting°. The School batted fi rst and thanks mainly 
to a splendid partnership for the third wicket by Wright and 
Lawson, knocked up the respectable total of t so. Wright' 
innings was a good exhibition of exhilarating cricket. Lawn, 
was more stylish and his being run out when well set wa,
great misfortune. The other batsmen failed rather una.ount-
ably as the bowling was not conspicuously deadly. St Peter', 
started well and at the tea interval had scored itg for 4 wickets. After tea wickets fell rapidly to some good bowl.; 
by Kelly, who in this spell took 4 wickets for tz runs. With 
7 wickets down for 027 the game was anyones. Pollee started
to hit out and before he left helped to add IS for the eighth 
wicket. Only five tuns were wanted and two wicket> 

tot 
go. 

One went two runs later and the last .vo men were hr 
with three cons to get. Etch. WRe not at afi comfortable 
with Kelly, who beefed a maiden oves to him without hi 
" connecting " once ! Three singles were scored in the next 
over and the scores were equal. In Kelly's last over he heir
Etches again three time and the fourth ball eat 
just wide of second slip and went to the boundam 
St Peter's thus winning a thrilling game. 

AMPLEFORTII axo XI 

btan 
c rull.ba 

w*T .bc1= .
°. . 

AMPLIFORTN 2NO XI V. RIPON SCHOOL T 
As the ist XI had scored rather easy victor. over Ripon for the last levy seasons, they conceded to accept the challenge of our end XI, which, however, proved unequal to thc task. 
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The match was played at Ripon on June iith..Ripon knocked 

p wo for 1 wuckets and then declared, leaving the School 

W'I hour and a half's batting. The end XI very pluckily went 

for the that and did well to wore in the time agamst 

howling that was by no means Ty. Wright s 3.4 R. a splendid 

innings, including a 6 aod si. 4 
RIPON . XI AhIPLEFORTH apro 

APIPLEPORTX no XI V. THE mmoce 

The Village XI, which has sprung into active existent, 

again this season, challenged our und XI and a very good game 

resulted on June 08th. The School batted first and a level 

display of batting produced the useful total of 076. Wright, 

the captain, gave an admirable display of hitting, his yz 

including thirteen boundary hits. The Village replied with 

rd for 8 wickets, and then " time" saved them from defeat. 

They are to be congratulated on their proficiency allowing for 

the difficulties they have to contend with in the matter of 
practice and rough pitches. 

AMPLER/1<TH UM XI THE VILLAGE 

. 7Para ff

ni ".T.trnIlr" 

Toe 

THE BEAGLES 

PUPPY SHOW AND PETERBOROUGH 

THE annual judgin 
hop 

the young hounds took place 
on May luth and prizes were distributed by Lady 
Masham, the Master of the Bedale foxhounds. Corporal 

and Lottery, walked by Miss Serve, of Hanby, were a 
couple that accounted for three of the classes. The cup, 
offered for the best hound walked by a member of the College, 
was on by G. C. Parr with Mayfly. 

The outstanding hound, however, of the young awry wa. 
Delicate; and the judges had no hesitation in placing her ft], 
in all the classes for which she was eligible. Our thanks :tr • 
due to the judges, the Hon. M. S. Scott and 11. Co wwww 
huntsman of the York and Ainsty. T/w 
kindly given by the Countess of Lottdom 
the Headmaster, Captain R. Abney-Ha.n• 
A. F. M. Wright, to all of whom we cm 
thanks. 

We sent several couples of draft hounds to the Lebo„- 
Hound Sales. Mayfly, which was undersized for our pack, 
fetched twenty-five guineas, the highest price at the sale. 

We sent but one couple to Peterborough Hound Show, 
Delicate and Lottery, and secured our fi rst success. In its 
report The Field remarked that in addition to Class Xl they 
might easily have carried off the following dm and that 
Delicate was very much in the picture in Claw XIV. Many 
of the press notices laid emphasis on the " quality " of our 

Z:VeliCraVrgeorf,=.`ii: 
predicted fvrthe..nr„ 

Delicate and Lottery were only nine months old wh. 
and therefore not fully grown, they won in a ,la 
to hounds of all ages. On leaving the " ring " our know lawn 
was complimented by the Judges on the excellent condition
in which he had shown his hounds. 

We may also record that Monitor, a hound drafted to 
the T ellCranw (RAF. Beagles) and bred at Ampleforth, 
was the eserve " hound for the Champion Cup for dog-
hounds of my age. In our next issue we hope to give a 
photograph of the winning couple at Peterborough. 
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THE Old Boys who paid a visit during the term were 

C. Field, J. P. Ran, W. B. Wilberforce, J. C. A. Pike, Non. 11. 5. 
Scott, Captain A. F. M. Wright. Cecil Robinson. F. P. Courtney, 

c. VZ11 "74 ,'Lrr; 1. 
Captain B. . Bradley, Captain C. lancaste. S. M. Lannaster, 
L. Lancastr, Fors, Captain . . J. Hnsom. A. . Milburn, 
R. Scrope, W. A. Blackinore, Catalina R. J. Lynch. C. R. Smson, 

P. 
1'C de txrd004.J. rishwick. Colonel Hon. E. P. J. Winton, 

We ask the prayers d our readers for Bernard J. Hardman, bl.C, 

i:404p—::!,,„vahoondiLd of 
August 

at or near 
All 

Ghark, 
got th. Only the cabled news 

boo 
Mesopotamia,

 us. Recent letters spoke of his work, bridge-building 

and road-making, at a place fifty miles within the Persian 
border. He was the only white man in his camp, communi-

cation was difficult, and the solitude was oidently a keen 
trial. His brother, Captain E. Hardman, RAF., is in Meso-
potamia, but they had never been able to meet. The work, 

to which he went out in March, was under the Anglo-Persian 

Oil Company. During the war he first held a commission 
in the Warwickshire Regiment, and afterwards in the 5th 
Lancets. He was injured and narrowly escaped death on the 
day before the Armistice. In 0919 he went out to Meso-
potamia to the Government Irrigation Works, which came 
to an end unexpectedly last year. His last visit to Ampleforth 
was in December. Iva letter received some days after his 
death he asked fora budget of news about Ampleforth. "I 
dream about the old place." He begged for prayers as he had 
not been able to hear Mass since landing. He was a man of 
ever vigorous faith with a keen liturgical sense. We cmnot 
doubt that a Catholic so devoted and upright died well. May 
he rest in peace. We offer our sympathy to his mother, Mrs. 
Hardman, and his family. 
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Ws have received the following horn the Secretary of the Old 
Boys Golfing Society 

"The Society held ift annual meeting once more on the 
course of the Lytham and St Anne's Club, on Thursday, 
August 05th. The following were present Revs J. E. 
Matthews, A. D. Firth, W. S. Dawes, V. H. Dawes, R. C. 
Hesketh, G.A. Richardson, and B.F. Burg e,G. H. Chamberlain, 
R. Barton, C. W. Clarke, N. Cockshmt, B. Marwood, C. Mar-
wood, G. Maywood, M. M. J. Neville, C. E. Rochford, 
J. P. baby, and A. F. M. Wright. The "Hunan Cup" was 
competed for in the morning and G. Mai-wood was successful 
with a return of" all square " against bogey. In the afternoon, 
A. F. M. Wright, with a score of 98—f8m8o net, was the 
winner of the" Raby Cup." The weather in the morning wu 
poor, the competitors being troubled by driving rain, but she 
afternoon proved fine, when play was, in consequence, mg!
enjoyable. Dinner and a cheery evening at the Club House 
made a splendid finish to what all old members voted the most 
successful meeting since the Society's formation. The Societj 
were especially pleased to have the Headmafter in their midft, 
and look forward to his presence at future meetings. We have 
to thank the Lytham and St Anne's Club for their courtesy. 
Any suggestions for promoting the interests of the Society 
will be welcomed by the Secretary, Basil Maywood, Pleasington 
Lodge, near Blackburn." 

.1. .1. 

From Sandhurst we have received the following items of 
news. B. J. D. Gerrard is a Junior Under Officer and is playing 
forward for the First Fifteen. J. E. Tolley has also been tried 
in the three-quarto line. F.E. A. MacDonnell and I. G. D. A. 
Forbes are both corporals, while the former has also been 
awarded a scholarship of £40. 

fi. 

C. M. M,00a is playing " back " for the Harlequins, and 
I. G. D. A. Forbes has been playing in the London Scottish 
trials. 
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R. W. S. Donor.aa holds a probationary commission in the 

Grenadier Guards. 
ib .1. 

T. t ivres i ltsr,ibv:e.n4ven the Degree of Master of Science 

• 
A. MrdAriati is in the R.A.F. at Bagdad. 

No reports of thc cricket week of ,she Old Boys, bothin London 

and   Lancashire, have reached us but we hear that both were 

in every respect successful. 
di di di 

Wm. we arc still in the press the news has reached us of 

the death of Mr Peter Feeny, who entered the School in 

t. He was the brother of Dom Basil Yecny, and a generous 

benefactor of his old School. It was his munificence that 

enabled Ampleforth to build our Theatre. He mine of a stock 

to which Faith and Religion were the first principles of their 

lives and to these principles he was faithful to the end. Won-

derfully successful in his ma, business undertaking few men 

could have been more universally esteemed 
fee p ro

and 

acumen. Had he chosen a public or but  life this universal 

mint might have carried him far, but be had no ambitions 

in that direction and took no of in politics. Of a retiring and 

unassuming dispos on his strong sense of public duty was 

shown by. his faithful and regular attendance to his duties 

as a magistrate. Only last year he declined the honour of 

Deihl ty Lieutenancy of Lancashire from the King, and of a 

H.S.G. and Roman countship from the Pope. His benefac-
tions to the Church wem frequent and munificent. The 
extent of his charities will never be known, as he carefully 

shunned all self advertisement. We ask Hie prayers of he
readers for one whose memory will always 

be 
cherished 

eyat Anipleforth. R.I.P. We offer to all his family the sincerest pcthy.

FL W. GREENWOOD, who left July, icao, has won the prizes 
both for Physics and Chemistry at the Middlesex Hospital. 
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Tua following new boys came this term 
P. C. !french-Davis and W. J Stirling. 

NIN 
R. A. RAPP has been Captain of the School, and Captains of 
the Games R. A. Rapp and H. Y. Anderson. 

P PP MN 
We welcome back Nurse Woulfe-Brennan as Matron. 

MN t NP 
T. mquisite weather has been favourable to " outing,
on several occasions. We have been to " Fosse Pond," 
" Rievaulx" " Sleighthohne Dale," " Lastingham," where. 
we bathed in the Seven, and to the " White Horse," via 
Byland, Coxwold and Kilburn. 

lt .1. .1. 
T. following boys did their swimming lengths 

R. A. Rapp, M. F. OgilvioForks, J. Woo, H. N' 
P. de Mange., G. W. A. Nevill, F. Fuller, A. D. 

Ahem, J. S. N. Austin. D. A. H. Silvertop. 
NIN 

Congratulations to P. J. de Guingand who won "TL. 
Abbot's Swimming Cup.',

A. • 4. 
In cricket practice gamm several good scores have been made. 
The best were R. A. Rapp's toe and too and ye, and A. A. I . 
Boyle's N. and yq. The bat bowling wa, J..n.- by I t 
Boyle and E. 1. Scott. 

Tot following played for 1st XI 

" " 
R. F. Young. J. S. B. Amtin. 13.1.1'.7:117!Y‘.(11-1,1.""Y"' " 

• NEN 
zno XI were made up from 

M. F. Ogilvie-Forbes (Captain). R. Riddell. F. V. J. remelt J. A 
W. Rmvna, 
cough. HT. 0. Tucker, A. D. Macdonald T G dd, J. C. 

N. W. Smith, s. W 
Riddell. 

rapes Ps
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THE best averages were 
Baiting in School matches . A. A.J. Boyle 
Bowling hi School Matches . E. J. Scott 
Batting in all games . . . R A Rapp 
Bolding in all games . A. A. 

Rapp

a a 
T. weather also favoured Scouting activities and we had 
many stirring evenings in the woods and on the moon. With 

dry wood cooking was easy and, although our victims ranged 
from perch to rhubarb, no casualties resulted. The Field 

Day was spent by the Scouts at Shallowdale and by the 

Cubs in a secret place of their own. 
a •P tIs 

We re inspected in June by the O.C. the Ampleforth 
O.T.C., and m July by Captain Coates. the District Co
missioner. On the latter occasion, the trek-cart squad, under 

Lead s

smart work in unlimbering the trek-cart in fourteen seconds. 

a tN 
T. Headmaster's Cup, awarded to the patrol with the best 

record of work during the year, was premmed by Fr Abbot 

to the Peewit Patrol (Leader M. F. Ogilvie-Forbes, Second 

G. L. Plainer). 
Miniature Cups were awarded or M. F. Ogilvie-Forbes 

and R. Riddell, who did exceptionally good work, both as 

Patrol Leaders and as individual Scouts. 
tit is a 

M. F. Conan-Foams, R. Riddell, and R. A. Rapp qualified 

as " King's Scouts." The highest possible class of All-Roond 
Cords OS Badges) no won by the two former, and the 
second-class (Is Badges) by R. A. Rapp. 

4. 4 
THE Cubs have shown unflagging interest during the term 
and the pack received high praise from the Commissioner. 

The following have done especially well t P. C. C. Tweedie, 
J. R. Macdonald, D. M. Ahern, A. J. Bevan and A. J. E. 
Gordon, the former winning ten Badges and the others 
seven each. 

7I 

T. almost tropical temperature has encouraged the birds 
in the aviary to nest and harsh out young. Among the for-
eigners that nested were the rosdlas, the budgerigars, cock-
ades, cordon bleus, zebra finches and cut-throats. The 
zebra finches produced the largest families. The gold 
finches nested but failed to rear their young. The 
chaffinches, greenfinches and redpolls were all happy in their 
family arrangements. The canal... too, did well, in spite 
of going to nest as early as February. 

The owls, who have lived in capnvity for three years, have 
been released, but they were persuaded to depart only with 
great difficulty. 

We have now over a hundred birds, including twenty-five 
different species, of as many colours as Joseph's coat and of 
all sizes. Two or three deaths M the moult only have been 
recorded. We have to thank Mr E. P. Dawes for the jay which 
he has kindly sent. We have dm to thank G. W. A. Nevill 
for several birds given to the aviary and for his many services. 

a tit a 

T. following prizes were awarded at the end of term 
Lamer Third. 

Religious Knowledge.F
P Broderick Latin . P. F. Brortetr 

English R. Riddell !Be .ach  P. F. Bniderii i. 
History . R. Riddell Mathematics R. A. Ric 
DmgraPhY R. Riddell Drawing . M. F. Ogilvie-For, 

Second Form. 
Religious Knowledge 

Greronweat 
English . : 

 H. D.
al 

History. . H. S. K. re'entees Matm. E. E.  Steplie 
Geography A. A. J. Boyle 

Drawing.
i E. B. E. Tucker 

First Forth. 
Religious Knowledge 

.glish M. Anne French . R. H. 
History . M. Anne Mathematics I 
Geography M. Anne Drawing . 

6.. 
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Preparatory Form. 
Religious Knowledge 

H. G. Watson French .Hon. W. R. 
Rag. A. C. Russell Arithmetic A. 
History . A. Bevan Drawing . 
Geography A. C Russell 

Extra Prizes. 
Natural History F. V. J. Farrell G. W. A. Nevi11 

Mt 

T. following were heads of their form: 

Lower Third R. Riddell First Form
Second Form A. D. AlaMonald Preparatory A. C. Russell 

4, 4. if. 

Conmusrunevions to R. Riddell and R. A. Rapp who won she 
two scholarships offered by the Headmaster of the College. 

Ar the end of term a small entertainment was given. We 
append the programme 

PIANO DUET 
RECITATION 

Pin. SOLO 
RECITATION 
PIANO DUET 

RECITATION 
PIANO SOLO 
RECITATION 
PIANO SOLO 
FRENCH Rec... 
PIANO BOLO 

74 

J. F. Doyen and H. W. V. HEYWOOD 
• P. J. DE Gonionrio 

LOWER Tn. and SECOND FORM 
  J. C. S. W. Moe. 

.   E. J. Snort 
D. C. P. RUPOIN and C. E. RIWIDIN 

FIRST Fong and PREPARATORY FORM 
A. Bev. 

  H. D. F. GRIWNWOOD 
A J. Bey. 

F. V. J. Pratte
PREPARATORY Fong 

P. F. BRODERICK 
Low. THIRD and Seco. Fong 
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TITULAR HONOURS OF ENGLISH 

BENEDICTINES 

THE Magna Charts of English Benedictines, Urban the 
Eighth's Bull P1 loll (1633), directed the Fathers 
of the restored Congregation to appoint Priors and 

communities to twelve Cathedral monasteries, of which 
nine, Canterbury, Winchester, Durham, Ely, Worcester, 
Norwich, Rochester, Bath and Coventry had been Cathedrals 
before the Reformation, and three, Peterborough, Gloucester 
dIld Chester were abbeys raised to Cathedral rank by Henry 
VIII, and recognised by the Holy See during the Marian 
reconciliation. Obviously the purpose was to provide officials 
ready to take back the Cathedrals as soon as the schism was 
healed, for in those early days the apostasy of England was 
treated as something transient. The enactment however 
clearly implied, as it was meant to do, that the English Bene-
dictines were true successors of Oho Black Monks of England. 
The Bull confirmed their right to all their former foundations, 
which were held not to be vacant, and were therefore neither 
to be asked for nor given in commendam, nor to others than 
English Benedictines; any such commendations to be null 
and invalid even if granted by the Apostolic See! Superiors 
were forbidden to dissolve or renounce these Chapters and 
were bound to maintain and defend them, all attempts to 
the contrary being null and void. Some of these compre-
hensive enactments it might be difficult now to defend, and 
the status of the old Cathedrab was greatly altered by the 
nffiv Hierarchy of 0850 yet with very few exceptions the 
provisions of Plansata were confirmed by Lco XIII as late 
as tlloo.Communities were never appointed to the Cathedrals, 
but the Holy See's direction as to Priors has been faithfully 
followed for three hundred years, and the privilege guarded 
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and regarded as a clear, authoritative assertion of English 
Benedictine rights. 

For the revival of Abbatial titles there was neither the same 
need nor justification, and it did not take place till two 
centuries later. So long as our communities were but Priories 
exiled in foreign lands, so long as the English Church was 
deprived of episcopal government, it would have been un-
seemly for monks who shared in the Church's misfortunes to 
assume prelatical honours however well deserved ; it 
might further have provoked unnecessary friction. Yet the tine 
of abbot was not entirely unknown. When German monks 
offered us some half-dozen derelict abbeys long occupied 
by Lutherans, it was made a condition that we should not 
only vindicate our claims but should continue the foundations 
as abbeys. Lambspring, the only one that could be effectively 
ccopied, accordIngly gave an abbatial title to the Con-

gregation; and although English titles were never assumed, 
those of Cismar and Rintelin were occasionally bestowed on 
distinguished members of Lambspring ; and another monk 
was named Abbot of St Andre de Villeneuve near Avignon, 
a valuable benefice no doubt as well as a titular honour. 

English titular abbacies as now held were restored about 
one hundred years ago through that enterprising Laurentian, 
Dom Bede Slater, who had been Prior of Ampleforth and 
was to be first of a line of Colonial bishops that has only 
recently failed. Sent to Rome as Procurator in Gantlet, he felt 
the need, or realised the advantage of a titular distinction; 
and when General Chapter conferred on him a Cathedral-
Pnorship, soon discovered, as others have dnce discovered, 
that Rome fails to understand what a Cathedral-Priory 
mean, so he got it exchanged for one more customary and 
intelligible, by obtaining a grant that four of rho more promi-
nent abbeys might be conferred as titular honours (x818). The 
concession was not greatly appreciated. The titles were 
bestowed seldom and rather grudgingly ; ihey served, how-
ever, to gin prominence and rank to the actual holders of 
high office, such as President Generals, or the Provincials of 
Coterbury and York. Later on, 111 1878, their number was 
increased to six by the addition of Evesham and York ; whilst 
in the new Constitutions of tcno provision was made for the 
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assumption of any of the old titles, all of which o 
nixed as the heritage of the English Congregation. 'Ink .. 
seldom or never been conferred except on those mho lim e 
hold actual prelacies. 

No apology is needed for the continued use of these ancient 
titles. Bold spirits are oc sionally to be found who affect i -
difference in their mgard fa ro the present writer such attitude 
argues a lack of historic imagination or die a misunderstanding 
of the meaning of these interesting relics. Belittling of talcs 
may proceed either from dislike of pomp and parade, which is 
quite a monastic. mntiment, or from clerical radicalism, 
which is not so religious, or again from prejudice or principles 
borrowed without due reflection from differently constituted 
Orders. Renunciation of these tides b forbidden by Papal 
decrees as well as by the whole genius of our history ; it is 
rather our appreciation of their purpose and value that is at 
stake. The purpose may be overlooked and the value over 
emphasised, but both are real all the same. The old unreasoning 
dread of the very name of abbot has given way to a more 
intelligent recognition of present circumstances and the claims 
of tradition. The memory of martyred abbots set newly in 
the Church's calendar outweiglb the talcs of arrogant prelates 
that came down from the last days of Lambspring ; and actual 
experience has not so far confirmed the prejudice that pre-
vailed a century ago. 

Ancient titles are proofs of ancient lineage, in our cam of 
direct descent from medieval and primitive monks. Such 
titles cannot be described as empty, fora nth is not necessarily 
empty though it has lost part of its original significance or 
has altered with lapse of time. Much may remain even after 
much has gone; there may be other meaning, and significant 
Ones, besides the original. We have a parallel in secular titles 
that have suffered many vicissitudes without losing all value. 
The Earls of Denbigh or Pembroke may no longer administer 
those counties; a Marquis no longer guards the kingdom's 
marches, nor do the Dukm of those titles lead to battle the 
levies of Northumberland or Norfolk ; yet in spite of the loss 
of origrnd importance and of some meaning titles of nobility 
still retain sigmficanm and value. Even republican France 
which no longer confers them has not abolished honorary 
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disti ons. Again, the more ancient the title the mncti ore it is 
prized ; so that an inferior but earlier one has not seldom more 
value in men's eyes than a modem one of higher rank. Most 
men would prefer an Earldom of Derby or Devon to a brand 
new Marquises of Battersea. So to an historic mind with 

feeling for antiquity a Prior of Winton or Abbot of Glaston-
bury appeals more forcibly than a modern Abbot of Bir-
mingham or Bishop of Birkenhead. Our titular abbeys and 
priories are like the title-deeds of some historic house, musty 
with age, moth-eaten, dusty and half illegible, but sill 
treasured. To throw such heirlooms into the flames or hand 
them over to strangers would be vandalism worthy of socialists 
or the nouveaux tithes, the kind of thing that Jack Cade did, 
or the madmen of Paris or Moscow in the fi rst frenzy of 
revolution. By universal custom long descended families 
retain ancient honours even when merged in newer ones of 
higher rank. The head of the Grosvenors, though using the 
moBern designation of Duke of Westminster, does not discard 
the barony borne by his ancestors for centuries. So an abbot 
of Downside might be content to count among his titles, 
or ready to share with his brethren, the cathedral priory of 
Bath or the titular abbey of St Alban's. 

This use of honorary titles is conformable to our national 
and social usages. England is not a republic, neither are its 
opeople radicals without reverence for the past nor utilitarians 
twhom nothing appeals but cash rails. The refining influence 
of ancient lineage can soil be appreciated; nobleoso oblige 
remains an honoured maxim the romance of antiquity still 
makes wide appeal. ho republican countries or new lands 
without annals the cue would be different. American Bene-
dictines should not affect style or status alien to the genius 
of their young republic, though clerical titulars and Mon 
signori of various grades do actually abound in that democratic 
land. The new Congregations of France or Bthron could 
hardly assume titles of Cluniac or Bursfeld abbeys from 
which they are in no way descended; yet something of the 
kind has of late years been attempted by religious bodies 
newly introduced to England which neither belong to the 
soil nor hold succession from English foundations. 

If the State in England even in democratic days clings to 
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its ancient traditions and titles, not less does the Church 
Catholic. Recall how reverently Eastern patriarchates are 
preserved together with innumerable bishoprics that were 
swamped in the rising floods of Mohamedanism ; succession 
to
g
 these historic Sees being carefully maintained and their 
hts safeguarded long after they have lost actual value. 

Titulars may not be primitive, and the primitive has often 
fascinaon, yet return to 

and 
usage is not always 

admirable, historic devdopmen and the influence of inter-
vening centuries must also be trecognised. Popes live in a 
,lace not in the catacombs, and bishops robe for a function 
with less simplicity than did the Apostles. Titular abbots find 
fitting 

do
ff
 
ohe 

place beside
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policy of wise conservatism, to dutroy worthy associations or 
Rminish the corporate spirit that is fostered amongst other 
causes by honoured names. Those who take their cue from 
Rome will cling, like her, to antiquity and tradition, will be 
slow to abandon venerable forma until they prove to become 
abuses. If the Church is hierarchical, co is the Benedictine 
Order, and eminently so in England. In no other land was 
the Order for so long a time. and co closely shied with the 
hierarchy ; this was a distinction of which the Con-
gregation was legit ately proud, and one of its latest 
re 

im
grets is that the distinction should have been diminished by 

withdrawal from Cardiff. As an hierarchical Order then 
English Benedictines, Ilk, the Church, never professed to shun 
honourable titles, of which the use is opposed to neither our 
spirit nor our traditions. On this point the practice of other 
religious bodies with a different cut and history from ours has 
no bearing whatever. We are not Franciscans or Jesuits or 
Oblates or Minims. No Order can safely co, or covet the 
distinctive excellencies of another; it must develop on its 
own lines, which in this case are surely broad and grand 
enough to satisfy any aspirations to act otherwise would 
result in a hybrid which is always unfertik. Whether wo value 
the fact or not we are the identical Order whose prelates in 
malimval times held spiritual baronies and sat with Bishops 
in Parliament and Synod ; these ecclesiastical peerages arc 

he'
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folly m revive all old usages, but neither can we escape the 
influences under which our spirit and traditions have been 
formed. Modern institutes may decry or discredit the um of 
medimval titles. An old apologue tells how the fox that had 
lost its tail, jealous of its more fortunate fellows, tried to 
persuade them that tails were but useless appendages. To 
give up links with an honourable past would be to sacrifice 
distinctions which if their owners do not value othersare 
sagacious enough to envy. If it be vulgar for the parvenu to claim a fictitious lineage and to line his walls with portraits 
of imaginary ancestors, no lets is it degenerate for the scion of an old house to forget his high ancestry and affect to despise his past. To sell family heirlooms has always been
considered a last degradation. 

So long then as the Church is hierarchic and the State 
monarchic, so long as the land in which we live recognises 
rank and the Monastic Order, like the Church, takes colour 
from natiothl environmen, so long as human nature remains in bothcleric and lryman, so long as men value a not inglorious 
history and are influenced by poetry and romance, so long will it be reasonable to retain venerable idea and cherish 
honours that descend to us from our fathers. This is true 

to
and true simplicity. The innovation would be to destroy thme things, the affectation to despise them, the 

themhem. 
A further reason form aintainin our titles is to be found in the witness they bear to important his  facts ; and in these 

days of sp us continuity theories and of invasion by foreign 
monks there is more reason than emr to preserve mum 
nesses to our ancest . As indicating the only strand of the 
old Church which an.inued in communion with Rome dime 
titles constitute a protest against the bogus continuity of 
modern Anglicanism. The episcopate in England wholly 
failed, ,he priesthood that depended on that episcopate died out, sooner or later all other religkus Orders disappeared, the faithful lairy of course remained, but of all eccImiastical of

the English Benedictines alone survived ; and of 
this unique fact the continuance of our old titles is a record. 
Abbots of Evesham and York, Priors of Durham or Nor...rich, 
and the rest, are the sole remaining frog/nears of the ancient 
8o 
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hierarchy; from which point of view, antiquarian, romantic, 
historical, call it what you will, an Abbot of Westminster 
pmsesses an interest that is lacking m an Archbishop ofure West-
minster. The titles may be ruins, bin they are pict sque 
ruins, and tell of rim m that though past are not forgotten, 
of the palmy days of the Order in England. They may he 
ruins but in these more reverent days we respect ruins even 
when we don't rebuild them. There should be no need among 
us of a Society for the Prmervation of Ancient Monuments, 
or of a Government Department to safeguard what we our-
selves are too poor or too indifferent to Femme. 

In recent years the intolerance of foreign States has as
upon ow shores Benedictine communities of many kinds. 
They are of course wekome to our national hospitality. From 
very early times and for various reasons alien priories settled 
in England which, so long as they were under foreign juris-
diction, remained apart from the 

they
Congregation. Their 

pmition was fully understood. They were alien onasteries, 
even when inhabited by Englishmen. They could become 
Denizen, as the term was, on ceasing to be dependent upon 
foreign superiors. The English Order still extends similar 
welcome to exiled and permuted brethren; it would ill 
boom us to begrudge it when we had been sheltered for 
nvo centuries on the continent. But their presence and variety, 
however wekome, are liable to bleed some confusion, and 
make it an the more needful to retain distinctions that 
emphasise our identity and cominuity. An  titles serve 
thisfurther purpose, distinguishing old congregationsfrom new, 
alien foundations from denizen. We share our inheritance 
with no  i its title-deeds and heirlooms remain in our own 
keeping ; they are valuable possessions which it is forbidden 
to alienate, and if they are ever lost, we shall hand on to 
posterity an impaired and impoverised inheritance. 

Two objections are sometimes urged against the use of our 
old titles, namely, that they are only so much empty show, 
and that they are apt to breed arrogance or unnionastic vanity 
in those who use them. The fi rst objection is answered by 
reference to their practical utility sad the purpose which 
they serve. The second objection surely rests on an unworthy 
and incomplete estimate with very slight foundation in fact. 
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In our Congregation and with our traditions little danger 
exists of any arrogant misuse of our honora7 distinctions 
the example of pa wearers if not publicopinion is sufficient 
refutation of the fear. Never in Church history has there 
been a body of men with such wealth of honours borne 
so modestly and in such unassuming manner. We have had no 
Lord Abbots but such as were content with the title of Father. 
Them has been no flourishing of prelatical insignia in the face 
of an astonished people or of a watchful episcopate, no parade 
of titles in the public press, Erik use of them outside monastic 
precincts or even within them. Our titulars have borne their 
blushing honours thick upon them, but In secrecy and without 
ostentation. Their nearest neighbours never knew their rank ; 
many of them not known as monks much less as Priors. The 
number of he titles no doubt helped to keep them less 
prominent ; good English sense and a sane custom may have 
checked the instmas of annoy but whatever the explanation 
the fact remains. Our tradition of moderation is very strong ; 
long may it on  I If we must needs glory, no 'sprint 
guava ! we may glory not so much in our wealth of honours 
as in the marvellous modesty with which they have been 
borne. 
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A DESCRIPTION OF THE CHURCHES 
OF TOUL 

M ANY people may have heard A Toni, but most A 
them think of A 28 a fortr.s rather than as a city poss.s-
ing one of the finest cathedrals in France. Visitors are 

vent/uncommon in this little soldier-crowded town and the 
guests at the hotels arc solely commercial travellers. There 
are barracks on all Ad. and the shops chiefly advertise and 
exhibit " Articles pour les soldats." There are few attractions 
to anyone not interested in architecture. But numbers of 
travellers who are interested in architecture pass through 
this little towo as it R a junction on the main line from Paris 
to Nancy, Me. and Germany. They rarely seem to think 
it worth their %AIR to break their journey fora few hours 
to t the Cathedral of St Etienne and the church of Sr 
Gengoult. But if they did they would certainly want to stay 
a few days. 

Toul is situated about twenty miles west of Nancy on the 
river Moselle. Tullum Lencorum was the capital of the 
Lend in the Belgic Confederation, and became important 
under the Romans. The bishopric was founded by St Mansuy 
(Mansuetius) about 338. This Irish monk, studying in Rome, 
was consecrated Bishop and sent to Gaul to evangelize the 
Leuci. His preaching was quite unsuccessful until he had 
miraculously revived rho drowned son of the governor. The 
grateful parents and people were baptized Mansuy and his 
disciples put an end to the idols and built two church.. 
One to the B.V. Mary and St Stephen, another to St John 
Baptist, arid an oratory to St Peter, which became the Bene-
dictine Abbey of St Mansuy, 

what
relics lay under  he 

monks' choir. His long apostolic life closed in 373 and many 

triracl. were done at his tomb. According to a 1.s reliable
adition, St Eucaire was the real apostle of the Leuci. He 

may have been working among the Leuci earlier than Moony, 
but do. not seem to have hoed an episcopal centre. When 
Julian the apostate passed through Tool with his army, he 
heard of Encore as a defender of Christianity and beheaded 
him, together with St Eliphius his brother, and Sr Liberia, 
one of his five canonized sisters. The incident was com-
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memoraged in a charter given to Toul by Dagobert I of 
France and Autrasia. 

Sr Auspicius, the fifth bishop, was much esteemed by 
Sidonius Apollinaris, who confided to his instruction Arbogast 
of Trey.. St Loop of Troyes was born at Toul (38y). He 
married Pimeniola, the sister of St Hilary of Arles. They 
soon separated to seek religious perfection. St Loup retired 
to Lerins, then ruled by St Honoratus. He was consecrated 
Bishop of Troy. (4x6) and sent, together with St Germain 
of Auxerre, to combat Pelagianism in Britain. Their preaching, 
at Sc Alban's and elsewhere, silenced the her s. St 
Loup was the first bishop to overawe Attilla, a foci recalled 
by the Romans when they saw Mae recoil before the great 
St Leo. "Only a Wolf and a Lion could conquer w terrible 
a foe." St Loup's brother, St Vincent of Lerins, also was born 
at Toul. 

St Epvre was elected seventh bishop of Toul (r. Soo) 
and by his journeys and miracles and affable manners rooted 
out the remains of paganism. St Evronie, his sister, followed 
him to Tool, and lead there a religious life. Some time later 
among the clerics of Toul was one who had been called back 
from a solitary life and was renowned for sanctity. When 
Clovis and the victorious Franks passed Toul this cleric was 
chosen by Clovis to instruct and baptize him (g His 
catechist ,tat St Vedwt, afterwards Bishop' of 
Another saint born at Tout about this time was St FirmLn 
of Verdun, who lay dying as Clovis entered the rebellious city. 
The dying saint obtained Clovis' pardon for his people. 

Under St Gosselin (cca) the bishopric rose to grey  insport-
ance. Henry the Fowler asserted that Charles the Simple 
had ceded to him Lorraine, and took possession. Gosselin of 
Toni, recognizing Charles as the only legitimate descendant of 
Charlemagne, at first refused the feudal oath to Henry. He 
was eventually able to satisfy Henry, who gratefully granted 
regal rights to the Bishops of Toul. Unfortunately, this was 
the cause of three hundred years struggle between the Count-
Bishops and the citizens. Gouelin restored the abbeys of 
St Epvre and St Mansuy, and lent monks to Berenger of 
Verdun to restore St Van.. He was abo a patron 

,f
 learning 

and obtained Adis, the learned monk of Auxeuil, to govern 
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St Spore and to write a life of St Mansuy. A community of 
nuns was eablished by him et Buz is outside the city, and 
here he diestd in the fortieth year of 

hit
 episcopate. The con-

vent became a place of pilgrimage and miracle. The cure of 
dumb man et Buxeriae led to the dedication of the modern 

Institute for deaf-mut. to St Gosselin. 
In roz6 the greatest of all the bishops of Toul was elected. 

Bruno of Dagsbourg, who became Pope St Leo IX, was 
dexended from Charlemagne and was cousin-get man to the 
Emperor Conrad the Salic .When five years old he was sent 
to school at Toul. He conceived a great esteem for the Bene-
dictin., owing to a vision of St Benedict during the crisis 
of a dangerous fever, and was certainly asscciated with the 
abbey of St Spore. Possibly he received the habit; for he 
is recorded as saying at the end of his life " It is a long time 
since I save the little cell where I dwelt as a monk . . . nmv 
I must return to the narrow dwelling of the tomb." In 1010 
Bruno aided the Bishop to r.tore canonical life in the 
Cathedral-cloister. He was in the field against Milan with 
the Bishop's feudal contingent, when he was recalled to be 
bishop himself. As bishop he did much for the two abbeys. 
Political difficulties beset him. The neighbouring nobles 
disliked the democratic tone of this Count-Bishop, and it 
was only the valiant devotion of Bruno's citizens which saved 
Toul from the Count of Champagne. Meanwhile the Church 
had been distracted by the rival claims to the Papacy of 
Benedict IX, Sylvester III and Gregory VI. After the short 
reigns of Clement II and Damasus II deputies were sent to 
Germany to request Henry to nominate a Pope. At the Diet 
of Worms (.°41), Henry, with the approbation of all, nomi-
nated his nephew, Bruno of Toul. We need not recount St 
Leo's struggle against simony and lay investiture with the 
help of Hildebrand, Cardinal Humbert and St Peter Damian, 
whom he had called to the service of the Church. He re-
crossed the Alps twice, and visited Tool to canonize St 
Gerard, the thuty-seventh bishop of Tool, whose episcopal 
life might be compared with that of St Charles Borromeo. 
Legend has it that on Leo's death all the bells of Christendom 
tolled as he passed out of the world. In Low the Cathedral-
Dean built a church in honour of this great bishop, which 
afterwards became the Abbey of St Lion. 
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The War of Investitures brought much trouble to the 

bishopric, and the Chapter. After myr appointments were 
mostly by the Holy See, and we find many Italian names 
among the bishops. In 1544 Charles V entered the town. 
In Isle it placed itself under the perpetual protection of 
the Kings of France.. Henry II took possession of the Troio 
Effichis (Toul, Metz, Verdun) in I cgs. They wore finally 
incorporated with Franry in MO. The Concordat of ryos 
made Nancy the episcopal centre, the bishops being styled 
"of Tool and Nancy." In these latter days the bishopric has 
not lacked great prelates, such as Forbin-Janson (1884-184, Darboy (1859-63), [Cardinal] La vigerie (1863-67),and 
[Cardinal] Foulon (1867-84. 

Arriving by train from Paris, Toul looks intensely unin-
teresting and there is no sign of a cathedral. The ViSitOr on 
leaving the station probably asks the way and distance to the 
cathedral. He is told that it is a very long way, about five 
kilometres, and very difficult to find. This is to induce him 
to take one of the two cabs waiting fora casual visitor the 
way is difficult, but the distance as only one kilo. Leaving 
the station he proceeds down a wide road till he reaches the 
Porte de France on the inner fortifications, after which the 
roads become narrow. There is still no sign of the cathedral ; 
but, after asking his way many times, he suddenly emerges 
from narrow streets into the Cathedral Square, and ,e brought 
face to face with the western facade, the finest part of the 
Cathedral and perhaps the most wonderful Gothic facade
in the world. The effect is amazing, and, even if he is not 
artistic, he is probably dazed for a few minutes by the height
and richness which he meets so unexpectedly. Then gradually 
he will be able to pick out the superb details. This facade 
was begun in mllo and nearly finished by LIM from the de-
signs of Tristan dc Haftonchatel, Jacquemin de Lenoffiourt 
being master-builder. The ftgo western towers are similar 
in detail except for the spiral staircases and have a height of 
8495 feet (the towers of Rheims are My feet and Amiens 
end feet). Many authorities, probably those who have 
visited Toul, consider this group to be the finest in France 
as regards detail and proportion, even surpassing Rheims. 
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But unfortunately all the canopies and niches are empty of 
sculptures, both in the portals and up the buttress.. If these 
ftulptur. were present it would probably be the mom beau-
tiful Gothic budding in do world. Agat Calvary alone 
rises above the rose window below the gable. The two towers 
are of four orders, terminating in octagons of two orders. 
The main buttresses are prolonged upwards to serve a series 
of flying-bootreftes round these octagons and area feature 
both of skill and beauty. The whole effect of the facade is 
00 of extraordinary lightness, and it is certainly the finest 
specimen in the world of the ogival flamboyant style. 

Tool is moo fortunate than many French cathedrals, as it 
is not entirely closed in by houses. To the north lies a park 
and on the south A the cloister. But even so it is difficult to 
obtain a good general viw of the whole, except from the 
.t. A fairly good ideas can be obtained of the north side 

from the park, but the thickness of the trees prevents any 
clear view. 

After the richness of the facade, the effect of the rest of the 
cathedral may be disappointing at first. East of the towers 
it is simple in design, but of grand proportions. The foundations 
date in part from the tenth century, but the whole church 
was entsrely rebuilt from the middle of the thirteenth. 
The east end terminates in a single apse without ambulatory 
or chapels, as at Dijon. 

There is a single aided bay between do apse and do great 
transept forming two square chapels internally over which 
rise two low towers. The nave is of the same simple design 
but with a tremenduous system of buttress.. A beautiful 
Renaissance chapel Des Eveques was built out from the two 
eastern aisles on the north side about the year 0530. 

Themaft entrance to the cathedral n from thew est. The 
interior is not so long as many French cathedrals, being just 
over 3oo feet. The aov is about 43,000 square feet, or not 
quite as large as Troyes. The nave is simple, but of an austere 
grandeur often lacking in French church.. It consists of 
eight bays, including the towers, with single aisles from which 
chapels open. There ism triforium, but both nave, arcades 
and clerestory are of greater proportions and the arrangement 
reminds one in some ways of the Cathedral of Seville. The 
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vault, rising to a height of see feet, has a more acute angle 
than usual ; the span of the central aisle is +3 feet. The five 
eastern bays date from the second quarter of the fourteenth 
century and have rich foliated capitals. The western bays are 
nearly acentury later and are without capitals. Unfortonately 
ugly cracks have appeared in the arches and walls of the bay 

a of the towers Which make one wonder if the great facade 
is safes . It would be a disaster to art end architecture if any-
thing should happen to is But the pillars and walls of the 
nave are of great solidity, allowing a wide walk below the 

.5..,.s has qs Tes/ Cathedral 

clerestory windows. At the west end of the nave is a fine 
eighteenth century organ supported by a sumptuously curved 
stone gallery of the same date. Unfortunately pews consider-
ably mar the general effect of this nave. 

Two doors open from the south aide into the cloider. 
Between them are three chapels, the western one having a 
superb late fif teenth century altar-piece which is almost 
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richer in detail than the facade. The second chapel conins 
a sixteenth century painting and the third is fine -Renaissatance 
work of leo, formerly dedicaryd to All Saint, but now to 
St Jeanne d'Arc. From the north aisle open the chapels of 
the Sacred Heart, St Joseph with an altar-piece of 1689 and 
dos &values. A flamboyant gallery runs round the outer walls 
of the aisles and chapels. 

The transep is notable for id tremendom width from 
east to west. Isis 574 feet long and has a span of about 6o. 
Owing to the extreme shortned of the eastern limb of the 
church the choir is situated in the transept. It is in the same 
style as the nave, but half a century earlier and in most 
respects the details are better. In the north and south walls 
are large geometrical windows under which are flamboyant 
galleries similar to those in the nave. A thirteenth century 
arcade, forming tombs or chapels, runs below these and is 
continued round the outer walls of the transept and choir 
aisles. The arch opening from the transept into the apse 
is of great beauty. The  are carried up to the vault and 
are in two parts, each with its own set of richly carved capitals. 
There is a single aided bay between the transept and the 
apse which is very into  architecturally. The aisles 
form the base of two towers and due to this there is a marked 
gallery which can neither be termed triton um nor clerestory, 
and which is one of the mass beautiful features of the church. 
In each of these aisles is a finely carved Renaissance altar 
piece. 

The apse itself dates Gorr the middle of the thirteenth 
century and is lighted by seven long windows of two lights. 
There are neither ambulatory or chapels beyond. Round the 
walls below these windows is a Renaissance screen of black 
and white marble which was not finished till oss and is not 
in keeping with the rest of the cathedral. 

A flight of eighteen steps leads down to the cloister from 
a door so the eastern bay of the north aide of the nave. This 
cloister, dating from the latter half of the thirteenth century, 
is ne of the most beautiful early Gothic cloisters in Fran 

o 
ce. 

It is of considerable size, 036 feet long and 164 broad, and 
consists of twenty-three bays. The arcades are of the same 
geometrical design which appears in the cathedral. On the east 
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is a modern chapel of Le Creche, with a beautiful altar-piece 
of the seventeenth century, representing the Adoration of the 
Shepherds, which was formerly in the church at Pont-a-
Mousson. The figures are in full relief and the work is 
attributed to Ignoce Robert. On the north, joining the church, 
is a fifteenth century hall which was at one time used 2s the 

aster chapter house. Every aspect of the clo er is picturesque. 
On the north rises the cathedral while on the other three 
sides stand picturesque houses, formerly caucus dwellings. 

The church of St Gengoul lies about ? quarter of a mile 
west of the cathedral. St Gengoul, the patron saint of the 
unhappily-married, was remarkable as a young man for his 

piety. lie became of the foremost warriors of Pepin Le 
Bref, and his tent-one companion. Unfortunately he married a 
well-born lady who was "vain, worldly, flighty, and quite 

and to her husband." She mocked his piety and virtues 
and eventfully was unfaidda Gorgon] was long horraued by 
doubts as to whether he should reveal his knowledge of her 
guilt. When this was miraculously manifested, he refused to 
deliver her to the severity of the low and put her away on 
one of his manorial estates, himself retiring to a chateau near 
Avallon.He continually exhorted her in writing,to repentance, 

but the unhappy woman went from bad to wove and des-
patched her accomplice to assassinate Gengoul. The 
assassin surprised Gengoul as he lay sleeping, but the latter, 
waking, turned aside the full force of the blow. "After 
reccoong the Last Sacraments the Martyr of Justice and 
Chastity fell asleep in the Lord" (76o). His body was bulled 
by two pious aunts amid a great concourse, and the fame of 
his miracles spread all over Europe. To-day his name is 
retained at St Gingolph in Annecy on the Lake of Geneva. 
Sc Gerard of Total (q63) founded the Collegiate Church in 
his honour and obtained numerous relics. Hroswidu, the 
numdramatist of Gandasheim, composed a Latin "Passion 
of St Gingulphd" 

His church is unfortunately blocked in on all sides by houses, 
but even mthe exterior can be seen better than the cathedral. 
The facade, much simpler in design than that of the cathedral, 
dates from the fifteenth century. It is flanked by two towers, 
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A description of the Churches of Toul 
the northern one being surmounted by an octagon. The west 
portal is Ash in detail and the great window above it is filled 
with delicate ornery of the early sixteenth century. Indeed 
all the windows is this church deserve to be studied. The nave 
is short, consisting of only four bays, including the west 
towers, and is of the thirteenth-fourteenth century. The 
east end consists of a single apse, which, like the cathedral, 
has neither ambulatory nor chevet. The transept is of con-
siderable length and has on the east side six projecting chapels. 
The interior of the church is lofty and in spite of its shortness, 
the proportions arc excellent. 

But the most beautiful feature of St Gengoult is the flam-
boyant cloister which lies to she north of the nave and is 
entered by a door born the north aisle. It dates from the 
beginning of the sixteenth century and it would be difficult 
to find any cloister more beautiful. It forms a square, 
each side being divided by a buttress into two bays and each 
bay having two arcades of sees lights. The earliest part is the 
south side which is pure Gothic. The three other sides are 
about twenty years later and Renaissance details begin to 
appear in a charming manner. The tracery in the arcades is of 
a beauty in design and varieffi which is probably unique, 
while the details in the sculpture are elaborate but of an 
ffiusual delicacy. A late sixteenth century door opens on the 
north side into the Place du Marche. 

Apart from these two churches, Toni pont:nes few really 
interesting buildings. There arc several fine Renaissance 
houses, and some remains of the Monastery des Cordeliers. 

A shots description of the illustrations is perhaps necessary. 
The fi rst shows the facade as one fi rst sees it, arriving from the 
lane on the western side of the Cathedral Square. The second 
shows the interior of the nave from the west, and the third 
the nave arcadffi. The fourth is taken from the south aisle 
of the nave looking across she transept. The fifth shows the 
cloister of the cathedral from the south-ens, and the sixth 
the cloister of St Gengoult from the north-west. 



HAGIOGRAPHY versus HISTORY 
AVETE SOLITUDINIS 

A TRANSLATION OF Tin BenVIARY HYMN FOR ALL MONKS 

Hail dwellers in the solitude 
And in the lowly cloister cell, 

Who steadfast and unshaken stood 
Against the raging hordes of hell. 

All wealth of gold and precious stone 
And glories all of rank and birth

You cast away and trampled on, 
With all low pleasures of this earth. 

The green fields and the orchards grew 
The simple fare whereon ye fed. 

The brook was drink enough for y 
And on the hard ground was your rbed. 

Around you dwelt the venomed soak 
And fiercest monsters harboured '''. 

All foul forms that the demon takes 
You saw, but would not yield to fear. 

Far, far beyond all earthly things
Your burning thougfiivou wing their flight, 

And hear the holy whisperings 
Of angels in the heavenly height. 

Thou Father of the heavenly host'
Thou glorious Son of Mary maid,

Thou Paraclete, the Holy Ghost, 
To Thee be praise and glory paid. 
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The learned Spanish Dominican, one of the theologians 
of the Council of Trent, whose considered judgment is 
expressed in graceful Latin, undoubtedly scored a manifest 
hit when in his chapter on " Trustworthy Authors " he 
indicated the hagiographers, even when they were themselves 
saims, as writers who had not always eryrcised the critical 
judgment and careful discrimination which are required 
of the historian. It is unfortumtely true that a considerable 
1.rrosi.; tionjo h.btog. t 
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extending from simple and unlettered credulity, mistake, 
and the exaggeration of pious imagination to that deliberate 
invention for which the critic has a hard; name. But, if we 
would leave mistake, exaggeration and fraud out of the 
qumtion, there is left the most prolific cause of all, credulity. 
Hagiography from the fifth century undl the fifteenth (and 
even we fear beyond) is distinguished above all by its lack 
of seneritat judith and ram in &geed, of criticism and dis-
crimination. 

A very great amount of critical work has been applied to 
the region of hagiographical literature since Bollandus in-
augurated the great collection of the Aria San  and 
the work is still proceeding. The immensity of the enterprise 
may be measured by the number of the volumes to which 
that series has already extended. Boo, independently of the 
Bollandists, the criticism of hagiographical texts, and especially 
of thosewhich concern the early centuries, has been pursued 
by many scholars, among whom the greatest name is that of 
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Tillemont. The work is by no means finished, though it is 
being pushed forward vigorously in our own day by various 
invdtigators, among whom are such writers as Delehaye and 
Dufourcq. Under the influence of this long critical effort a 
great revolution of opinion has been effected with regard to 
the value of hagiographical texts in general, a revolution 
the extent of which we can measure summarily if we compare 
such a book as the Legend.; glum; of Jacobus de Voragine with 
Les Ligendes Hagieraphignes of the Bollandist, Hippolyte 
Delehaye. The famous book of the thirteenth century 
Dominican is hagiography at its most naive. We would do 
wrong to judge the Golden Legend by critical standards. 
Worthless, or almost worthless, as reliable history, it is to be 
regarded rather as the romance of the saints, the Gems 
San run and there is no question of the immense popularity 
it attained and of the beneficent influence exec ciud for many 
centuries by its attractive page, inspired by the highest ideals 
of Christian piety. But anticat Plate, Inagis agntra 
The modern Bollandist will have truth at all costs.  Aar an 
historian he has little use for legend, however pious or bend-
Al, and he is ruthless as any iconoclast in eit ing the pre-
tensions of pseudo-history. In this he is undoupdbtedly right, 
however unpopular. He is serving the best interests of scission, 
and he h in line with the true genius of she Apostolic and 
Roman Church. 

That much-lamented scholar, Edmund Bishop, has left 
us an essay on the "G enius of the Roman Rite," in which he 
set down vvhat he regarded as the characteristics of the Roman 
liturgy at its purest. Among thde characteristics ho emphasized 
sobriety and restraint. But, as he proceeds to point out, the 
Roman liturgy came under foreign influencd, and thc 

we simplicity and sober beauty of its prayers and ritual were 
contaminated by alien prolixity and extravagance. The pro-
cess was 

the 
but effective, and it has left its unmistakable 

mark on the service books which we use to-day. Now that such 
a process should have been possible shows a weakening at 
the centre, shows that Rome hull had to some extent lost 
its hold upon the strict and even severe Standards of its earlier 
time. And its success show what history also demonstrates, 
that Rome suffered from sthe general cultural decline that 
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went with the fall of the Empire and lasted until the Re-

naissaut 
nce. 

B this cultural decline is nowhere more manifest than in 
that hagiographical literature which emanated from Rome 
and Roman circles in the fifth and succeeding centuries. • 
In this literature, for the most part, the characteristic Roman 
qmlities of sobriety and restraint are indeed hr to seek 
The verbositid of the rhetorician, the banal inventions of 
half-educated minds, and the vagaries of popular tradition, 
are served up without critiml discrimination or sobriety of 
taste. Perhaps it was only to be expected that history should 
suffer especially in the general decadence. Even in classical 
antiquity opinion had becn very generous to the but
in the matter of historical accuracy. Quintilian declares that 
the historian is own brother to the phrt and that history may 
be described as prose poetry. The ancients liked their historians 
to tell a good story, with plenty of rhetorical colour and 
dramatic imagination. The painstaking accuracy of a Polybius 
%vas respected but not popular. Produce thh tendency through 
the decadence and you have the inevitable result. The critical 
faculty is reduced to the vanishing point, the guest of accurate 
fact becomes no primary concern, and there follows a not 
of insipid rhetoric and extravagant invention. 

It is instructive to consider the genesis and history of the 
Roman G.. Martyr., The fi rst persecution to which 
the Christians of Rome were subjected was that of Nero, 
A.D. 64, of which we have an authentic notice in the Annals 
of Tarim. Tradition tells us of the marryrdom of St Peter 
and St Paul, and Tacitus speaks of an " mgens multitudo," 
an iMMMISC body of nameless martyrs. The infant Church 
staggered under the blow, but recovered and grew apace. 
The Arts of the martyrs of this first persecution were not 
written by these u ivors, or if written have not come down to 
us. But we have spurious Aria. After this fi rst ordeal, in 

tr 
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spite of sporadic severity, there was no systematic pyrsecution 
of Christians until the second century had run as course. 
Then with Septimus Segrrus (anon) persecution began, got 
worse under Maximin (235), raged furiously under Decius 
and Valerian (250—ssy) and culminated with Diocletian 
and Galerius (302). Then came Constantine and the peace 
of the Church (3,3). Under Julian the Apostate (f63) per-
section made a loot impotent effort. 

For the fi rst two centuries it would appear that no systematic 
records were kept, though we have some few authentic and 
very valuable documents, such as the Acn of St Polycarp, 
St Justin Martyr, and the Martyry of Lyons. The third century, 
the persecution century par exerilenee, saw a change in 
this respect, and some Not was made at Rome to keep a 
record of the sufferings and deaths of the martyry. The Peace 
of the Church gave an opportunity of collecting these records 
and preserving the memory of the martyrs. Their names and 
the dates of their death were already recorded in the calendar, 
and their tombs in the catacombs were known and venerated. 
There waa a great outburst of devotion to their memory, and 
the faithful desired nothing better than to hear the story of 
their heroism. But apparently it was discovered, when ff was 
too late, that very little of the precious Jar had escaped the 
violence of the persecutor. Diocletian in A.D. 304 ordered 
the destruction of all Christian books, and the Acts of the 
Martyrs probably went the way of texts of the Gospels and 
other Christian documents. Apart from the meagre data of 
semi/clod inscription and liturgical mention, there was little 
left but oral tradition and that popular and vague. 

Yet, as has been said, the martyrs of Rome now became the 
object of great popular veneration, and pilgrims began to 
Hoek to the city from Spain, Afric and France, to reverence 
then) in the place of their sepulture.a  It wasnot natural that 
they should be content, after long travel, fatigue and danger, 
with a name and a tomb. Under the pressure of this popular 
real, both native and foreign, the data of tradition were 
precised and developed where there was no tradition at all 
the probable circumstances of any martyrdom and the char-
actenstics of any martyr were attributed, not without mistakes 
of detail and with no great artistic skill, to this or that martyr 
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in particular; the Germ Martyram began to take definite 
shape. 

The great Pope Damasus (366---304) found it necessary 
take steps to repair and protect the catacombs, and to co

ntrolco  the manifestations of popular devotion. Damasus was 
born before the penecutions ended. Asa young an he would 
have known the persecutors and the confessors of the faith. 
As Bishop of Rome he had excellent opportunities of collect-
ing into  and consulting records. Yet when he comes 
to write his brief notices of the martyrs he has little or nothing 
to tell us. Only in five cases does he give a fact, and in one of 
these cases, that of Hippolytus, he does not vouch for it 
" has c audita refert Damasus." It is fair to assume that he 
does not give facts because he is unable to do so. St Jerome 
lived at Rome before and during the time of Damasus. He tells 
us himself, M a brief autobiographical aside, of the interest 
which he took in the catacombs and the memorials of the 
martyry! He would seem to love formed the intention 
of writing some account of their sufferings, but we may search 
his writings in vain for any such information. If we read the 
sermons on the saints by fathers of this period we find three of 
the Roman martyrs alluded to, more or less vaguely Law-
rence, Sebastian and Agnes. And often Ambrose, Augustine, 
and the poet. Prod us, like DollIdelle, think it necessary 
to warn the reader that they are not certain of the facts which 
they narrate, and that they give them not as history but as 
legend. It is significant to note the " Senn° S. Augustin'," 
as the Breviary entitles it, which supplies the Lessons for 
the second Nocturn of the Common of a Martyr. The martyr's 
name may be supplied at will. Even so a considerable portion 
of the Germ may, as Dufourcq points out, be described as the 
Common of Martyry Ancient rhetoric taught in pupils to 
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provide appropriate characterisations and speeches for the 
most various persons, and the unknown writers of the Geste 
use the methods of this rhetoric. It is obvious from the 
narratives themselves. Consider the highly improbable dis-
quisitions that are put to the mouths of the martyrs and the 
amazing dialogues which take , place between them and their 
persecutors. And as to the 'typical" descriptions of the 
martyrs and their characters we may ascribe them to the 
operation of the same biographical method that is revealed 
in the naive confe.ion of Agnelli., the ninth century historian 
of the Bishops of Ravenna 

" Ubi historiam non inveni, aut quaker ruin vita 
fuisset nec per annosos et vaustos homincs, neque per 
aedificationem, neque per quamlibet auctoritatem, 

per

trim sanctorum pontificum fieret . . . vestris ora 
tionibus me Deo adjuvante composssi, et credo 
non mentitum es., quia et oratores fuerunt castique et 
eleemolinarii et Deo animas hominom adquilitores." 

Therefore, et the end of the fourth century, while the Gesta 
were in process of formation, the leaders of the Church were 
conscious chiefly of the small extent of their knowledge 
concerning the martyrs. Their names and days and t0 111b9 
were known tradition could perhaps be trusted for salient 
facts in the case of the more distinguished among them; 
but the rest was silence.: And the official attitude of the Church 
towards the then ,growing legends was one of reserve. The 
Acts were not admired into the liturgy. Perhaps it would have 
been better had the Church at once taken this province under 
her control, and not left it to develop freely and unchecked. 
The African Church did so and the As. of African martyrs 
compare more than favourably with the Roman Ann. B. the 
Church stood on one sole not condemning and at the same 
time not fully accepting ffie Greta.2 

,:d..E522E2S1:4:::ca cFcireye t2Inta!,:rarl s, 
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The so-celled Henan. Gelasionunt, "dc libris recipiendis 

et non reapiend.," is supposed to have originated under 
Pope Damasus in A.D. 38x and to have taken the form in 
which we know it under Pope Gelasius (49e-496). It contains 
a sort of Index of permitted and forbidden books. Among the 
books which arc approved we find the Gala Marlyn.. But 
the approval is a modified one. Here are the words of the 
decree 

heel genre sanetorum martyrum qui multiplicibus tor-
mentorum crucianbus et mirabilibus confess ionum rviumphis 
irradiant. Qui, catholicorum clubnet majora in in agonibm 
fuisse perfessos, nee suis viribus sed Del gratia et adjutorio 
universa tolerasse t Sed ideo secundo m mtiquarn consue-
tudinem singulari cautela in sancta Rom ana ecelesia non 
leguntur, rune et eor um qui co ripserc no mina penitus 
ignorant., et ab infidelibus vel idiots superfine mu minus 
apta, quern rei ordo scripta l ease putantur sieut 
cujusdam Cirici et Julius.. sic. Georgii alionnfique ejusmodi 
passiones, 5uae ab haere is perhibentur conscuptae. Propter 
quod, ut dlctum est, ne yellevis subsannandi orerctur ccasio, 
in sancta Rom ana alai non leguntur. Nos tamen cum 
nnedicta ecclesia omn. martyr. et corum gloriosos agones, 
qui Den magic quam hominibus none mnt, omni devotione 

enerarnur. 
Notice the last sentence " We therefore with the aforesaid 

chnrch [of Rome] venerate devoutly all martyrs and their 
OH... contests, fuhtcb err better known to God than to men." 
Notice further that, though the Gelee are tolerated, the 
Church is not going to give them the sanction of liturgical 
use " they are not read in the holy Roman Church." And 
in defence of this policy some very sufficient reasons are given 
The Greta arc anonymous ; they contain superfluous and 
unsuitable matter in  by infidels or ignorant folk;
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and some are even said to have been composed by heretics. 
Therefore' again: "they a, not read in the holy Roman 
Church." Such was the official attitude of the Church in the 
fourth and fifth centuries. 

The Ostrogothic period at which we have arrived was 
one of great literary activity. It is to this time Ohm the Liber 
Pontificaliy and the final redaction of a great number of the 
Gel. Martyrs= are ascribed. And besides this literature of 
the martyrs there was now a growing ascetical literature. 
The East had contributed some striking pictures of aacetical 
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The sixth century saw the growth of what we may call" Lives 
of the Confessors "; in Italy itself. And at the end of it, not 
as an isolated phenomenon, but as the most distinguished figure 
among many similar writers, stands the Pope Saint Gregory 
the Great with his Book of the Dialogues. We have said that 
this work was no isolated phenomenon ; but on the other 
hand it marked a great change in the critical attitude of the 
Holy See. We are far indeed in 630 A.D. from the standards 
set op by Damasus and Jerome, two centuries earlier, or 
from the severity of Geladus. The sixth century has taken a 
definite step forward towards the Middle Age. 

It was a century of dire trouble for Italy. The Gothic War 
was more grievous even than the barbarian invasions, more 
devastating in its results. About the year sin, a n the
hundred years of life, the Roman Senate died. In the year 
347—strange and unique event—Rome was abandoned by its 
inhabitants and remained deserted for several months. It 
was a time of acute political misery ion the harassed folk of 
haly turned eagerly to seek consolation in the mavensuperatural. Was 

begets credulity and the expectatffin of  The 
GO Id Manyrygns and the lives of the hermits and monastic 
pioneers had stimulated imaginations and familiarised all 
with the miraculous. They were prepared to find the aame 
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near, home. The air was full of stories of astetical prowess 
and miraculous power. 

Such was the state of things in the last decade of the sixth 
century when Pope Gregory began to collect the stories 
which make the Book of the Dialogues. He set out definitely 
to obtain stories of the miraculous and the supernatural, and 

h important to notice the so co from which he obtained 
is

s
 material. He does not mainly on written record, 

but on oral testimony, and his witness. are very various 
in character. For the second book he tells us that he relies 
chiefly on the testimony of four abbots, disciples of St Bene-
dict But in the other books he sometim. uses the t.tinsony 
of country-folk. He tells us that he h, perforce to give their 
stories in other words than thosein which he received them, 
for the rustic language of his informants would have dis-
figured his discourse. Upon this we arc forced to reflect that 
such testimony is not the stuff of which exact history is made. 
An assiduous collector going about among a people of great 
faith and lively imagination would be sure to find abondance 
of religious folk-lore. It is not impossible to find it even in the 
premnt day among a people endowed with imagination and 
a vivid faith. But one must not be required to treat it as 
history. And of all the witness., as of St Gregory himself, 
we fear that it must be said that they were true children 
of their period, with a poor conception of the value of evidence 
and little critical faculty. 

Here is the story with which the fi rst book of the Dialogue, 
opens. It is of Hon acs, Abbot of the monastery of FondO 

In times past, one Venantists, a no had a 
lion 

in the 

count,am nix 
 of Samnim, the fanner whereof had mn caged rittr. 

vone=lndtt :trtitings' hirlZratol'y' lLiZ 
and ref.. from all idle talk,mdi  he much. said before, subdue 
his body by means of bstinence. His parnts upon a certain day, had 
invited the neighbours to a banquet which consisted altogether of 
flesh. whereof because for the 

hove
of mortification he to  to eat, 

is father and mother began to laugh at him, stilling him to fall to that 
Me they had ffir.. Can we,. youth they, " you any fish here 

in Mese mountains  " (for in Mat place they used ...me; to hand 
of fish, but seldom to see any). But while they were thus jenting. and 

r.;ntelv.
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mocking at their son, suddenly .y lacked was who

scar awed a wooden bucket (m the manner is them) want to the well 

to fetch some whinto ich, as he was drawing, a fish entered, which 

upon his Teti., together with the water, he poured forth before them 

elk And the fun was so great that it served Honoratus very well for 

Inal hat day. At this strange chance all were stricken with admeratton, 

an his parents abstained now from further scoffing at his dnue and 

began to have him in reverence Mr his lminence. whom before. for 

that very cause, they did mock and scorn and by this means the fish 
that

miraculously from the .11 discharged God, servant from 

Mat shame which he had endured through their uncivil jestin. 

Honoralus, 
ol rd

proc  forward in virtue. at length was made 

free by the aforemid  ...us and afterwards in that prom 

which is called Fondi. he built an abbey, wherein he was the father of 

dm°. two hundred monks: and he lived in so great holiness that he 

fr:, mrr "°""a
e of the WWII, threatening and ruin al the louse and she 

death of all the monks within which danger the holy mm seeing 

ready to come upon them, calMI often upon the name of Christ and 

putting forth his right hand made against it the sign of the cross. and 

M that means did he ayet  and pant fad to the side of that steephill 

which thing Lawrence, a t h ere a ny  affirmed to lie most tru. And, 

ause it frond not there any place upon which it might rest, it 

verilyth at this time in such sort that all which now look upon it do 

ri  think that it would continually fall." 

Them follows then, in response to a gumtion of his irder-

locutor, the deacon Peter, a charming homily, full of spiritual 

wisdom and genuine piety, in which 
Sr 

Gregory shows at his 

best. The second chapter contains three remarkable narratives 

concerning one Libertines, prior of the same abbey of Fondi, 
who " for the great, love which he bore to the venerable 

Honorams always carried about with him in his bosom one 

of his meetings," with which stocking M raised a dead child 

to fife. The third chapter tells us of the monk who was gardener 

to the abbey and is related on the authority of " Felix, also 

called Cumus," who was prior of the abbey of Fondi. 

" M the same abbey there lived a certain monk, very virtuous who 

um the gardener. A thief likewise there was, that med to climb over 

the hedge and so to meal away the worts. The holy man, seeing that 

he did set many wh. he could not fi d, and perceiving 

that some Were trod. dovm and others stolen away. walked round 

about the garden to find the place where the thief came in, which when 

he had fon., by chance also as he was there he lighted upon a snake, 
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which he willed w follow him, and bringing him to the place where the 
thief enters!, gave him this charge In the name of Jimis, at,
he). tar ommand thee to keep IIM passage. and not to ...my thief 
to e i .. Whereupon the snake, forthwith obeying his and. 
meat. itmlf anima in the way and the monk re.. to his cell. 

tenvards in the heat of the day, when all Me monks were at rod, 
tm thief according to his Ctiatont cattle thither and as ide. was cr 
over the hedge and had put me leg on the other s  suddenly he 
saw the snake which stopped the way, and, for fear mans backward, 
he left his hanging there by the shoe from  stake and so he hung 
with his head downward until the return of the gardene who coming 
at his es  hour found the thief hanging there in thn hedge whom 
when he saw he spoke thus til the make: God he haked on  host 
done what I bade thee and therefore go now thy ty, ' upon which 
licence the make by and by Jet.. Then coming to the thief he 
spoke thus un whim:  What tneaneth t iss good brother God 
hath delivered you, as you see. into mine 

monks?
 : wh have you been 

so bold as so often to rob away the labour of the   " and speaking 
thus he loosed his foot without doing him a, harm. willing him also 
to follow him; who brought him to the garden gate and gave him 
those worts which he des.] to have stolen, speaking to him also in a 
swmt inminer alter this sort ' Go your way. and steal no ore 
Mt when you have need, come hillier to me and what sand. you 
would take that will I willingly Ism. upon you for Gods sake.'

This is an excellent tale, and told with all St Gregory's 
narrative skill, but must we take it as more than folk-lore ? 

We are reminded strongly of the epic story of Rikki-Tikki. 
And so the collection proceeds. From the second book, 
which gives us a rooks of scene, from the life of St Benedict, 
we might quote some very extraordinary nanatives,  "fedtur-
ing " a wise raven, two ghosts, a dragon,.and many devils. 
But here is an amazing incident recanted in the third book. 

"Some there am yet Ming with me affirm this to be .e which 
1 will now speak of. A man of holy life there was. ea. Stephen, who 
was a priest in the province of Valeria. nigh of kind. to my demon 
Boni.. who, coming home upon d time front travel, make some-
what negbgently to his servant, say,: Come, sir devd, and poll 
off my hose • at which wools straOtway his garters began to Mom 

w great haste, so that he plainly perceived that the devil indeed, 
hom he named, was pulling off his stocking : whereat, being much 

Certified, he cried out aloud and said: • Away, wretched caitiff. 
away I [spice not to thin, but to my wry: Then the devil 

TL:rf Z7L7, 
how ready and diligent lie is to observe and note the cog 

our
of 

our soul.' 

Toy 
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And lastly here from the fourth book is the famous story 

of King. Theodork and Stromboli. 

" Julian, who died almost seven years since. and had a worshipful 
office in this church of Rome. in which now by God's providence I 
serve, used often to visit me (living os yet in my monastery) and to 
talk with me of spiritual thing. for the good of both our sou. This 
., upon a day, told me Mrs story. In the time of King Theodortens 

PIrst.' O, 7vhn.vn '"r 
IxinB in 

, itti"sl.'d'frel!Y
rn mto Italy. 

snip came arras an o tpara where he 
understood that there dwelt a certain solitary man of great nit., 

whom he thought good, while the mariners were occupied about 
mending of their ship and tackling. to visit. to talk with him .d to 
commend himself to his prayem: and mhe did in the company of others. 
Men they were o themesnol od, amongst other talk which they 
had the asked them 

this 
question • IM you, (a.m..), ham- that King 

Theodoricus is dead to whom thy. quickly answered: . God forbid: 
we left hit» alive at our departure from Rome ; and before this present 
we never heard of any such thing: Then the servant of God told them 
that certainly lie was turd: for vaiterday outh lien at nine of the 
dock, he was without the  and giolle and his hands fast Wind. 

o& betwixt John the Pope and Symmitchus senator, . 
throun into yuloan.s guip.h. which is not far .from this place.. When 

tretni' Voral nyl4 t7nd%' 7 I na't" lidi:T= " Sed' U'rOn 
that very day in which his unhappy of wt out of 

teas
world and 

purdshment was revealed to the servant of God. And forasmuch as 
miserable  he 

 M1een rose dean of Pape Jahn. and 
so deed

into fire. whom before in this life he halunjuAl
pal 

'y condettmed t

And now we must approach the question which has prob. 

thin suggested itself to the mind of the reader f what are we 

to 'think of St Gregory's relation to this curious book I The 

Book of the Dialogues had an immense success none of St 

Gregory's works was so popular. To the Greek Church he 

became known as "Gregory of the dialogues." The book gave 

great assistance to the Catholic cause in Italy in its struggle 

with Arianism, and, by rSB d his 

Rule, was a chief inotrument in the propagation of Bent-

dictinism. By the middle ages its narratives were accepted 

without question as armed with the authority of a great 

Pope and a great saint. It has left its mark on literature and 

oq 

Hagiography versus History 

on art. Therefore, when we raise doubtsand suggest criticisms, 
we would seem to impugn the veracity of a souk and to be 
lacking in reverence for the authority of a Doctor. But we 
plead not guilty in both cases. 

In the first place we believe St Gregory to be quite 
veracious but, sown Ile does not nitrate what has come 

within hit own experience, there remains the question of 
the credibility of his sourcm, to which he expressly refers 

the whole responsibility, and this we have no octet of testing. 

Pate Delehaye has a special chapter on "Certain hagio-
graphic heresies." Among these he reckons trust in the piety, 

potation, and high dignity of the biographer, and the 

confuung of the credibility of the informant with the cred-
ibility of his information That b exactly what occurs when 

it is argued that the Dialogue, must be believed implicitly 

became they were written by St Gregory the Great. 
Undoubtedly St Gregory, great Pope and great saint as 

he was, is a figure inspiring such reverence and a personality 
of such influence in the history of the Church, that we naturally 

shrink from advancing any criticism which would seem to 

detract from his authority. Yet every historical consideration 

points to the conclusion, which we have alread ndicated, 
that in this matter of hagiography he was the 

try 
child of 

his time. That time rejoiced in the marvellous and gave a 

supernatural quality to the most ordinary occurrencm. It was 

a fixed principle that holy men and devout monks worked 
miracles commually. Such stories were eagerly sought and 
lost nothing in their passage from mouth to mouth. We me 
all familiar with the growth of rumour ; we know how con-
jecture or hint is converted into fact we remember that 
remarkable story of the Russian army which 2,,sed through 

England in the first months of the Great War. And the 
Italian of those days was not Its but more imaginative than 

the Englishman of the present ; his invention had a far wider 

range and could compass both heaven and hell. When St 
Gregory set himself, inaB simplicity,to collect this pious 

lore, the Dialogua wm the inentable result. 
rev  the great Pope lived in 

sixth century Italy and partook of the character of his age, 
then we are irreverent. We cannot but regret with Melchior 

cos 
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Can, that he did not combine greater care in selection with 
critical judgment. We cannot but sigh for the judicious 
caution of a Damasus and a Gelasius. The Acts of the Martyrs, 
towards which Mace Popes maintained so stria a reserve, were 
admitted by Pope Hadrian (772-795) to be read in the 
public lessons of the Church. There is no small amount of 
their highly dubious substance in the breviary at the present 
day. And a good deal of the Dialogue; of St Gregory has found 
its ay into the same liturgical book. But we have no doubt 
that the day will come, and is now perhaps not far distam, 
when it shall be said again of these and similar ambiguous 
documents: Ja sancta Remark: Erelssia tea kgmtar—They 
are not read in the holy Roman Church. 

226 

OBITUARY 

FATIMA ELI... Dumas, honorary Canon of the Arch-
diocese of Cardiff, died en Sunday, December 28th, rum, 
after a short illness, et rather after an intensification tel the 
ill-health which he had endured for many years. He had kept 
to his work almost to the last, and only retired to his room on 
the Thursday before his death. 

Father Elphcge was born in Liverpool on October mth, 
2857, and after a few years at St I rancis Xavier's School 
came to Ampleforth in 1871. He received the religious 
habit et Belmont in 1877, and after the usual four years 
course there he returned to Ampleforth. He was ordained 
here by Bishop Lacy on May 23rd, 1885, and taught in 
the school for four more years. In 1889 he was appointed to 
miuion work and served as assistant priest at Ormskirk, 

mCloor, St Mary's, Warrington, and St Anne's, Liverpool. 
In 195,3 he was appointed head priest et the Church of Our 
Lady and St Michael, Workington, and after two years there 
was transferred to the charge of St Mary's, Cardiff, which he 
held until his death. 

Of the tangible products of his work the chief is the beau-
tiful church which he built at Cardiff, the devoutness, good 
taste, practical convenience of design and the efficient equip-

[ of which reflect the character of its builder. His directly 
spiritual work was done with the same methodical careful 
attentiveness to details which, combined with ability rather 
above the average, brought SIICCCSS to hit material adminis-
tration. Thus, though he produced few fi reworks, he lasted 
well i his sermons were always solid and thorough, the demands 
for his guidance and direction were heavy and increased, 
he won converts in exceptionally great umbers and spared 
neither time nor trouble m his care of them. He was a man of 
many and diverse friends, for he had a talent—it almost 
amounted to genius—for adapting himself to any society and 
taming slight acquaintances imo helpers, men recognised 
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that the plans which he described so alluringly could safely 
be assisted since good sense and carefulness underlay his en-
thusiasm. 

He was chosen to be a Canon of the Diocese of Newport 
in sorg, and when the secular priests replaced the Benedic-
tines in the Chapter and the Sew was transferred to Cardiff 
he was made an honorary Canon by special authority of the 
Holy See. He was buried at Cardiff close to the grave of 
Bishop Healey, the Archbishop of Cardiff preaching at his 
funeral. May he rest in peace. 

NOTES 

T" 

prayers of our readers are asked for Father Arthur 
W. Calvert, who died at Mahon in December. Father 
Calverth connection with Ampleforth data back many 

years. Shortly after he became a Catholic he joined the 
School staff. His gift of exposition and his love of literature 
were invariably stimulating, while his extreme kindhearted-

and natural simplicity were only too fully realised by his 
pupils to whose wile he not infrequently fella victim. But 
his patent goodness and extensive knowledge always com-
manded respect. After he became a priest, his strong co, 
viction of the importance of education reinforced by a power 
of reasoned speech made him a )radar in the WOMOI1011 of 
Catholic secondary education in Hull where he worked for 
ten years. He had high idmls which he neither feared to 
uphold nor tired of expressing. In him the Ampleforth 
commpity feel they have lost an old and much respected 
friend.0

FAT.. ALFRED Pigs, og., sends us news of the sudden death 
of Mr Arthur F. Bowen, whom he had meta month previous 
in Barbados. Many members of St Lawrence's will recall 
with pleasure the period Mr Bowen:spent at:Ampkforth 
as musk aster. Subsequently he was called to the Bar and 
practised in the West Indies, where at the time of his death 
he was acting as Judge of the Assistant Court of Appeal. 
Until cptite recently he had corresponded with Ampleforth, 
and although not a Catholic took the liveliest interest in our 
welfare—as was manifest on the occasion of his recent meeting 
with Father Pike. While Mr Bowen lived with us he was a 
centre whence radiated a fund of humour and innocent 
mirth. He could sing a good song but he had a serious purpose 
in life and he lived to show himmlf a man of real ability. May 
he rest in peace. 

ffs 

Ws have little news from our parishes since our last issue. 
St Anne's, Liverpool, has been celebrating the seventy-fifth 
anniversary of its foundation and marked the occasion by the 

ray 
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opening of a new organ and the erection of a war memorial 
designed by Mr Faidie, of Edinburgh, a part of the organ 
case. The whole is an eminently successful piece of work upon 
which we may congratulate both Dom Philip Willson and 
Mr Fairlie. 

Dom Vincent Wilson who for so many years has repre-

sented our house in the General Chapter of the Congregation, 
and for even longer has been a trusted Councillor, has now 
been fifty years in the habit. We offer him our sincerest con-
gratulations and wish him many more years of life. 

ffs M 

T. Life of St Ildefonsin, written for the JOURNAL some years 
ago by Abbot Cummins, is being given a wider circulation 
by the Catholic Truth Society in their series of Saint's Eva. 
The latest volume of the Catholic Record Society includes 
the Knaresboro' registers which have been prepared for 
publication with Introduction and Not. by Abbot Cummins, 
the proem parish priest. 

sk th • 

WE have again to thank Mr Neville Hadcock for the beautiful 
illustrations with which this number of the JOURNAL is em-
bellished. The promised article on Lindisfarne has been 

iwp.tponed, as Mr Hadcock has had to winter in Switserland 
away from his books and oscords. In the meantime he has sent 
us the description of Too  which we print in this number. 
Further, he has asked us t say that the note in the Autumn 
JOURNAL which described him as the excavator at Lindisfarne, 
requires some modification. He writes, "I am afraid I have 
hardly the right to be called an excavator, as what I have done 
is nothing when compared to what has been done and is 
being done at present. Will you please make apologia from 
me in the next numbed" 

4. 

THE Librarian has once again to offer his thanks to Miss 
Garnet of Knaresborough for a gift of books to the Abbey 
library. 
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NOTICES OF BOOKS 

Abandown. ton ivine Proridence. REV. I. P.M: CAUSADE, 
xi. Remy ' 8  pp. xvi + wa. Catholic Bccords Press, Exeter. 
Votfid , post gd. 

WAR PIERRE DE CAUSSAUE died in 1,a, and the book before tts is 
an English - ion of the tenth lirenc his" shintlii. la 

idence Divine. ' .

tri. 
God controls even the sine 
onr : each one is an 
lion, if only we will ace 
or duty imposed upon I Will of 
God for us at any given moment. amp Pin u. Can cl calls it the 

Sacrament of the prment li already familiar With 
gleanings from this writer under the title of " The Workings of Om 
Divine Will.  (Bums & Oates) will welcome very cordially this edition 
of his larger work. Some souls arc helped by elaboration, °)hars by 

from 
of the spi val life and thowe who flee terror stricken 

from Fr. Faber's "Growth to Bonne, find consolation in rfire 
Caumade, "Abandonment to Divine Provideme." 

ipllc underlying 

The Boole of Saints. compile) by the Benedictine Monks of St Augus-
tine's Abbey, 1..1115g:de. A ch.. C. Black, Ii J.
are glad to be able to congratulate our brethren at Ram -

the compilation of this admirable book of relercnce. 
muds, not a full crass biography. but the main facts and clove ell Ise 
date of some ant no longer widely remembered. in order to cast light 
upon some event or ancient place-name otherwise ma:doable ! To 
each mint en, given a few lies, in proport to his or Inv prtmri 
nence in historical record and the whole w 

etindeed of aggressive piety. but of that quiet and un 
which lights up without perverting history attd is, we like to thin , 
of lonffotanding Benedictine tradition. 

Liners of SI rm.. A complete Edition translated from the Spanish 
and annotated by the Benedictines of Startbrook. Vol. 

nuse Letters give us a knowledge of St Teresa such m we might 
have had if we had lived in her days and in her circle. The human 
side of her character is gradually disclosml to the reader. She u seen 
to have been practical in.:er actionsand. shrewd her judgments, 

or strong as the 
tele 'd.tet=ltr 

htlul Letter 
Vettr:warvaluable 

on prayer, and words of prudent guidance about the mortification 
necessary for in continuance a. grow-th. 
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The Etenediclines of St.brook are indeed 

lovers of St Teresa for this instructive volt. 

excell 
congratulated on its print.g, far the to, .1—, -arc pa,:er 

ent. 

ph. Patrick Thirrl Margaux of Buie, K.T. A Memoir by the Right 
Rev. Sir David Hunter-Blair, Bt., 0.S13. London: John Murray, 
price Ms. 

Tux memoir of the Third Marquess of But tomposed by Abbo ̀Hun
lair, has Men a congenial task for Me athor. He has tha note of 

minjothy with his subject that is essential for the right appreciation 
of a ma. career. The experiences of both in their earlier years an 

Scotimilar lines... came from stocks of ancient lineoge acs. the 
tish border on the threshold of manhood each of them felt the 

historical claims of the Catholic Church and entered its fold: their 
intermt in history. eeclesiowical a. woular. were MM., and served 

io cement a ong-estahlish. friendship.  result the memoir makes 
ntenting reading a. is well worth thelabour expended over it. 

The late Marque. of Bute was a character little kn.. outside his 
immediate The Prot..t world, for the most part, regarded

with Disraeli, as a youth of brilliant prospects, who was in,
wig!. into the Church by astute ecclesiastics, and was then al.rbed 
into the colourless existence of . uncritical Catholic layman. The 
Catholic world knew him as a magnificent benefactor of religious under-
taking, hut consider. him to be rernomd from their everyday 
interests, Rehm an um.... retired life, occupied with hobbies 

'VadatTl'ontt' 
If

Tat„h 
vial

'7:114 t M en 
of his cuntry. His conversion ow.: the result of deep thought a. 
served to bring out in hirn qualities of mind .d heart that were 
exceptional. The Church became the background of his life and her 
interests were paramount in his esimation. His charity was bud:. 
and he was unwearied in seeking opportunities to further her ca e. 
Pt the same time he spent himself in good works for his fellow citizens. 

. ...Mom to Wales and Scotland arc bewildering in their 
extent. He had m.y ambitions and ample means to carry them out 

rs:Olti: re . 7̀,77n1°14,7::1°: ttdt 
ffiestle=To ' rentl ‘7,ciet=t1:s d= dortre ler 
took a keen and practical interest in the promotion of higher studies 
throughout the country. The Scottish Rang, which he founded and 

was worthy of the best intellectual traditions of his native 
country 

It is interesting to learn that m the result of his psychic. studies 
he states that, though be never doubt. that there is permitted at 
times a real communication between the dead and the living, hen
personally had any first-hand evidence of such communications which 

1lb 
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he could call absolutely convincing. He died . October nth, moo, 

mid, by
hurled 

desire, nip
the se, within the grounds of hl.ntstuart. 

mid, by his desire, his hmrt wm in.rred in the sacred soil of Olivet. 

The Church in England. By the Rev. George StelMing, CASA. Sands 
q Co. rm. 

Tarim Monti. has given m in The Church in England a really 
useful manual in which he tells the story of the Catholic Church in 
this country, beginning with the legendof St Joseph. of .ar.athma 
and ending with an account of such Catholic organ.hons as the 
Catholic Truth Society. So comprehensive a work will not make . 
appeal to them:part in Church history, but to the plain man who wishes 
to have a straightforward amount of the fortunes of the Church, it 
.11 he a book of real value. Some useful tables, a bibliography—
necematily in  a chronological index complete the 
work. The story of the church in penal times, so inaccessible to those 
not possessed of a Catholic library, is well summarised. We should 
have been glad had rather Stabbing been MA to find a paragraph to 

widehe story of Dorn Sigebert Buckley, who for. so unique a link 
the me-Reformation Church. speaking generally, wen imht 

rather to marvel at the amount the book contains than complain of 
omimions. 

BOOKS RECEIVED 

Fitt. Mess,. B. HERDER 
Handbook of Moral Theology. Vol. IV. Koch-Preuss. 

0, 6d. 
The Divine Motherhood. Annear Vanier, 0.3.13., Abbot of 

Buckfast. 31. net. 
FROM Means Rune., OATES P3 W36111301111. : 

The Catholic Diary, Inn. moo pages. Cloth, u. ; leather, 41. 

M 

WE be to acknowledge the receipt of The Storoyhnws Magazine, 
Bulletin of the jobs Rylarids Library, Me:whaler, The Raven, 
The Beaumont Review, The Edinundian, The Pauline, The 
Giggleswick Magazine, The °show Magazine, The Ancelinian, 
The Downside Review. 
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m School Officials in the Michaelmas Term were as folio. : 

Captain of Games . . . . . T. M. Wright. 
hlonitow . C. E. G. Cary-Mwes, T. M. WrMht, C. Mayne, 

N. A. Geld., NI. K. Livingstone, G. P. Cronk, 
IC 6, R.Bagshawe. A. F. Pearson, H. V. Dunbar. 

Librarians of the Library A. P. Fears.,  ..,r, ,,Tiliffotg: 

1=2:Z 17r 'It: Hag J. L. M. Limner. 
Librarians of the Lower Library F. J. Tunney, C. J. Fuller 
Journal Committee . R.. Hague. C. 

E.
Cary.lwes 

Gomm Committee . T. M. Wright. K. K. Livinptime. 
NI. Gelds. P. W. Davis. 

Captains of EughY Fon.. Sets--
1st Set—T. M. Wright, M. K. Livingstone. 
and

 rrD. j i L \J' ilct'! '"''  • 
ath Set-1.. L. Falk,. T. Roinson. 
.M1 tilt— .0. Ainscough, T. M. IC Ahern 

Hu. Officials—. 
C. Mayne 00.0, D. C. Ogilyie-Forbes, C. F. Keeling 

G. W. S....showy (Whips). 
Captain 

Vet'17:7:Cronk,
nil Set —A W. ondem , R. . Latham. 
wfl Set —D. E. Walker. W. H. Moloney. 
oth Set —A. C. Scrope, J. Ix. Taunton. 
sth Set.--R. J. alufFlw. R. P. Domino.. 

•E• 
Tii c following- boys left in only: 

VaidErr. E. T. Hagshawe. G. W. Ainscough, R. W. Flint, 
J Lyle Smith N. W. Harding W. J. Connolly, hl D Glynn J 
C. Manch.. Daly. C. Ryley. E..Kimptcm, ' 

Ht 

T. following came from the Preparatory School 
P. F. Broderick, R. Riddell, R. A. Rapp, H. V. Anderson, M. F. Ogilvie, 
Furl.. A. W. Fairfax.holmeley, H W V. Heywood. D. H. Kelly, 
J. F. Boy.. F. V. J. Farrell, E. J. Scott, G. I,. Falkiner, J. Wood, 

6sewood. G. W. A. Nevill. F. Fuller, P. P,. deGuingand, 
J. W. Ainscough. The other new comers were C. E. V. Wild. E. R. A.

R. H. Wild, J. C. Aumon., W. J. Browne 

x16 



School Notes 

IT is not customary for LIS IO review the Rugger season until 
our next umber. But we may be allowed to congratulate 
the Fifteen on the success of the season. The results speak for 
themselves and are m surprisingly good that we noticed
writer in the Daily News accounted for them by the novel 

T s  that we were a sort of University College, and 
that our" Boys" were men. Most of us think our geke are 
swans,  but in no sense ean a team of which the average is 
seventeen years seven months be called a team of men. The 
forwards, who by the way were the Youngs t part of the team, 
were tall and fairly weighty, averaging eleven one. The 
truth is simply that the Fifteen have done well and we are 
glad to give them the credit for it. 

▪ 4. 

W6 noticed great activity among members of the Fifteen 
during the holidays. C. E. G. Cary-Elora and T. Rochford 
played for the Roslyn Park Public Schools and were Asochosen 
to play for the English Public Schools against the Scotch 
Public Schools. T. Rochford turned out for the Middlesex 
Public School side. P. E. Hodge, C. H. Gilbert and G. P. 
Croak also played for the Rossiya Park Public Schools. S. A. 
Manion, II. L. Green and T. M. Wright, who captained the 
side, played for the Birkenhead Park Public Schools. C. F. 
Keeling was chosen to play for Moseley and N. A. Geldart 
besides playing for Headingly also played in several repre-
sentative Public School matches. T. M. Wright and P. W. 
Davis were both asked to play for their counties. Davis has 

:1:1ta P'1:;e42117g..n ,11.J-1:1"„f. 

• + 0 

Tot Rugger season was preceded by Hockey which, owing to 
the heat and drought, we played within a few days of 
the Birkenhead Park match. In the Hockey League C. H. 
Gilberes XI were victors. 

4. 4. 4. 

T. Golf Club has increased its membership very consider-
ably. The course on Sunday mornings is now quite crowded. 
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On November rst many members went to Melton and enjoyed 
a round on a course which naturally gives our own many points. 

9 
Ws have to thank Captain W. A. Egerton, cre.o.,
for an excellent lecture on the true functions of the Nary and 
for his exposition of the splendid role played by the British 
Nary in the war. Captain Egerton has strong views on school-

methods of teaching naval history, but we understand 
that history masters have since resolved to turn over a new leaf. 
We have also to Wank Major M. V. Hay, who was wounded 
and taken prisonef at the battle of Mons and returned to 
England among MOD. batch of prisoners M 1911, for a really 
thrilling lecture which he has promised to continue on his next 

t. We assure him that we shall endeavour to see that he 
keeps his promise. 

9 
A CINEMA, the gift of the Ampleforth Society and Father 
Abbot, has been acquired by the School. Though occasionally 
frivolous it is primarily for educational purposes, and has 
already helped out several School Societies. The machine is 

Kamm projector with a patent slotted shutter. Almost the 
last word M cinema projectors it produces a very steady 
picture, but it cannot be used to full advantage in the theatre 
until elictricity has been installed. But for purposes of lectur-
ing, limelight has this advantage that by using an absorption 
tank the film can be stopped at any time. It is hoped that we 
shall be able to acquire a "library " of films. One of our first 
possessions is the match against Stonyhurst. 

ift 
THE arrival of new furniture for one of the libraries is in 
itself such a trivial and commonplace occurrence that it is not 
as a rule recorded in thew pages, but as the latest acquisitions 
in the Upper Library look as if they were constructed to out-
live the College, we think we ought to record that they arrived 
in October, Try, Massive and antique in appearance they are 
made of local oak by Mr Robert Thompson of Kilburn, York-
shire. Possessed of all the natural elements of stability they are 

School Notes 
also fine examples of crafmmanship. The able, though very 
much shorter, is not unlike a famous piece of furniture 
centuries old now at Penshryst Place, Kent. 

9i 

Moor will be glad to know that Mr Joseph Pike's sketch book 
of Amplcforth containing twelve sketches of the College and 
four of the Preparatory School has now been published by 
Messrs A.& C. Black. The price is &Ad., or sr. 9d. by post. 
Mr Pike has done his work well. For not only is the book artis-
tic, boo it will recall for every Ampleforth boy the most 
familiar scenes of his school life in a way which cannot fail 
to give pleasure. The publishers have produced this little book 
with their usual good taste. 

ifi t & 

Tim Cools elected to spend their holiday on the Feast of St 
Cecily at Filry. The " Fiat con Moose " solo in the morning 
viias taken for the second year in succession by J. F. Taunton, 
who sang it with very notable success. On arrival at Filet' by 
motor char-a-bane they were most hospitably received by 
Dom E. A. Roulin, M whose model basilica they sang Bene-
diction. Thereafter they made their way along the Brigg to 
the accompaniment of some very satisfactory spray from the 
hoary seas. Supper and " Punch " followed the return 
home, and at the latter songs were contributed by Dom 
Stephen, Dom John, Dom Felix (whose" Fourth Form Song" 
really ought to see the light), J. F. Taunton, and L. L. Palk-

c. Dom Denis Firth was an honoured visitor, and treated 
his audience to a perfect specimen of the after-dinner speech. 

th 4 & 

AT the beginning of the term We slow loss T. Twomey, C. 
Baynes, and T. Robinson. This weakened the line consider-
ably, and necessitate 

J 
d urgent reinforcement. Ultimaryly 

the appolimment of G. J. Emery to be O.C. altos stabilised 
the pennon. in the latte weeks of the term the singing of the 
choir reached a very high standard, and the prospects for Holy 
Week are exceptionally good, unless casualties supervene. 

'9 
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Tim Retreat this term was given by Father Bartley, of 
Stonyhurst. We tender him our best thanks. 

tit 

On October itth we were g

4  H

display of fireworks. The 
rockets were really good. We have to thank Dom Sebastian 
for the trouble and energy expended in arranging the event. 

tls H H 

Tea School ebb term have subscribed Ls to the Starving 
Children Fond, £5 to the Crusade of Rescue and Ly on Poppy 
Day to Lord Haig's Fund. 

4. it it 

Tee following boys are heads of their forms 

Pirdiet1 Mrt:Ct 
Lower Fifth H. R. Welsh 
Upper Four. W. G. Birkheck 

Lower Sixth j. Somers Conk,. Lower Fourth JR. Alley!! 
Upper Fifth Upper Third P. F. Bmkriek 

Tits School Staff last term was constituted as follows: 
Dom Edmund Matthew, ALA.. (Headmaster) 

Dom Wilfrid Willson Dorn Clement Hoke., B.A. 
Dom Placid Dqlan, Dom Stephen Harwood, M.A. 
Dom Paul Netill, M.A. Dom Louis d'Andria, B.A. 
Dom Dunstan Poen. D.D. Dom John Maddox 
Dom Herbert Bt.nr. B.A. Dom Raphael Williams 
Dom Sebastian Lambert. B.A. Dom Gregory Swarm, B.A. 
Dom Hugh de Normanville. B.A. Dom Ignatius Miller, B.A. 
Dom Illtyd Dom Denis Marshall, B.A. 
Dom Bernard McElligott, B.A. Dom Augustine Richardson, B.A. 
Dorn Ethelred Taunton, B.A. Dom Felix Hardy, B.A. 
Dom Alphonsus Rieharthon Dom Christopher Williams, B.A. 

F. Edvingtom Hattemley. Esq.. Mas.Bac (Cantab.), A.R.A.M. 
I• Harrison, Esq. (York School of Art) 

H. Cass, Esq. (Violin) 

. Esq. (znd Olfior late Lieutenant Scots 

Sergeant-Maim High (Ho Scots Guards) 
Sergeant-dlajor Ott Isle Aldershot Gymnastic Staff) 
Nurse Meyer (Matron) 
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THE DUKE OF YORK'S CAMP. 

Tess novel experiment of bringing boys from the Public 

Schools to spend part of their summer holidays in a camp at 

New Romney with boys from "factory land" was an un 

doubted success. It would be ridiculous to say that the Duke 

of York had thereby hit upon the solution of the many vexed 

problems of social life, but it is probably a move in the right 

direction. Homan nature is after all the same thing in a public 

school boy and in a factory lad. Difference of environment 

has made the main element in the external divergence. But 

seeing that we do live so far away from one another, it is a good 

thing for us to be reminded that the working man's boy loves 

sport, has a sense of humour and needs a holiday every bit as 

much as we do. This was what we learned to appreciate at the 

camp at New Romney. In an atmosphere of liberty and good 

fellowship, the two groups of boys learned to appreciate one 

another and to realise their common humanity. We succeeded 

in eliminating any idea of difference due to money and other 

circumstances. 
Without undue optimism, and realising that the first experi-

men is often the most successful,we venture to think that were 

this system extended so that many similar holiday camps were 

held the result might bee source of a great social good. There 

would be memories of days of common sport and enjoyment 

be  ow future employers and employees which might 

tend to add something to that most inhuman of des the" cash 

nexus." The fact of having played the game together, even of 

}s‘t' ryilAy"relfrg c'tirl ifilismrngal:er=x:TtneTet r! 'C; 

hog and the other that his man was not a machine. The 

camp neither made the Public School boy a socialist nor the 

factory boy tuft hunter, but it has helped us both to under-

stand one another. 
C. E. G. Cle0.1,ELWES. 
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PUBLIC EXAMINATIONS 

trghlo°11,1°Z 1111117n1c1 rot tr,°11=,791,c.'"ridge 

E. J. P1Tagshawe 
R. G. R. Bagshawe 
C. E. G. Cary-Elw. 
G. P. Crook 
P. W. Davis 
E. H. George 
R. G. Hag. 

J. W. Lyle Smith 
E. B. Milburn 
D. C. Ogilvie Forbes 
A. F. Pearson 
G. T. Twemlow 
E. M. Vanheems 

Name 

G. WI. S. Bag9hawe 

B. D. P. Dee 

E. M. P. Dee 

C. A. Haselfoot 

C.F. Keeling 

E. A. Kelly 

P. 
t"titam 

M. K. Livingstone 

S. A. Manisa 

C. Mayne 

L. I. C. Pearson 

12z 

II 1.1.1:111 Subjects Hist11,71'11
II 
❑ /.11= 

1"1' Bubjcets 
111

II Madam 511i/jettS 
I' alodmn 

tit= 
1 Classi. Ancient His tory ratio 

Literature 
IV Natural Science 

II := 
Subjxts 

IV Natural Science 
11 Modern Subjects 
HI Mathematics Physics 
Scnoo). Cuutroca.. (July) 
Stobjals toned. , Zzef min Creeld was 

English, History, Geography, French" 

E"' tl 1.'11ri.di7ZarilsTaZtt 11rPtysia11 7. 
Eng., Latin, French, Elementary Mathe-

matics, Additional Mathematics, Phys.. 
Engr i latit16 Gmek, French, Element, 

English, His  French, Elementary Mathe-
matics. Additional Mathematics, Physics. 

English, Elementary Mathematics. 
History', Latin, French, Elementary Mathe-

matics, Physics. 
Eng., History, Elementary Mathematics, 

hyri.. 
English, Latin, Greek and French. 
Eng , History, Enrich, Elemeritary klathe-

TM. P ort'.  Chemistry. 
English, History. Geography, Elementary 

Mathematics. 

''':)':(21)11211)=1”1 
French,

'111
History. Geogrphy, French,. Element, 

Mathematics. 
English, Latin, Greek, French.. Element, 

Mathernaties, Gene. Sc... 

Public Examinations 
1. J. C. Polocki English. Latin, French! Elementary Mathe-

ati.. 
W. T Roach English. History, Element, Mathematics, 

Physics. 
A Sandemen English, History, Latin, Greek, French, 

Elementary Mathematim 
R. H. Scrope English, History. Geography, Latin, Ele-

entary Mathematics, Physic.
J. E. Smith Englismh, History, Geography, Latin, French, 

ElementaryMathematics. Chemistry. 
HMT S. SomemCocks O,, Latin, Creek, French! Elementary 

athemati.. Mus . 
J. C. Standish Elm., History. lAtin,ic French, Elementary 

Mathemati., Chemistry. 
Elementary Mathematics. 

L. P. Twomey English, History, Geography, Latin, French,. 

After French indices. that Me candidate passed M the Oral 
Examination. 

December 

a P de Guingand English, lihtory, Geography. 
. A. Geldart English, History, Geography, Elemetary 

Mathematics 
LOWER CERTIFICATE 

Name Subjects in uMMA First Class was obtained 
H. AL Collins Arithmetic 
W. 11. G. Croft Additional hlathemati. 
B. J. Daly Arithmetic, English, Experimental Science 
R. F. Doran-Webb French 
E. C. Drummond 

11. L. Green 
H. J. G. Crisco.. Addigunal blathematics, Meehan . and

Additiot1111 Mathematics P.P. 
11n1 

E. King 

J. R. Massey 
A. C. Maxwell 
G. J. H. Nelson 
B. J. Philhin 
T. HardividoRittner 
A. S. K. Roche 
P. M. Sitwell 
D. E. Walker 
R. VV. F. Wilberforce 
A. Eamomki 

Engl., Physics and Chemistry 

Il1r11111Zetic 



SENIOR LITERARY AND DEBATING 
SOCIETY 

A
the first meeting of the session, held on Sunday, 

October and, Mr Somers-Cocks was elected Secretary 
and Messrs Cary-Elwes, Manion, and Keeling members 

of the Committee. Many new members were elected. 
On Sunday, October 16th, Mr Gilbert moved that " This 

House disapproves of Professionalism in Sport." Games, he 
said, were a recreation and not a business, and the best aspects 
of sportsmanshipwere seen in Public School games and imateur 
matches. The professional element was helping to turn Eng-
land into a nation of spectators. 

Mr Cary-Elves opposed. Professionalism arose from the 
fact that large numbers of people could not afford to play 
games except as a livelihood. Cricket in particular had re-
ceived nothing but good from its profanonal players. The 
spectators of football matches could not possibly all play 
themselves, and mesa very healthily occupied in watching. 

Mr Crook distinguished between professional players and 
the professional spirit. The latter was perhaps fostered by 
such games as baseball, but the English professional cricketers 
could not be accused of " professionalism." 

Mr Hague thought that even the most detached amateurs 
were Gablero attacks of professionalism when an important 
match was at a critical stage. 

There also spoke Messrs Roche, George, Parr, Somers-
Cocks, M. Davis, W. Bagshawe, and Doran-Webb. 

The motion W25 carried by 20 VOWS tO 15. 

On Sunday, October aqrd, Mr Hague read a paper entitled 
"The Complete Critic." He said that a necessary preliminary 
to criticism was that every man should at least know what he 
Eked best. The task of criticism then became a double one 
it had to disentangle the best from the inferior, and to point 
out to the public the qualities of the former. The perennial 
wick 

the 
criticism is the fallibility of critics. In connection 

with the true critical method, Mr Hague quoted Matthew 
Arnold's analysis of the personal, the historical and the true 
estimate. 
.n4 

Senior Literary and Debating Society 

Mr Cary-Elms thought that critics were mischievous, as 
the ordinary reader inclined, under their influence, to sub-
stitute ready-made opinions for independent thought. 

Mr Pearson said that the work of the critic, in these days 
of vast production, was to summarise rather than to interpret. 

On Sunday, November 6th, Mr Crook moved that "Modern 
Higher Education produces snobs." Ultimately, he said, 
the goal of education is breadth of view and the Public 
School and University system, designed on these lines, is 
apt to produce individualism. Snobbery is only the individual's 
distorted view of himself. So, paradoxically, the system de-
signed for breadth produce narrowness. 

Mr Keeling, in opposition, said that conceit of my sort—
and snobbery is merely a branch of this failing—is emphati-
cally discouraged both at school and at the 'varsity. The 
exceptions are so mpleasing that they attract more attention 
than they numerically deserve. This should not be put down 
to e 

M 
th system. 
r. Mannion said that he himself was a snob in common 

with the rest of mankind. Such an ineradicable trait of human 
nature could be produced by no system, however well M-

ntite oned. 
Mr Pearson, on the authority of Thackeray, accused the 

speakers of confounding the snob with what we have now 
learned to call the " swank." 

There oho spoke Messrs Roche, Cary-Elves, Roach, 
Hague, Livingstone, Haidy, Collins, and Doran-Webb. 

On Sunday, November 6th, the Vice-Chairman read
paper entitled "To-day." He discussed the Victorian ideals 
in literature, showing how the Romantic movement grew 
old in Tennyson and vanished in. the smoke of the decedents. 
He then described the twentieth century renaissance of 
poetry, with its characteristics of sincerity and courage, and 
its " open-air " sense, quoting from de la Mare, Alice Meynell, 
W. H. Davies, J. C. Squire, and others. He then went on to 
a comparison between the social and political ideas of the 
Victorian age and our own, dealing with questions such as 
Labour, the prvition of science, the re-shuffie of wealth, art 
and the masses, republicanism, and the new national feeling 
for music. 

ta5 
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On Sunday, November ayth, a private business meeting 

was held to consider the introduction of some form of the 
Parry system into the debates. The formation of a Government 
and Opposition was agreed upon, and, upon a vote for Party 
leaders being taken, Mr Roach obtained a majority over 
Mr O'Brien and Mr Croak. The two latter then decided 
to coalesce in opposition. Two groups of independent members 
were left. 

On Sunday, December 4th, a meeting was held under the 
re-organised party system. 

Mr Livingstone, for the Government, moved "That a 
Republic is the ideal form of government." The question, 
he said, dealt entirely with abstract political theory. He did 
not wish England to become officially a Republic, and mot 
not be construed in that sense. But, he intained, the 
principle of liberty and equality which are atma the base of all 
serious republican theory, are to be found at their best in 
England. England therefore is in the best sense republican 
in spirit, and, thanks to the status and personality of the 
Crown, such free spirit is maintained in in purity, happily 
free from the doctrinaire excoos to which it might otherwise 
run. Here is the ideal government, and it is based on the 
republican theory. 

Mr Cenok spoke first for the Opposition. Mr Livingstone 
was adroit, but he had evaded the issue. The perfection of 
liberty in a free monarchy can be regarded as republicanism 
only in the subtle windings of the official mind. Republicanism 
meant, among otherthings, nwionalisation, and morference 
with the family—both detestable. 

Mr Keeling said the touchstone of good government was 
education. Education was always hindered in a monarchical 
stao. 

Mr Pearson agreed that the British constitution was almost 
ideal, but maintained that it wo obviously not a republic 
but a monarchy. And the Crown was an essential unifying 
factor in that constitution. 

Mr Hague said that a true republic has never existed. 
Athens was ruled by demagogues and orators, and Rome only 
realised its destiny under an Empire. 

x26 

Senior Literary and Debating Society 
Mr Roach, do Government leader, intervened tooppose 

Mr Hague. England was a republic in disguise. The free 
iative of the Crown has diminished as popular education 

has improved. 
Mr O'Brien said that England and Japan were the greatest 

at  in Europe and the Eon They were monarchies. America, 
on paper a republic, ten141 reality governed by trusts. 

There also make Messrs Ogilvie-Forbes, George, Twem-
low, Gilbert, Bagshawe, Sitwell, Doran-Webb, Parr, Moloney, 
Grisewood, Collins, and Davis. 

The motion was won by the Government by 21 votes to 14. 

J. S. SOINERS-Cones, Hon. See. 
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THE JUNIOR DEBATING SOCIETY 

THE debates this term have, on the whole, maintained 
their standard of former years. The new members of 
the House, it is true, have not been as ready to speak 

as we might have expected, but this is due, no doubt, to a 
certain shyness which wi6, we hop, have worn off by. next 
term. Mr Knowles was elected Secretary at the beginning of 
the term and has fulfilled his duties excellently. He has, we 
imagine, been less heckled in private business than any previous 
Secretary of the Society. Messrs Drummond, Beasley and 
Toney formed a capable and hard working Committee. 
The subjects have been as varied as ever. The motion " That 
animals should not he allowed to perform on the stage " was 
carried by the narrow margin of two votes. " National Db-
armament " proved an interesting subject and some of 

both for  were exceedingly good, though the arguments both 
for and against were at tunes a little unexpected. Mr P. 
Grisewocd's suggestion that disarmament would provide 
more partners for ladies at dances is not at first sight con-
vincing. The subject "That it is better to be a master than a 
boy " was a popular one, though the life of luxury and comfort 
pictured Isy many members as the lot of a misted at a public 
school made one feel that one had somehow missed something. 
Other debatm included the thne-honoured " Channel 
super" and "Abolition of capital punishment." It is 

;an etc rtotohr eh; rtdIY, 
annuals 'IX continueiB 

ryry his  acted as judge. nis legal knowledge was invaluable 
and his " summing up " a masterpiece. Messrs Taylor and 
Ruddin as she prisoners did not seem to reahze the seriousness 
of their position. Mr Gallagher as prosecuting counsel made 
his points with success, but we thought that Mr Jeffs was more 
effective in the prop  dock last year dim as counsel for 
the defence. 
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SCHOOL SOCIETIES 

MUSICAL SOCIETY 

A. F. Pearson was elected Secretary for the term. At the 
meetings this terra concert programmes after the style of the 
Queen's Hall Promenade Concerts were arranged and 
played by A.V. One evening was devoted to the excellent 
series of records of Russian songs by composers ranging from 
Glinka to Stravinsky, sung by M. Vladimir Rosing and pub-
lished by the Aeolian Co. Operatic records (chiefly of Caruso) 
occupied mother evening. There was also a recital of 

Caruso)

of vsolin works, recorded by Kreisler, Heifet, -Ysaye and 
others. At the end of the term the President read a paper on 
"The Rudiments of Musical Criticism." 

One o 
mes

f the A.V. program is appended as a sample 

1. Oman,. ko " Finn." . . . ilfecerel 
Concuss° su A MINOR ma Ps.° otio Oscnes-rns GI* 

, ME51115501MIELEC SERENADE f" FAUST . . Galena 
y Ronan. nom %Oman SONATA IN C MINOR . . &erg 

CARILLON Orsesss Amon sr HENRY AWAY) . Eiger 
6. Two Sonos (a)" The Nightingale and the Nose "Minsky Koesatof 

A Southern Night " 
Stmotono Ilmorm's Dance . . Ballow Gardiner 

A. F. PEARSON, See. 

THE GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY 

At the opening of to nn S. A. Manion was elected 
Secretary of the Geographical Society and C. E. G. Cary-
Elwes and M. K. Livingstone members of the Committee. 

The Society have made good use of the Cinema. D. B. 
O'Brien's lecture on the life of a Canadian Lumberer was 
introduced by a film onLumbming YellowPine.Dom Sebastian 
gave an explanatory lecture on Vokanoes, which was illus-
trated by a film of an active volcano in the Hawaiian Mande. 

Four other lantern lectures have been given. 
The World's Wheat Supply . . .Dom Ignatius 
The Solar System . . . . . Dom Felix 
The Malay Peninsula . D. C. Ogilvie-Forbes 
The Pape to Cairo Route . 1 . F. W. Johnson 
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ANCIENT history provided the majority of subjects this term. 
Prehistoric men came under Mr J. H. Alleyn's purview in a 
paper on "Kent's Cavern." Early civilizations were dealt 
vrith in "The Pyramids" (Mr T. G. Fishwick), " Babylonia 
(Mr. E. W. Fattonni). and " Some Pharaohs and their works " 
(illustrated) (Mr N. J. Chambers). The anniversary of Nero's 
birthday was accidentally marked by a film company's con-
ception of his artistic and incendiary activities, preceded by a 
km imaginative but more historical paper from Mr Riddell. 
The meeting was graced by the appropriary presence of the 
President of the Muskal Society. 

A set of lantern slides on Columbus was ably expounded by 
Mr G. T. Fishwick. A more modern touch was provided 
by Mmsrs Broderick and Boyce on " Boy Scouts in the War" 
and "Rajah Brooke" respectively, both illustrated. The 

N. J. Cniontry, Han. See. 

THE HISTORICAL SOCIETY 
Tim following papers were given this term 

Oct. 6 Wok. Art (Moro.) . . . . Dom Louis 
Oot. °Greek character . . . . . R. G. Hague 
Oct. r8 
On. rs5 The Conquest E. H. Grorge 

There was also a rather successful debate on the thesis that 
" Geography has played a greater part than any ohm factor 
in determining the course of history." Mr C. E. Cary-Elwes 
proposed and Mr C. F. Keeling opposed. The loom gained 
moss 
proposed

C. E. G. CART-ELWES, Hers. See. 

SCIENTIFIC CLUB. 
Toe club started its twelfth session on September 25th when 
Mr Twemlow was elected Secretary, and Messrs D. C. Ogilvie-
Forbes and A. F. Pearson members of committee. For the Met-
thrological Observation work Mors G. W. S. Bagshawe, A. K. 
S. Roche and E. C. Drummond were appointed. 

OnOctober roh thePresident gave a lecture on "The Surf ace 
Tension of Liquids." After explaining the cause of this tension 
or " skin," he demonstrated its preseno in diverse ways, and 

030

School Societies 
thou Mowed by some interesting and novel experiments its 
varying strength in different liquids. Afterwards he passed in 
rapid review some soap bubble phenomena, the calming of 
waves by oil, the effect of eh:comity on water jets and con-
cluded with a kind of water telephone rho made the rick of 
a watch audible to all present. 

" Coal Mining" was the subject chosen by Mr W. J. Roach 
for his lecture on October 3oth. After a short geological and 
industrial introduction he dealt in order with the prospecting 
for coal, the sinking of the shafts, the working of the seams, 
ventilation and drainage, the raising of the coal, and its sub. 
.equent sifting and distribution. A good set of slides and dia-
grams helped the explanation of Shoe points. The President 
commended Mr Roach for his courage in speaking rather than 
reading his paper and congratulated him on the refreshing 
and spontaneous way in which he did it. Subsequently Dom 
Gregory dealt with the cause of explosions in mines, whilst 
Messrs Wright, Crook, Cary-Elwes, J. E. Smith, Gilbert and 
O'Brien joined in the discussion. 

The President had announced at the first meeting that he 
lam expectations of securing a cinema projmtor during the 
ter . This arrived early in November, and on the ocasion of 
its opening Mr A. F. Pmrson gave a short explanation of the 
principles involved in both the taking and projecting of a 
cinema film. With some simplified diagrams he made clear 
the o n of the intermittent action of the "Maltose 
Cross Pend the patent shutter of the Kamm machine. Then 
to illustrate the application of the cinema to educational in-
erests he showed the following film, The Discovery of 

America by Columbus, Snake Hunting in Uganda,The Manu-
facture of a newspaper, and Polyps and Crabs. 

The last meeting of the term was held on November alith, 
when Mr G. W. S. Bagshawe read a paper on the great volcan-
ic eruption of Krakatoa in x883. He based his paper on she 
evidence secured for and published by the Royal Soiety, and 
by a process of !teary condensation confined his treat-
ment to the main historical facts of the eruption, and the 
followings ttendant phenomena—the sky effects, sound waves 
and the water waves produced. His clear account and the 
statistics he gave conveyed a good impression of this gigantic 
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upheaval. In illustration of the points treated various charts 
and slides were shown, and M conclusion, as an analogous 
phenomenon, a good film of Kilauea in the HawaiimIslands was 
projected on the screen by the dnema. A short discussion 
followed in which the President and Messrs Cary-Elwes, 
Roach, J. E. Smith, Forster, and J. J. Haidy took part. 

G. T. Twsotow, Hon. Sec. 

A CONCERT 
I nth a concert ow given at which Mn Walter 

d. It was a memorable occasion, for we had 
w, Ins undoubtedly the knot Mmo-playing that has 

et been hoard in the 'Theatr Her flawless twhnigue and 
her temperament arc both under control of the judgment, 
o that she seemed to have wmplete command over the whole 

speaking tone of the pia.. This was particularly well ex-
emplified in the wonderful gradations of tone in " Dland 
Spell." In that and the other pieces the finely-chiselled 
detail did not dissipate the broad plan of the whole, but 
provided it with nerves and tisue. We cordially thank Mrs 
Brigga,.and hope that we shall have the pleasure of hearing 
her agam. 

The School performers were up to their usual high standard, 
and an added interest was given by the two songs, by Dom 
Felix arid Er Lawrence, sung by Dom Stephen. Programme: 

s. Tem . Larghetto eon Moto from " Novellesten . Lade 
Finale-allegro 

J. S. SialmIte-CocKs. C. linvegs. H. L. °Reel) 

m Prom Sow . " Cracoyienne Pantastigue " . Paden.. 
N. Heirrivesoe 

3. HON. (b)" (a).  Nvosol,O.S.A. 
Time. yve old Gymy Man" N. F. Hardy. O.S.B. 

Uon M0N).) 
4. PIANO SOLO (a) Theme and Variations . . . Rammer 

Haile Hark. the Lark " . Sehultet-Lisa 
Mks Braces 

5. Verse Scar, Nos. a ant k . Coleridge-Taylor 
Pla AND SD. 

G. Pwoo Sou. . Impromptusm . G minor  . Schubert 
J. S. SommeCorm 

y Vtome Sot, . Rom aT Ir=licerto in D minor goeniow. 

3. PIANO SOLOS (a) Island Spell" . . John Ireland 
(0) Scherzo in C Sharp minor . . Chopin( 

Mxs cs

0 33 
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AN ENTERTAINMENT 

THE musical and dramatic evening arranged for the 
visit of the Sronyhurst "Rugger" XV was a great 
success. The plays chosen were two excellent curtain 

raisers by the late Arthur Eckersley. The first of these max a 
"gripping" Attie piece in which admirable acting by Grisevirood 
and P. P. Kelly backed up a really fine performance by Mr. W. 
Rookc Ley. His playing was so finished, especially in the 
management of hands, eyes and voice, that merely to be 
en the stage with hire must have been a great stimulua. The 
farce was very clever and really funny. Mannion gth every 
ounce of legitimate humour out of a safe part. Bagshawe was 

:iros7fars ALts 1
 bm 

: te7i!‘r:r.7:,,T. Lynn-Lee.
The musicians had the extremely dimeult task, particularly 

Rayne, and Somers-Cocks, of creating a musical atmosphere 
before the rise of the curtain and during the interval. For-
tunatdy they are now such imperthrbable concert prformers 
that adverse circumstances do not daunt them. 

Reynee,
a  in 

fact, seemed to be give the  than usual ; and to 
ally

that 
of any of them is to give them very high praise. The Interlude, 
Molly Brazen, from the " Beggars' Opera," arranged for two 
violins and two 'cellos, was a noteworthy feature. Geldart's 
accompaniment of the " movies " was not without a subtle 
touch of humour. Programmer 

t. HUNGARIAN DANCE. No. g . . . Brants 
Pm. DUET WO STRINGS: A. F. PEARSON. J. S. SOMERS-

COCKS, C. RAYNE, L. 1. C. YEARS, H. L. SEEEE, 
Dov BEEEAED 

a. PIANO SOLO " Cracovienne FaMastigue •• Farms. 
N. HENDERSON 

A 'Gaup Soso . n"ba.Gairme; . Saint-Saems.

5 " -Cr;ITIOTaTte"WOT:TI2LV211(41MIVIZZ 
KNIGHT (his frind) • • E. T..6EES 
THORNEWNN (an old actors . W. Room rim 
Sun, Serwood Chambers 

6. A SELECTION ay rim CINEMATOGRAPH 
N. GELDART AT TUE Timm 

04 

An Entertainment 

7. Tiao . " Marcli 
Emso AND Mamma 

Sow. Arabes, No. 
J. S SwERSLOGES 

g. Mom) Sow . trdas,• •• . 

roe Tmo . . " The Mummy Hobble '• St John Brougham 
Pt Ano N1, 

rs. " A Couecriom WILL Ea MADE ••.—A 
F

.  en Arthur Eckert," 
Characters 

Rev. CUTHBERT CHEESE . . . S. A. 211,2mon 
COUNT Moder (an international thief) .  D.C. Hamm 
HOGE. SA., accomplice) . . G. W. S. BAGSHAWE 
Page . F Jomismi 
m. ANSWUTNER . . . . L. M. WRIGHT 

• 
at

ANSTIMTHER (his mothers . W. V. Ivori-bun 

11 Frank Bridge 

. Debu., 
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OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS 

HE  following,,rd, pro097tions were posted under date Ts
To be C.S.M. . . Sergeant T. wrient 
To he C.Q.M.S. . Sergeant P W. Davis 
To be Sergeants . MiiaizIs A. P. Pmts., H. A. 

To he Corporals . baice-CorporalsO.C.Ogilvi,Forbss, 
C. Mayne, S. A. Mannion, Cadet 
G. Timm.. 

To he Lance-Corpora. . Cadets K. G. R. Bagshawv, a H. 
George, R. H. Minium, R. G. Hague, 
C. A. Hassifoot, L P. Twomey 

The following joined the contingent at the beginning of 
this

G. Hr Mar.-Phillips, W. Brow., O. Ainscough, hH. M. Collins, 

bolk,ZTEL,NoTtr.411:4;,i,E IV: ,Li" "°"'

Drill and field work have rapidhr usual course. Special 
attention has been paid a r  artillery formation. The 
weather has not, on the whole, been ffivourablc and a certain 
amount of arms drill in the cloisters has been unavoidable. 

Shooting. We have had two shooting matches this term. 
The first against Durham O.T.C. we lost by the narrow margin 
of two points. The scores were Durham O.T.C. 477, Ample-
f rah O.T.C. 475. The second against the Oratory O.T.C. 
consisted of two eights, a Senior Eight and a Junior Eight, the 
latter for boys under fifteen. In both we were successful. 
The scores a the Senior match were Ampleforth O.T.C. 441, 
The Oratory 0.T.C. 379 in the Junior match Ampleforth 
O.T.C. 272 The Oratory O.T.C. 034. 

It is hoped that the contingent will be able to send an eight 
to compete at Bisley next summer. In view of this we have had 

me practice on the open range at Helmsley. We are much 
soindebted to the Adjutant of the 5th Green Howards for 
permission to use this range whenever the opportunity offers. 
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Officers Training Corps 

The Band has been strengthened by the addition of far 
new side drums, Guards pattern. With the help of these and 
also of some very promising new talent, they ought to maintain 
the high standard of last year. 

Of the five candidates entered for Certificate " A," only 
three, Sergeant Cronk, Sergeant Pearson, and Corporal Dunbar 
were able to take the written paper. Sergeant Davis and 
Corporal Ogilv orbes were both prevented from atmnding. 
The results have not yet been published. 

THE FIELD DAY 

The Field Day was held on November 19th. Colonel the 
Hon. Edward Stourton, o.s.o., kindly acted as umpire. Un-
fortunately the weather rather spoilt the day. Heavy fog pre-
vented any reliable scouting and the force allotted to the 
defence was insufficient for the amount of ground they had to 
hold. The main feature of the day was an excellent demon-
t ' 

ore 
on of the "soft spot " attack which was entirely success-

ful. At e " pow-wow " Colonel Stourton congratulated his 
old School on the way they had. carried at the manceuvre 
under trying circumstances ad lso on their success at the 
Camp last year. 
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RUGBY FOOTBALL 

ANIPARFORTH V. BIRKENHEAD PARK A

This snatch on October 8th Was only just possible, the 

ground being very hard and the temperature torrid. The 

Park brought strong side, notably so behffid the serum. 

Mr G. A. All. the Cheshire fm-ward who had been coaching 

the School XV fora few days, led their pack and played the 

big forward game during a period of the second half with 
c'oonkiderable success. Ibis game was an object law n of dash 

and enterprise. Early in the game the School backs made 

some neat combined runs but the Park tackling was deadly 
and their forwards backed up the defence well. After some 

quick movements near the Park " os " Livingstone got the 
ball, side-stepped and cutting through a crowd of opponents 
when hemmed in, made a long pass out to Davis who scored 
with a quick dash over the line. The goal kick failed. The Park 
soon equalised with a good try on their right wing though the 
uorer should have been tackled. A few minutes later, a long 

line and an unmarked man gave them another try under the 
The r ht,,s.3,1Ihr we faoLsawredos rushed twh p

ell in 
la

 laosq
ce-kick successfully. 

their
i, 

rushes often making much ground. The kicking of oho backs 
was faulty in the matter of direction though they got plenty 

of carry on the ball. The chief weakness lay in the clumsy 
heeling. This prevented the bras getting off muddy, the 

• backs being on them directly the ball was passed. 
da'rntgplaycd well at stand-off, and Roche got the ball out 

to him very well under difficult conditions. A tendency to • 
lob passes led twice to interceptions and tries. Most of these 
fauhs of technique should disappear with practice and the 
XV should be a well-balanced team and quite up to the 
average. Want of condition. told talc in the second half, 
the forwards giving little If any assistance to the harassed 
defence. The Park scored several times and " no-side" left 
them victorious by 3 rais 3 tries (zq points) t t try (I 
points). 

mm—Erik C IC Gilbert Thareaparrter, P. W. Davis, 
M. K. Livu ingstone, M. P. Davis, S. A Manion ; Halve, A. 
Rothe, M. A. Geldart ; Forward, T. M. Wright (Capt.), C. F. Keeling, 
C. Mayne, , B. Ise, C 0. G. Cary-Elw., T. Rockford, L. P. 
Twomey, H. L. Green. 
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Rugby Football 

auratauata V. MOUNT ST MARV'S 

The Mount who have changed over from Soccer to Rugger 
quite recently, paid a visit to Ampleforth. October kph was a 
beautiful day and everything favoured the open style of 
play. The run of the play clearly reflected the difference in 
the experience of the two sides. Ampleforth were heavier and 
better together in the scrum and "all over" their opponents 
in the loose. Behind the scrum the Mount backs worked 
untiringly and never gave in but they could not prevent the 
home backs crossing their line again and again. There was a 
cohesion and purpmefulness about the home halves and 
"threes" that always made the game interesting. Roche had 
no difficulty in getting the hall out to Geldart, who showed a 
resource and in iti in tack that came somewhat as
urprise. Livingstone

ative 
in hisat new position as inside to Davis 

played a bustling game, made good openings for the fleet-
footed Davis and got through himself several times. Hod, 
and Manion played soundly on the other wing and altogether 
the back play was convincing and a great improvement, 
even making allowances for the weaker opposition, on the 
Birkenhead Park form. The Mount never succeeded in setting 
up an attack. In spite of the twenty to scored against him, 
the full-back played a really plucky game, and his tackling 
saved ma, another try. Keith-Gibbs, who played in she pack 
during the first period and at wing three-quarter in the second, 
sct a splendid example of energy and doggedness but the side 
as a whole were not together and were clearly much handi-
capped by. inexperience. Their backs stood incorrectly and 
seemed quite at a loss in defending against the passing attacks 
of the Ampleforth " threes." 

The my-getters were DAVIS GO, Livingstone (4.), Manion 
(t), Keeling (3), Roche (z), Hodge (x), Geldart and Cary-
Elwes. 

Final score, to goals to tries (8o points) so nil. 

ANK..01,11—Fr.load, C. H. Gilbert ; TAre,quarlers. P. W. Davis, 
M. E. Livingstone. P. E.  Hodge, S. 0. nlannion Halves, 0. 

Cary-Elwn, L. P. Twomey, T. RrcM1IarJ, C. Alayne, 
E. C. Drummond. 
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The Ampleforth Journal 
ANDILEFORTH SHEFFIELD 

only
A " 

The University were able to send only an " A " XV on 
November 5th, so the School dropped several " colours " 

men in hops of making a boom mock However the weakened 
School side proved much too strong, the forwards in pm-
ifcu  beig superior at all p6ints of the game. The advamage 

o the ncw rule about putting oho ball into the scrum to a 

sidc that is always, as it were, d" and " down " was very 
manif.t througlkut the game and the same was true of the 
fine-out. Wright, Rochford and Cary-Elw. were very 

prominent among the forwards and the ham scored four tries 
through hk quick following up. The backs were not in form. 
There was too much fumbling and knocking on and the passes 

of one of the centres as often as not went to his partner's feet 
Hodge and Mannion played well together. The Mrtner ran 

well and was almost too unselfish. Mmnion ran with great 
determination and scored We trks deservedly. The other tn. 
were scored by Davis (5), right (a), Hodge, Gcldart, Roche 
and Gilbert. Ampkforth 7 goofs it tries (68 points), Sheffield 
University " A " nil. 

ANYLEFORTII” H.- -IsA/Nbude. C. H. Gilbert Three-quarlers: 
A che.S. nIon. P., E. Halge, AI. I'. Doyle c. Kelly Halms, A. K. 

S. Ro Amlort II. leapt  Merle, 

C. E. 0. Cary-Elwes, I.. I'. Twomey. T. Kuchford, E. C. Drummond, 

ANIPLEFORTII 4. DINCLASSVICK 

The XV motored to Leeds on November 9th and played 

2Ns17:1:kixh,!bez,Twi2r.t:',ZkaTi;';,11=u1,7c1
otherwise was in good condition. There was quite a large 
u.disuce in spite of roc Bramley—Australasian match near 

t School XV, who were without N. A. Geldart and 
IS 1,ve, struck their ye.ry bas form and 

The 
tl?ornughly

ing 
. 

s tt Pu't' Va't rfnroTrd'e ft= :d 'e 'rote'
of the old Internationals on the touch line gasp. When every-
one was expecting a d.perate kick m oo touch the scrum-half 
would sling the to out into the open and Hodge, at stand-off, 
was always there to snap A. Several attacks commencing in the 

zoo 

Rugby Football 
School twenty-five finished up with a try under the posts. 
The handling was machine-like in its accuracy but there was 
plenty of variety in tactics. The forwards were really great 
and Wright proved himself a capable and inspiring leader. 
Gilbert had not much tackling but what he had he made no 
mistake about and his saving was very good. The general 
impression was that of a very well-balanced side with a 
thorough knowledge of the game. This is high praise but 
on the day's play it unotexaggeration. 

From the lick-off the School opened out a passing move-
ment which was only checked near the twenty-five yard 
line and from the at  arum the ball went aro. to the 
right and Davis got over M the corner. A few minutes later
similar movement let the same player M under the posts 
and Wright added the goal points. The School continued to 
attack and Roche feinting to pass our from a scrum went 
through hinadf on the blind side. The pace was very fast, 
the School passing at every opportunity. The GiggIcrwick 
forwards backed up well M defence and saved many dopeate 
situations but before half-time Davis, Mannion and Roche 
added further tries two of which were converted. Mannion's 
Hy was a thrilling one. The ball came quite across the line 
of backs and ht took it going full speed, but found himself 
faced by several opponents. He rounded the first, side-stepped 
inwards past the second and with a brilliant inward swerving 
run finished up under the posts without a hand being laid 
on him. At half-time the score was 04-6. 

The Giggleswick forwards began very well in the second half 
and several forward rushes taxed to the utmost the School's 
defence. Gilbert, Wright, Hodge and Roche were prominent 
Miring this period, but it was a forward rush led by Drummond 
which put Ampleforth M an attacking position. From within 
the School " z5 " Drummond took the ball, well-backed up 
by the other forwards, to within ten yards of the goal-lino 
The ball was passed back and Livingstone handing off several 
tacklers placed the ball under the bar and added the goal 
points himself. From the kick-off play was opened out suit 
and Davis was aleut over. From the KRIM near the ugh, 
touch-line Ampleforth scoured and the ball travelled amok to 
Mannion. Faced by the back, he passed in again to Ogilvie-
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The Ampleforth Journal • 
Forbes who was tackled by a forward on the but 
not before he had swung the ball out again to Manion, 
who grounded it under the p.ts for Wright to convert. 
After some goad forward work on the part of Gig.gleswick, 
Livingstone picked up off the forwards' feet, dodged through 
and scored wide of the posts with an opponent or two banging 
on to him. The School backs now set up continuous attacks 
in which the forwards joined and further tries were added by 
Manion, Mayne, Livingstone and Wright. The score at 
the end of the game von Ampleforth 6 goals 7 tries (51 points), 
Giggleswick 

4n,1.1r ""ngstnel 4171e.ivorrrtliaLiZ 
Hakes. A. K. S Revise.  P.O. Hodge Forwards. T. Wright {Capt.). 
C  Keelig, C. Mayne . P. Twomey, C. E. G. Cary-Ewes, T. 
Rochlord, E. C. Drummond. H. L. Green. 

Ani HAWORTH V. RIPON SCHOOL 

This match played on the School ground an November 
koth, calls for little description. In view of the near approach 
of the Sedbergh match, five " colours" were rested but this 
weakening of the side had little effect on the game unless 
the raggedness of some of the forward play may be ascribed 
to it. The backs, too, were far from reaching the standard 
they load attained a few days previously against Gigg,Inuock. 

'Ile opening stag. of the game were remarkabk chiefly 
for dropped pass. and ineffective forward play. But as rho 
rick settled down the backs regained their skill and the from 
line became more purposeful. Try after try was scored as the 
result of combing non among the barks and at half-time the 
score was 40 points. 

The second period was a repetition of the fi rst and 44 more 
points were added. Hodge played another good game at 
stand-off half, his straight running being in contrast to the 
play of the centres who were both very prone to bore their 
wings on to the touch-bne and leave them little room to 
manoeuvre. Tries vvere scored by Manion (6), Livingstone 
(5), 

Twomey 
Hodge (3), Roche (3 Kelly (2), Cary-Elwes, Keeling 

and . 
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Rugby Football 
AMPLaPoRiN.—.YDark. W. J. Roach: Three 

Ants, M. K. Livingstone, D. C. Ogilvie.rorlies, 
Hakes, A. K. S. Roche, P. E. Nudge: Forwards. T. M. 

Drummond, H. L. Green, R. W. Wil.rforse. 

A. annion : 
right (Car), 

Twomey. E. C. 

ANPLEPO0.111 V. SEDBERCH 

This game was played. Sedbergh on November 15th and 

rsalted in a win for Ampleforth by a goals, 3 tries (kg points), 

to 1 goal, 3 tries and 1 penalty goal (17 points). By a mistake 

of the Ampleforthcaptam, who won the toss, Sedbergh started 

the game with a strong wind in their favour. They made good 

use of their opportunity. Their forwards, an extremely fast 

park, rushed the ball down the field, kicked over the Ample-

forth full-back's head, and smred twice in the fi rst quarter 

of the game. The first try was scored by Ashcroft, the second 

by McKinley. From a series of scrums in the centre of the 

field, Roche got the ball away to Livingstone, who broke 

through mccessfully bot failed to pass to Davis on the wing and 

was eventually brought down by the Sedbergh full-back. 
Roche again ,t the ball from the loom scram and tried to 

work ear°ss to the right wing with a kick. The wind, however, 

turned the ball and Fawcett got possession and with a clever 

diagonal run aeons the field scored the third try for Sedbergh. 

The try was not converted, and from the centre kick the 

Sedbergh pack tried to repeat their earlier tactics. Taking 

advantage once more of the favouring wind they carried the 

ball right down to Gilbert, rho Amplefortlk full-back, who 

fielded cleverly and with a good kick found touch and brought 

the game once more to the centre. From the line-out the 

Ampleforth forwards secured possession and carried the ball 

down the field. From the loose they heeled and the ball was 

rapidly passed to Manion, ho got well away down his 

wmg, closely pursued by the Sedbergh right wing. Within a 

few yards of the line he tackled Monition from behind 

rod to saved what looked like a certain try. Unforturately 

kw injured his collarbone and had to lean the field. Shortly 

.kfmr this the whistle we for half-time, with the score 

k I points to nil in Seclbergh's favour. 
From the beginning of the snmd hall Ampleforth took 

the offensive. Making use of Mei now favourable wind their 
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forwards at once carried the ball to the Sedbergh twenty-1i.. 
There they packed in and heeled. Roche gut the ball away 
Davis who ran roundhis man and when facctd by the Sedbergh 
loll-back passed in to Cary-Elwes, who was backing up well, 

Z1,:rg,nob:"ZtfroorktTPZ7,„• M,thr'',07,7arnd's'acgTin 
got going and rook the ball to the Sedbergh line. There the 
Sedbergh forwards rallied round and a hood scrum ensued. 
Eventually Drummond secured poss.sion and using his 
length dived under the Sedbergh forwards and scored Ample-
forth's second try. The kick at goal again failed. From the 
restart Ampleforth again got possession and rho ball reached
Sedge. Hodge. Beating his man he broke through and drawing the 
Sedbergh pally  to Mannion, who ran down the wing, 
and was finally tackled by the Sedbergh full-bock, only a few 
feet from the line. This was Sedbergh's second unfortunate 
tackle, as their full-back injured his shoulder and had to leave 
rho field. Thir second misfortune seemed to put Sedbergh over 
more on their mettle. From a scrum in the centre their 
threes got possession and Ashcroft made a clever opening 
for McKinley: who scored between the posts. Although rho 
charge 

wasey,
disallowed the try was not converted. Shortly 

after the centrctkick rho Amplcforth forwards heelnl and 
after a run by thc thrce-quarters, Davis scored, Roche adding 
the points. Following this, Mansion and Davis again scored 
in rapid successlon, the laner try being well converted by 
Hodge. But Sedbcrgh madcone mono effort to pull the game 
out of the fi re. A rush by their forwards ended in a scrum 
directly in front of the Ampleforth goal. There they heeled 
and Roche, a little over eager, tackled the Sedbergh scrum-
half oft-side. A free kick was given which resulted in a penalty 
goal for Sedbergh. The last five minutes of the game, with the 
non nandmg at og.--o7 points in Arnplefortlis favour,. are 
beyoud thc power a the present writer to d.cribe, boo n 
sufficient to say that " 

the
side " found the are unaltered. 

ypI,ESOFTL—F4/1444A, C. H. Gilbert; Thregguareers, 
Davn, M. K. Livingstone, P. E Hodge, S. A. Nla 
A. K. S. Roche. N. A. G Mart Forwards, T. 
C Keeling, C E G. Car;-Ehves, L. P. Twomey,
A. B. Lee, T. Roger. 
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Rugby Football 

AMPLLCORTH 4. DURHAM SCHOOL. 

Splendid football weather favoured this match at Ample-
forth on November a6th. Durham was the only northern 
wk.,' to beat es last season and on form there .emed to be 
every prospect of the XV being able to avenge that defeat 
this year. They are to be congratulated on doing so in such Sear.

manner. The game was never dull. The Durham 
forwards put in a lot of excellent work and they were cleverly 
led by Ellershaw and Sladen, a very strenuous pair of workers. 
Both packs succeeded frequently in getting the ball out to 
their outsides but Roche, the Ampleforth half, was far superior 
to his opponent and made innumerable opportunities for for 
three-quarters, whereas the Durham half was quite frequently 
smothered by the Ampleforth forwards, who broke away from 
doe scrum with great rapidity. Golden did not show his best 
form at stand-off though he did several brilliant things in the 
second half. With such a strong line of backs, the short poor 
ahead was much overdone. Livingstone played a strong 
individual game but he often delayed his pass out to Davis 
who with more opportunities would undoubtedly have added 
considerably to the worn Whenever he got the ball he made a 
lot of ground and many tries were the outcome of his work on 
the wing. Mansion on the left wing well plied with pass. 
by Hodge, who played his usual good game in the centre 
ran 

withtheg tem 
reat determination and frequently got through 

despite at ions of several opponents. When once they 
had found their game the backs were not to be denied and 
there were many thrilling passing bouts. 

The forwards were really excellent. Wright is a leader who 
gets the most out of his men and he certainly was well sup-
ported. Cary-Elwin played a particularly fine game and was 
as usual prominent in backing up the " thrc.." Mayor was 
conspicuous in loose scrums. For the fi rst twelve minutes 
there was no scoring though the home backs had oppor-
tunities but then a good movement to the left finished up 
with a strong run in by Mann ion and Livingstone added the 
goal points. Shortly afterwards Davis got away on the right 
and faced by Boyd, the full-back, passed in to Cary-Elwes, 
who was as usual in attendance and another try was added. 
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Before half-time Livingstone got in after a strong ruts and 
theecore stood at It points to nil. 

From the kick-off the home forwards carried the ball with 
a great rush into the visitors' twenty-five and Roche securing 
from a lout scrum dodged over on the blind side with a 
capital try. Durham then rallied and some excellent kicking 
took them well Moo the home twenty-five, but finally Gilbert 
sent them back with a long kick up to hall-way. The attack 
developed on the left and Manion got in after swerving past 
several opponents. Roche scored again soon afterwards giving 
the dummy and rounding the back. Livingstone soon added a 
dropped goal from close range and from the kick-off another 
forward rush and a good kick by Roche took the game to 
the goal-line where Mayne got possession at the line-out and 
threw hithself mks fora try. 

Durham then exerted some premium and gained ground 
with high punts, but after some fierce scrummaging in the 
home twenty-five Hodge brought relief with a good touch 
kick. After some mid-field play Geldart broke, through and 
after several exchanges of passes between Cary-Elves and 
himself, went over between the posts. Davis then got away on 
the right and scored the finest try of the day, dashing along 
the line at a great pae, rounding several opponents and touch-
ing down under thee bar. 

Another try was then added by Mannion from a beautiful 
opening by Hodge, who wasplaying a sterling game at centre. 
A forward rush took play into the Ampleforth twenty-five 
and some muckm moments passed before the home forwards 
with splendid footwork took the ball right up the field. From 

melee near the Durham line Lee picked up and went over 
with the last try of the day. During the lam few minutes 
Durham set up a hot attack but hard tackling kept them out 
and the home line remained in t. The final score was 
Ampleforth 4 goals, I dropped goal,tac 7 tries Lis points), Durham 
School nil. 

AmptEPOR111.—Full-deck, C. H. Gilbert ; Thsa-parten, P. W. Davis, 
K. Livingstone, P. E. Hodge, S. A. Manion; HAHH, A. ff. S. 

Rode, N. A.Gelthvt; Fonood.v, T. M. Wright (C.), C. F. beefing. 
C. Mayne, B. Lee, T. Rockford, C. E. G. Cary-Elves, E. C. Drummond, 
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AMPLRPORTIT v. ST PETER'S SCHOOL 

This match was played at York on December 3rd and 
resulted in a win for Ampleforth by a goal and z tries (1 
points) to a try (3 points). 

Unfortunately P. W. Davis was unable to play and though 
Cary-Elvadid quite well on the wing, Davis pace was much 

miltis 
ssed. 

a difficult game to describe, as there was scrummaging 
ad Nauman: and the game was stopped so frequently for various 
reasons. There wth altogether a want of that flow and con-
tinuity that should characterise the game. 

The gam opened evenly. Pies to was exerted by both 
sides in turn and it won became apparent that St Peter's 
hadastrong pack but little offensive power behind. The Ample-
forth backs were ism handling so accurately as usual though 
both Gary-Elves and Manion were very nearly over on two 
or three occasions in the first ten minutes. Several penalty 
kicks against were given against the Ampleforth forwards, apparently 
for " feet-up," b St Peter's did not make much ground by 
them. After twenty minutes of scrappy play, a good movement 
started by Livingstone gave Memnon an opening on the left 
and he scored far out. The place kick went wide. Very soon 
afterwards Roche, getting the ball from a scrum, wens oft 
on his own, and evading all opponents scored near the puts 
for Livingstone to convert. St Peter's gained ground with good 
forward play but safe tackling and keen marking checked any 
attempt of their bads to open out. Golden and Livingstone 
transferred play to the St Peter's " twenty-five " and several 
attacks tested the detente to its utmost, until at last Mannion 
broke through again with a very determined run on the left but 
the place kick was short. At half-time ohs more was m—nil 
for Ampleforth. 

The play was much less open in the second half, the St 
Peter's policy, and quite a correct one, being to kssp the ball 
on the ground as much as possible. They frequently made 
twenty yards or so with a good rush but from many of these 
the visiting backs managed to open out an attack and several 
of these only failed by a matter of inches. St Peter's were 
[adding well and their forwards wem displaying great dash. 
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Ampleforth generally managed to gain possession at the 
line-out but some infringement always seemed to occur to 
prevent the backs getting away. 

Geldart and Roche were prominent in good cutting through 
in the centre. When the latter had only the back to face, he 
licked over his head, easily raced his opNnem for possession, 
only to be beaten by the bounce of the ball. 

Towards the close of the game, St Peter's, thanks to
good touch-kick, got down on to the School goal-line, and a 
series of intense scrummages occurred when the final whistle 
brought apparent relief to the defenders, bra the referee 
called the players back, having made an error of five minutes. 
Scrummaging was resumed and in the last minute St Peter's 
forced their way over with a good try in the corner. 

,11.1.440444.—Floa.bae, C. H. Gilbert : Thr.quark.rs, C.
Cory-Elem. IC. Handsd ome. N E. Hodge. S. A.Tlanmoff: Hayes, 

N. J. Caffrey. 

MA1,4404411 4. STONY XURST 

The Stonyhura XV arrived here on December roth and 
the match was played on the following day. The weather 
conditions were perfect but the ground was distinctly 
" greasy " in parts. A number of Old Boys and a large crowd 
from the neighbourhood were present. Stonybura kicked 
off at d.p. The School won found its game and from a half 
way scrum, Roche got the ball out to the "threes " and 
Manion raced along the line, passing in to Cary-Elwes, who 
went over fora  the corner. Livingstone scored very 
soon afterwards wall a powerful run in from the " 05." The 
next try went to Roche, who picked up from a scrum, feinted 
to pass ma and went through himself under the posts for 
Hodge to convert. Then followed a spell of mid-field play 
and the Stonyhnrst forwards, led by Drake, gm the ball into 
the home twenty-five, but all efforts to open out to the backs 
were frustrated by close marking and keen tackling. The School 
then attacked again but an epidemic of dropped passes saved 
the Stonyhurst line from being crossed. From a loose scrum 
Geldart picked up and scored far out and then a spectacular 
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run by Davis enabled him to score under the posts. Hodge 
added the goal points. Before half-time Roche and Cary-
Plows added further tries and the School led by .19 points 
to nil. On resuming Davis made a good run on the right from 
an opening by Livingstone, and got under the posts. The 
School in aimained the pressure and Mayne scored a great try 
with a dive through a crowd of opponents. Roche was over 
again almost at once from a "blind side" movement. Stony-
hum then worked up to mid-field with some useful rushes 
but a good ack by Gilbert sent them back. The next try was 
perhaps the finest of the game. Geldart got away at full 
speed, the ball went via Hodge and Livingstone to Davis, 
who handed in to Cary-Elva, and finally he transferred to 
Livingstone, who had an easy run in for Wright to place a 
good goal. The whole of this movement was carried out at 
full speed and without a falter. Hodge next made a beautiful 
run swerving past several opponents, and swinging the ball 
out to Davis, enabled Ism to get in under the posts. The 
Stonyhurst forwards were visibly tiring. They had played a 
very plucky game against a superior pack. The Schaff backs 
were now getting the ball very frequently the forwards playing 

most unselfish game. Further tries were added by Manion,
Roche and Mayne, and then just before " no-side," Wright 
getting the ball from a line-ot, ran in with a try from mid-
field. The final score was to goals, 6 tan (68 points) to nil. 

The place-kicking was very good. Hodge kicked 5 goals, 
Wright 3, and Livingstone s. 

Stonyhorst have played Rugby for only one season and 
they were seta very hard task in facing the strongest side the 
School has had since the game was adopted here ten years 
'go. Though they did not scorea try, they had the credit of 
playing a very plucky game against a much stronger and more 
experienced se. We trust this will be the fi rst of a long senes 
of such contes

al
ts. 

AMPLEFOF441.—Fullback, C. H. Gilbert TAreequarkrs, P. W 
00., M. K. Livingstone, P. E. Hodge, S. .4. Alannion Halves, 
A. K. S. Roche, N. A. Gelder.; Form., T. AI. Wright (Capt.), 
C. F. Keeling, C. Mayne, A. H. Lee, L. P. Twomey. C. E G. Cary-
Elwes, E. C. Drummond, H. L. Green. 
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AMPLEPORTN 1.06.1(.11. WANDEREDa 

The Wanderers visited os ou December 13th and a splendid 
game in which the School XV showed themselves to be a 
fine side resulted in a victory by goals, 5 tries (35 points) 
to try (3 points). Several Yorkshire County officials were 
precent and were enthusiastic over the performance of the 
XV. The Wanderers had a formidable pack, led by Trenham, 
the old County captain. Their back division did not appear 
so good, though Hamilton, the Scots International at scrum-
half required a lot of watching. Unfortunately H. B. Simpson, 
the County wing " three" was unable to turn out. 

It was an extraordinarily open game, one that kept the 
spectators thrilled throughout. The XV acting up to their 
invariable policy this season, let the ball out to the backs 
whenever they possibly could, even from the kicks-off from 
the centre. It looked risky sometimes with fast following up 
forwards but it invariablysucceeded. The backs were away 
with the ball like a flash. Their handling was superb and their 
pace quite beat the defence. The Wanderers' tackling was by 
no means negligible but they seldom caught a man with the 
ball. Davis' pace on the wing was missed—he was resting an 
injury—but the Ogilvie-Forbes-Livingstone combination 
proved quite a success. It was the formers first match against 
a Club ode'and he came.out of it with flying colours. 

The School forwards were on the top of their form and beat 
their opponents in the loose and at the line-out. In the scrum 
they were evenly matched and both sides got the ball out. 
Hamilton did many good things but he found Roche a slippery 
customer. Roche played the finest game of his career. He used 
good judgment in getting the ball out or slipping off with it 
himself and he frequently had Ho opponents guessing. His 
touch-kicking was very long and gained a deal of valuable 
ground. 

The game opened with a vigorous attack by the Wanderers 
but they were gradually driven back and from a melee near 
their " z5 " the ball came to Ogilvie-Forbes and he found his 
way over with an excellent try for Wright to convert. Some 
hard scrummaging and mid-field play occurred until the 
School backs got away on the right from a clevet opening by 
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Geldart. Livingstone ran up to the back and passed inwards 
for Roche to score a splendid try. Very soon afterwards Hodge 
brokeaway on the right and passed out to Manion, who raced 
away and looked like being hopelessly hemmed in at the 
corner, but Cary-Elves appearing as usual from nowhere 
took a sharp inward pass and scored far out, a particularly 
fine piece of football. Hodge was responsible for the next try. 
He cleverly intercepted a pass in mid-field, moved off at a 
great pace and gave Manion an easy run in under the posts 
and added the major points himself. Just before half-time, a 
splendid three-quarter movement among the visitors let 
Dixon in near the flag. At half-time the School held a lead of 
16 poin 

Wanderers The  went off with a rush on resuming and 
Hamilton tried hard to work through by himself, but he was 
hauled down and a long kick by Roche gave us a footing 

Wand
taken on to their goal-line and after some xciting moments, 
Hodge got possession and cutting through,e scored a splendid 
try. At this period the visitors were getting the ball out quite 

'thnZi'd 
the School

cp'a'sZln g"icvka 
backing

sw:Olan c k vA'  cr.;,k1 ' 6yd
Hamilton looked dangerous but Gilbert cleared his lines
with a good kick into touch at half-way. Livingstone nearly 
goo in on the right but was collared just in time. From an 
ensuing scrum the ball went out to Mannon, who Mst had 
room to round the back and iinh in at thes eorner. The next 
try came after a forward rush. A series of short sharp dashes 
had brought the game near the Wanderers' fine and Keeling 
picking up in a rush flung himulf over. The School pressed 
again and the Wanderers'  back hod to touch down but before 
half the visiting forwards could come up, the School pack had 
the ball out and Roche was over in a flash. Hodge added oho 
points. Just before time, Gulden made a good opening for 
Hodge, who raced away with Cary-Elwes in attendance. 
Faced by the back he sold him a dummy and went over with 
a pretty try in the comer. Gran converted with a beautiful 
kick from the touch-line. The whistle for " no-side " left 
the School winners of a very fine game. 

ANDLEFORDW—Full-back, C. H. G.rt Temottvarters, AL K. 
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WWLEFOR
c

T COLTS tr. oom:DK:TON SCirook courS 

A team hosen from boys under fifteen played at Pock-
lington on November entb. About the middle of the fi rst 
half they found their form. The fi rst try was scored by 
Somers-Cocks after a good passing movement by the backs. 
At half-time the score was le points to nil. In the second half 
all the backs handled and tackled well. King at scrum half, 
and Walker as stand-off, merited special raise. Lawson on 
the right wing played a won game scoring three tries and 
converting four goals from difficult angles—one from within 
live yards of the touch line. Bond scored the best my, effectively 
selling the dummy three ti s. Sitwell led the forwards 
well and Tweedic booked efficimeently. Mortimer and Martin 
were often prominent in the lasse. The final score was Ample-
forth (46 points) 5 goals 7 tier to nil. Tries were scored by 
Walker (4), Lawson (3), Dee (z), Somers-Cocks, Sitwell and 
Bond. 

SZertstarLi71;'.tee,..0.IftL 'anVLarwst7LteS,  1
1. 

1; 
King, D. E. Walker, (Capt.): Forwards, V. NI S'itsvell,J. W. Twee., 
D. mortinvr. J Martin, J. Gallagher, P. D. F. aura., 
F. H. Mendimavis. 

sr. PETER'S (end xv.) 

This match played at Ampleforth on December 3rd resulted 
in a win for the home mate by ten goal and eleven tries to nil. 
The conditions were all in favour of a fast open game, and 

Ampleforch, after the fi rst few minutes, were at the top 
of their form and playing almost like a rat XV the score rose 
steadily. The forwards, who throughout played well together, 
generally got the ball, and Kelly and Dunbar made many 
beautiful openings for the threes. They as a line combined 
remarkably well and generally rigid up the St Peter's defence. 
At half-time the score was e8 points to niL So far the St Peter's 
team had defended resolutely, but as the pace told and signals 
of distress became appertht try upon try was registered till 

Rugby Football 

at " no side" dm score had reached 83 points. The following 
were the scorers for Ampleforth: Nelson (4), Davis (3), 
Latham (3), Crook (3), Ogilvie-Forbes (s) Dunbar, Sitwell, 
Green, George, Wilberforce and Potocki. Davis and Green 
kicked the gosh. 

Alin 1.01WW - W. J. Roach roirre,gwriers, G,
Nelson. D. C. Ogilvie-1,3.1k,, Al. Ir. Davis, H. I.. Haq. 

Forwards, Ir. Crook. 0. W. S. 
Bagshasse, J. Polocki. H. W. Wilberforce, George, F. H. 
Sitwell, H. L. Green, J. C. Grieve. 
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OLD BOYS 

k the prayers of our readers for Gerald W. 
Farrell (1893—O97) who died on November aoth, 
lorm He was an outstanding athlete in the School. 

He not only played in the Cricket XI and the Football XI, 
but he was probably the finest runner we have had at Ample-
forth. After he left the School he was known both in Canada 
and America as an athlete and was included in the Canadian 
Rugger Teamwhich vfsited this country m ino3. He Tough 
in the Canadian contingent in the thAfrican War. H 
was a member of the Montreal M oo Exchange, but he was 
frequently in this country and several film. paid a visit to 
Ampleforth where a window H the Study records his con-
tinued friendship for his old School. May he rest in peace. 

• iF 
Co/Ica/NITRATIONS tO B. J. D. Gerrard who was given his 
Rugger blue for Sandhurst. J. E. Toiler has been playing in 
the Sandhurst Hockey XI. 

ski is di 
CoNGRAIVLATIONS to J. 0. Kelly who in the October ex-
aminations at Edinburgh University was the only candidate 
to gMn First Class Honours for the degrees of M.B. and 
Ch.B. There were one hundred and seven graduates, of whom 
ten were placed in the second claw and the rest in He third. 

di di di 
CONGRATULATIONS oB. L. Sleigh (St John's, Oxford), who
has won oho Lawn Exhibition for three years. 

• + 
Toe Freshmen at Oxford this term included E. J. T. Bagshawe 
(New College), Dom Laurence LM v,ot and Dom Martin 
Rockford (St Bench Haffi, while C. R. Simpson (Trinity), 
R. L. Scrape (Caius), and J. W. Lyle Smith (St John's) 
went up to Cambridge. 

di di B 
T. Old Boys who visited us during last term were the 
following: 

L. H. Rocblord, R. T. Bro., J. B. Barton, C. W. Clark, L. 
Lancaster, B.. C., and G. Alanmod, JAL Tellner, F. Maywood, T. 
Alamo., won. M. Scott, T. Ainscough, A. F. M. and B. M. Wright, 
E. F. hleapherson. H. R. Taunton, Col. the Hun. E. E. Stourton, 
T. S. Heywood, S. X Ininantar, J. Browne, R. a ...Wedge, G. H. 
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arvil O. Chamberlain, E F. C. Forster, H. Greenwood, II, Fitzgerald. 
J. G. Simpson. 

AT the Ampleforth Soc▪ iety Meeting in September there 
were present 

I'FI"stril'.1tA.. ..A'bh:f172:47,65'11.".ZI-UoTatt drro;J4 
F. 4... kaksw, v. s. sow-14, v. J. W. V. cLvw .csvoi. 
A. F M. Wright, A. J. Pollack, J. W. Hawkswell, W. R. Lee. 

• + + 
CoNCRATULATIONs to Captain Gerald Farrell, Leiner Regt, 
who WAS married on October nth, 09,, At St Thomas', 
St Leopards-on-Bea, to Miss Rita Coles. Dom Dominic 
Willson officiated. Father Segewer said the nuptial Mass. 

CON?IlATIILATIONS to E. J.▪ Massey who has pox only represent-
ed his county at Rugby in MI Heir matches but was chosen 
H play serum-half for the North of England and reserve 
half for England against the South. 

di di ifs 
Moo to M. W. L. Smith who has twice played for Lancashire. 

T. Ampleforth Dance ▪ which as last year was held at the 
Hyde Park Hotel on January 3M was ,ain a succHs and was 
well attended. The dinner was held on January 4th and about 
fifty Old Boys were present. 

is id di 
We have received news of the Ampleforth Society Dance in 
Scotland. With so enthusiastic a secretary as P. J. Nees on as 
organiser we need hardly say that W was a great success. Every-
thing was well arranged and the experiment is to be repeated 
next year. Among the Old Boys_ prewnt wc have heard of 
P. J. Neeson, J. K. Smith, J. A. McLaughlin, J. E. Wilson-
Lee, J. F. McKillop, P. J. Killea, W. Gourley, H. A. Martin, 

A. Martin, L. Newton, A. T. Newton, J. K. Loughran, 
J. 0. Kelly, A. H. Dillon, H. M. Dillon, and P. Liston. We 
Pderstand a dinner A to be held on January loth at which 
the Headmaster has promised to be geese. and Professor 
Phillimore will be the pest of the evening. 
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THE following new boys came in September 
T. S. Middoll, J. M. Lid, E. F. P. Magruder, O. H. ficott, R. P. 

Power, D. C. C. Ake Pons,. N. J. de Oningand. 

A. D. MACDONALD was Captain of the School, while A. A. J. 
Boyle and G. F. Young were Captains of the gam.. 

▪ + 
THE composition of the Football Eleven has varied in the 
different games which we have had. The following played 
for the First Eleven: 

E Young. A. D. Macdonald, A. A. J. Boyle, J. S. B. Austin, 
W. J. Roman., T. Gadd, J. C. W. Mina, R. A. Chisholm. N. J. W. 
Smith, H. S. IC Gt.*, N. J. Glynn, R. R. Rowan, E. E. M. Step-

enson. 
. if. 

AT the end of term it was announced, amidst enthusiasm, 
that we were to play Rugger in the future. 

. 4' 
WE have to thank Mrs J. C. J. O'Connor fora Challenge Cup 
for shooting. 

THE curator of the aviary reports that the zebra finches, 
cordon-bleus and golden breasted waxbills nested in November, 
but only the zebra finches reared their young. We have to 
thank Dr E. P. Dawes for the gift of a tone jay, and other 
kind friends have added to our already large and curious 
assortment, pennants and redrumps. 

• 0. 
THE following Hawn have been given in the COMse of the 
term 

Pce Rom
nritish Bonne . 

Dom z,T= 
Scout mom Craft . . B. IL Easter 

it it it 
Ownic to the continued absence of the larger carnivorous 
and other mammals from our local haunts, we have sub-
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stituted familiar birds, such as the wood-pigeons, owh, 
hawks, as patrol titles, in place of the Tiger, Buffalo, etc. 
We regret that the praiseworthy efforts to imitate the calls 
of these birds shoold have caused a certain amount of it

in non-scouting circles. 

T. Toot Leader is now T. Gadd, and the Patrol Leaders 
are A. A. J. Boyle, A. D. Macdonald, J. C. W. Riddell, W. J. 
Romans, G. F. Young and E. B. E. Tucker. 

SCOUTING WAS vigorous carried on throughout the term, 
both indoors and outside. All the new-owners passed their 
Tender-foot test and a good deal of Second-Class work was 
done. 

ON Sunday, October ton, • the troop was visired by Mr F. 
Corballis (County Commissioner for Northumberland) and 
Lord Armstrong. The visitors afterwards took part in a Troop 
Council, which was addressed by the Chief Scout (through the 
medium of the gramophone). At the end of the term, Dom 
Ignatius Miller presented a large number of badges to Scouts 
and Cubs. 

4 4. 4. 
T. Cub pack is smaller this year than last but not less keen. 
H. G. Watson, T. M. R. Riddell, G. C. Mee-Power, J. C. 
Mee-Power and L. M. Fuller gained their " First Star " j 
the Honble W. R. S. Feilding his" Second Star," and A. Bevan 
and A. C. Russell each won three badger. 

Ar the end of term a fi •nall entertainment was given. The 
following was the programme 

. . C. L. W. G. Gismo. 
E. P. F. Moonorin 

PIANO . 
Re 1 
PIANO . 
Rxararmx 
Nonx 
Sox*  
Pim*  

 G. WAFoon 
. . H. H. Lintost 

LoWER THIRD AND SEC,41.,.. FOottt. 
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arcnanaa . J. G. Mae PowER AND M. W. BLACXMORE 
PIANO . . . . . H. D. F. GREENWOOD 
RECITATION   A. Havnu 
SONO   SamooL 

* 

Tue following prizes were distributed 

Form Prize A. D. Macdonald 
Writing Pia Lower Third 

Second Form 

First ram] 

Preparatory. 

A. A. J. Boyle P. Hooke Ley 

J. At17771n. Gerrard Gm-
movement) 

Prescott M. W. HInclimore 

G. Pahe7 ".""

'SS 

THE AMPLEFORTH SOCIETY 

OBJECTS 

Totitt ,peZn i =s cog gTenas of Sr Lawrence's in furthering 

2. By,..7:ig,:;',7147,',,t'LLIP'`,A17,1,",I7gtat 
good-will towards each other. 

3. 
''')=;CFt'ain°)===pett=.1"'"'"''''' 

sp!'aral !Irerjarein 7")1.711Vh=r v= "'

The Annual Subscription A Members A the Society is WS... payable 
in navvies, but in the case of boys whose sitten application to join 
to Society is recAved by the Secretary within six months of tar 

shall 
t,he College, the Annual Subscription fm Ne fist three yeas" 

becT2Eilltr

a. 

lat,..,hentir rt=PA.rreZeilf ra.

Se .,' C'irPtAr. giVirs;N dos'3:),===a1:11Vrch ' : 
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A CUMBERLAND NUNNERY: A 

PASSING AND A RETURN 

AN article in the Yorkshire Post of October Oth, too, 
revived a forgotten page of the history of Benedictine 
Nuns in the north of England—a won, not without 

interest, else it would not have been printer? in a daily paper. 
There was an undertone of regret for the passing away, as 
if for cm, of a goodly institution from Cumberland, where 
it had flourished as a sanctuary for nearly five centuries. 
The suppression of the mnvent was referred to as " spolia-
tion," and quoting lines still legible high up on the north-west 
wall a tribute of respect at least was paid to the memory of 
the expelled religious 

"Though veiled Benedictines are removed hence, 
Think of their poverty, chastity, faith, obedience." 

Was there a veiled hope too that what had been might be 
again, that what had been driven away might e day 
return ? Curiously enough, the writer remarks how " Eng-
hnd is changing hands' much more completely nor 
than when he wrote twelve years ago! "how properties 
that o seemed inalienable" have passed to other owners, 
much asnce in the Great Pillage of the sixteenth century, and 
sometimes to the heirs of original possessors, now that secular 
home and mansions are hemming bopurchase the property of 
Religious Orders. And this has k  place in the very counts 
of Cumberland to which the article refers. 

On the bank of the river Eden, four miles east of Carlisle, a 
stately castellated mansion was built for a family residence 
some eighty years ago. Well constructed in faced sro and 
the Tudor style, it stands in an imposing.position amid woods 
and meadows near the village of Wanwick, on the Carlisle-
Brampton road. God's Providence had other designs than in 
builder, for it was destined to become a new home for Bene-
dictine nuns after thdr absence from Cumberland of nigh 
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four hundred years. One evening a Easter-tide last year, saw 
the " passing " of veiled Sisters through in gates Into halls 
that had awaited them, silent and tenantless, fora dozen 
years. It is called Holme Eden from the rich flat land by the 
romantic river whose very name recalls Paradise. And surely 
by no mere coincidence, a few miles futher up the valley, at 
Armathwaite, a house still stands known as the " Nunnery," 
which was the Benedictine Comma whose' passing" has 
already been alluded to. Its foundation is commonly assigned 
to 1088, but must have been somewhat later, since King 
William Rufus, the donor of in lands and privileges had not 
effective possession of these northern districts before logs. 
The convent may have had a much earlier origin and founder, 
for there is a vague tradition that Armathwaite was the second 
home of the community which St Cuthbert visited at Car-
lisle, and had a Northumbrian Queen as its abbess.A charter 
to this effect was put forward by the Prioress and confirmed 
by Edward IV in 48o; which may have had other docu-
ments behind it that were lost or destroyed in ever recurring 
Scottish invasions. In a field close to the old nunnery is

with the oure"  
nine

at triihttah,' r‘e'CO lcl‘ ocrc7:1 7.711e 
privilege of sanctuary which the demesne enjoyed. The date 
of the stone, 0088, makes its genuineness somewhat suspect. 

The link between the nuns of Armathwaite and those of 
Hahne Eden is sufficient if slender. Both are Benedictine, 
and the localities are near enough to warrant our regarding 
the coming of the latter as a return of the former. Conventual 
life is not a thing that ever passes away from the Catholic 
Church. If as Montalembert says, "Monks are as immortal 
as oaks," nu are surely as °miffing as ivy!

But the abbey of Holme Eden has a history of its own. 
On February 7th, 0893, ,a Roman decree gave canonical 
existence to St Scholasuca s Priory for Benedictine num at 
Fort Augustus ha the Scottish Highlands. Abbot Leo Liese 
was anxious to establish in the neighbourhood a convent where 
the daughters of St Scholastics by their prayers and devout 
lives might join in the labours of St Benedict's sons for the 
glory of God and the Church's edification. Rotor six ladies 
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offered themselves as pffitulants for the new foundation in a 
house in the village which belonged to one of them, and here 
thry began to practice such religious observances a circum-
stances permitted, reciting portions of the Divine Office, 
receiving instructions from the fathers of the abbey,

i
 but 

wearing as yet no distinctive dress. Their chapel was n the 
basement of their house. Bishop Uffithorne used to say that 
no Community would flourish that had not its beginnings in a 

garret, or in a cellar, he would readily have added ! One of the 
umber was recognised as Superioress, the rules of poverty, 

obedience, silence were carefully. observed. The former 
Chapel and Presbytery of the district had been converted by 
Sisters of Mercy in a convent and school; and when these 
Sisters withdrew to their mother-house at Elgin, the place 
was taken over by the Benedictine postulants. Many alterations 
had to be made v the old chapel become refectory and 
parlours, and a new temporary chapel was constructed, all 
being blond with much solemnity on the eve of the Annunci-
ation in sffur. 

Difficulties arose in regard to the novitiate, requests for 
mistress of novices from the English Benedictine cnvents 
having failed, but through the influence of the Archbisohop of 
Munich the Prioress of Framninsel agreed to send one of her 

uns, Dame Mary Anselma Glaw, who leaving the Highlands 
of Bavaria for the Highlands of Scotland, became first Prioress 
and Novice-miffirem at St Scholastica's. Our Lady's Nativity, 
September 8th, a Os, was the day chosen for the commence-
ment of the novitiate, a date kept memorable ever since; the 
ladies who that day received the holy habit being Sisters 
Scholastics Weld, Placida McClymont, Gertrude Murray, 
Bernard Wheble and ffildegarde Seaga for the choir, with 
the lay-sisters Magdalene Pike and Walburga Crimmins. Some 
of these happily remain, some have gone to their rest and 
reward. Miss Mary Macdonald of Inverness was admitted, 
but ill health prevented her perseverance. • 

The little community grew apace, and were soon so well 
trained in observance that Dame Anselma could return to her 
convent, and in her place Dame Scholastica Weld became 
Prioress in 189m. When later on the Priory became an abbey 
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in order to distinguish the Abbaye aux Hommry from the 
Abbaye aux Dames, the latter ad,ted the name of Kilati 
mein. the original Gaelic name of Fort Augustus, and shortly 
afterivards both communities were admitted into We English 
Benedictine Congregation (1,9). The disadvantage of 
distance, the poor and temporary accommodation had long 
been realised and began to outweigh rvinimenti of attachment 
to their original home s and when the generous offer was made 
to the community of the mansion and grounds of Holme Eden 
it was decided to remove the foundation to Cumberland. 
Dame Scholastics Weld, who had been the mother and guide 
of the community since its inception died within a few months 
of her benediction as Abbe., to the great grief of all her 
children; and it fell to her successor, Dame Cecilia Carmont, 
to arnge the migration of the sisters from Kikumein to 
Hahnera Eden. The austere shores of Loch Ness and the 
mountains of Glen Albyn were exchanged for the fertile 
fields and g,ak slops of the Eden valley, though the distant 
peaks of Skiddew and Critiel serve to recall the Highland 
heights. If the journey was on one hand an exile it was on the 
other a home-coming and return ; St Scholrvtica's daughters 
have come back to a former patrimony where their memory 
survives in a little village bearing the name " Nunclose.” 
" Going they went and wept, casting their seed; but coming 
They shall come with joyfulness, carrying their sheaves
(Ps. veS). 

It remains to put on record that the Holme Eden foundation 
is due to the munificence of Mr and Mrs Charles Liddell, of 
Warwick Hall, who placed the property at the community's 
disposal. The In, and honourable traditions of Warwick 
Hall are thus worthay maintained. The home for many 

Anne 
of family that never lost the Faith, its last member 

was Anne Warwick, only surviving sister and heiress of Francis 
Warwick, who died in tyya. The Benedictine D. Basil War-
wick was born there, and as a missionary priest was stationed 
there early in the eighteenth century; and a sister of his 
became a nun at Cambrai. Of the noble house of Howard of 
Corby, related by marriage to the Warwicks, four became 
monks, viz., DD. Augustine, Joseph, Francis and Placid, the 
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last named being President General from 1753 till his death • 

in 1766. Warwick Hall passed to Robert Bonner, who was a 

Warwick only by adoption, and ultimately by purchase to 

Charles Liddell, Esq., who later acquired the neighbouring 

property of Holme Eden. 
In this district a long list of Benedictines have laboured 

both before and after the Reformation to the present day, 

first at the Priory of Wetheral and after its suppression in 

different places, till they settled at Warwick Bridge, where 

now stands the parish church. Perhaps no other spot in Eng-

land continuo spireand
care of the Benedictines. Much of the land was originally 

monastic, and titha for some parts are still paid by the 

Fathers to the Dean and Chapter of Carlisle who obtained 

posse.ion after the suppression. The foundation at Holme 
Eden of an abbey of English Benedictine nuns, the only one 

north of the Trent, is a matter of congratulation and an 

augury of happier days to come. They have still to face the 

ttials of a nmv foundation, but they have a dignified and secure 

home, and a young community's fervour. The prayers and 
merits of Holme Eden Abbey should bring a blessing on the 

country. Floreat in mter,m I 



MARK OF MONTE CASSINO 

WEE—it is now believed—was a monk at Monte 
Cassino in the generation next after St Benedict. 
Paul the Deacon, w ng at Mouth Cassino about 

the Tear 790, 40, rho Mark " came hither to the same 
Father (Sr Benedict) and composed some verses in his praise

iriaria Lengobardeneve I, 06). These words might be taken 
to mean that he came to Monte Cassino M St Benedict' 

life
s

time but his poem, especially in its appeal to the saint's 
ion (lines 16 and 65), suggests that St Benedict was 

dead when he became a monk. This inference would date 
his coming to Monte Cassino after the year 545 (approx.) 
Mark betrays no knowledge of the Lombard sack Co. 588) 
which made havoc of the work of St Benedict so highly praised 
by him. He may therefore be put with some certainty within 
this period of about forty years (54.3-588). Traube holds 
that he was a full contemporary of Abbot Simplicius, the 
second abbot after St Benedict (e. 56off). His poem is the 
earliest tmlimony to the life of the saint, dnce the Dialogues 
of Sr Gregory were not written until the year 5d5, and for 
this reason alone it has a special importance. It is evidence 
also to the level of literary attainment reached by one at 
leas t of St Benedict's disciples at a time of great decadence, 
and we might be justified'n drawing conclusions from it as 
to the character of the community in which what is on the 
whole graceful and correct verse could be written and appre-
ciated. (The poem contains reminiscences of Virgil in lines 

and 68, as oho of Avianus and Sedulius in lines r and so. 
A tendency to rhyme is noticeable in sonie of the fines). 
But, as regards the facts of the saint's life, it does not give us 
very much information. Mark says nothing of St Benedict's 
Tide before he became a hermit and very /ittle about Subiaco. 
He is in  in the saint's journey to Monte Cassino, 
concerning which he reports (0) that he was divinely summoned 
or bidden dither, (z) that all Subiaco mourned his departure, 
(3) rho he was accompanied by three ravens, (1) that two 
youths appeared to guide him at the cross roa s, (5), that 
another ascetic then living at Monte Cassino was bidden 
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make way for him. At Monte Cassino he tells of the abolition 
of the pagan worship of Jupiter (not Apollo or Venus), and 
has much to say of rho transformation of the mountain under 
Sr Benedict's rule. He alludes also to the saint's retiring from 
men in order to prepare himself for the " pious festival of the 
sacred night," i.e., Easter. It is noteworthy that St Gregory 
the Great does not seem to have known the poem, or at 
kast has made no use of its distinctive detail. And 01 two 
poi. Mark's evidence, superficially at least, is at variance 
with his. (1) Mark speaks of the pagan worship on Monte 
Cassino as direcmd to Jupiter, and his tmtimony smsported 
.biyr.a. d/sciovez f edi e agor sy88,o To,fes ad 

But id is not impossible dint ger
ks 
e was more 

 wo 
thaPn 

of 
one Swine 

on them ountain. Otherwise WC may suppose—as I think is 
done by Abbot Herwegen—that Sr Benedict's destruction 
of the pagan worship 0010 so thorough that a particular 
memory of the character of this worship was lost when St 
Gregory wrote. (z) Mark implies that S Benedict made the 
journey to Monte Cassino unaccompanied by any of his 
disciples St Gregory says' taking a few monks with him." 
This detail has not been disc seed by the biographers, mainly, 
perhaps, because Mark's testimony has not been much used. 
It may be mentioned that St Peter Damian (nth century), 
in a sermon for the Vigil of St Benedict, follows Mark in dds 

." a ga:rhiPtuirth: (0/Z1i;n:,' Ft.,:xes757).'1'"
The following is an English rendering of the "Carmen " 

of Mark; the original is in elegiacs. 

SAINT BENEDICT 
When the hi.] folk their impious idols sought, 
Holding them Gods whom human hands had wrought, 
With deadly altars Item they raved 0000 0.p.. 
Where bloody victims to IoW Jove were slam. 

A Then holy Benet came, called from far cell, 
And purged this ground of all the filth of hell 
The idols smashed, the careen gods o ertMew, 
To living God Me temple raised anew. 
0 ye, who long to see the saints. abode, 
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m Hasten with faith undaunted by the road. 

VI:=117:atv ' ,7is ‘vni. 
Hither came n ee,th lhearth rins Zress01: 
My load is g my  is now at 
Hentelonh I trust the life of heat 
Dost thou .t pray, 0 genet, for tl 
Folly of old called this its Citadel. 
Devoted it to marble gods of hell 
For here the Hind and errant rustic strove 

so To pay his vows to souldestroying Jove. 
hM one truly marked its evil fam, 

ra .70= - TreitMlintotrrn , 
Designed the sacred castle a. its power, 

25 Whereby strna. Hell is operthroven. 
And tower of death lib eb tower he.dorth known 

11;6= tft 'n.:Vgar 
 ueaven 

7=dd. 
Hem prayest. Genet, to a Thunderer higher, 

" \n'ene' 11'or 'vraSonllieh Vzo°,1,:.!''.c.h.0.';..n day, 
For  was thy Guide, and through the waste thy way: 
For ever. where the roads apart did lead, 
Two youths appeared to guide the in thy need. 

35 And to the saint that owe t he  lived hereby 
Was mid: Give plate, another friend is nigh.-
Lo, at th , going hell a darksome 
And pauirl mist them ountain did enshroud, 
and all its mves did mourn a. weep amain, 

so Atid every beast in mouldering den complain. 
Thee with trim grief the harem waterr ounted, 
For thee the woods their leafy vesture scorned. 
Tea, that I speak the truth this sign will Wow 
Three ravens came kat thou shouldst ione go. 
4 er:n' 'ii ' =r trIPIPrio;hrasttrtyry" 
Like orphans loud iamenting at thy door, 
With tears, that thou wouldst live with them no more. 
Lo, at thy coming. rock, lo. thornhush goes, 

" Rw!'d "."="7., "um .-11"zn.:—.,7;,,  il m
m m ana rot rut. 

To Wt Wet find a giving on its . 
It bolts its head and smooths itemghn  down; 

55 Lest mon sloadd tire who ssmk thy high abde, 
iittinti its sides a gently-sloping road. 
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Illboor  moan h r;51 and lair m aa. 

6o Its nrs '1',.;17:r15114,15rZaltl. 
The crags admire abound  fruit not heirs, 
The wild wood now unteous harvest bears. 
E'en so our barren deed to fruit thou Main., 
Upon our arid hearts pure watem none.. 

65 Tum now to fruit the evil thorns.  pray, 
That vex the stupid breast of Mark alway. 
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TREASURE TROVE 

IT was an old calf-bound volume, obviously seventeenth 
century or thereabouts, but without its title page. This, as 
it soon turned out, would have shown it to be the °Bannon 

Generale Ordinn Sancti Benedieti of Yepes, and would have 
simplified matters by giving the date of publication ; but the 
importance that this was to assume I had not then realised. 
The book was a chronicler's summary of Benedictine history 

L'utilte 
year b00

0cuArt!)rilyal arcZhnVehianrddl, 717te}:see'w7C‘atgi 
by the entry Georgius Grenadier e ase  Gervase 
is hanged. Now Father George Gervase was an English Bene-
dictine martyr, hanged at Tyburn, of whom very little is 
known, except s skeleton outline of dates and places. 

I looked up the reference given, and found myself looking 
out as k were through contemporary Spanish 

most 
upon the 

most interesting and at the same time the most obscure years 
of English Benedictine history—the first years of the seven-
teenth century. I say "contemporary," though at first this 
was not obvious; in fact the book had all the elements of a 
bibliographical mark. The author writes in one place 
"Jun after sending these last pages to the printer I have 
received news from Belgium which I cannot refrain from 
sharing with you, modem pie goodie." He goes on to print 
an account of Father Gervase's martyrdom, from a winter 
who had himself just received the news and Father Gervase, 
we know, suffered on April 00th, r6o8. On the other hand, I 
found marginal references to books that were not at this time 
published, or even conceived, for example, Reyner's Aperto-
lona Benedietinoran in Anglia, a work of x626 t and the 
Prinilegiunt Caerarnon, or document of copyright within the 

Mtn 
printed

  z0'97.,b2 
beginning the

b. °07!,,e "070SYLI 
publisher. This made thehypothrvis of a later or of a" pirated" 
edition nlikly. 

Luckily a book on a neighbouring shelf solved my problem. 
There is a great work (it weighs vvell over a stone and a half) 
compiled by two. monks, Dom Magnoald Ziegelbffier and 
Dom Oliver Legspontius, which is a complete bibliography 
of all Benedittine work down to 0750. From this I learnt that 
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what I had in hand was not rho original work of Yepes (who 
wrote M Spanish), but a translation by a Swiss monk, Dom 
Thomas Weiss. The next thing was to search for the original ; 
ffid going back to my first shelf, there I found it in seven large 
sheepskinffilad volumes—the Coronna General de la Orden 
de San Benito, by " el Maestro Fray Antonio de Ilepn." The 
first volume contained my passage; and all difficulties of 
date were set aside by the printer's colophon at the end, 
in which Matias Mares, printer to the King of Navarre, made 
himself responsibk for the date fficip. 

My next discovery was that one pocket of my valuable mine 
had been already worked; but the workers by some chance 
missed the main lode. The pocket was "given away" two 
centuries ago by Dom Bennet Weldon, the chronicler of the 
English Congregation, in whose Clironolognal Notes appears 
the following (ch. xxv) " The rest (i.e., of the body of the 
Venerable John Roberts or Mervin) were catried off to Douay 
and Into Spain, one bone being given to Ma intimate friend 
the famous Spanish Bmedictine Annalist, la  most Reverend 
Abbot Yepex, and one of his arms carried to St Martin's 
at Compostella, where he had been professed, as the said 
Abbot testifies in his Annals, speaking very honourably of 
F. Mervin (Tom. R, p. 7o, m the French ion of Mena 
printed at Tull 06.46).. Students of the period have made 
full use of this source ; but they seem never to have in-
vestigated the earlier volumes adequately. Who indeed would 
expect to find under the year Pot A.D. pages of what was to 
Yepes contemporary history, bur for one curious habit of this 
historian

0.0e Me great Captain Hook, who proceeded one day to 
deliver his dying speech, "lest when he came to die there 
should not be time," Yepa would sew to have put into his 
work all that he had by him without strict regard to suit-
ability of period or surroundings, perhaps through a fear that 
he might never reach that stage of his history at which it 
might more naturally appear and as a matter of fact he had 
reached only his seventh volume and the year 0069 A.D. in 
16m, the year in which he died. At any rate, bob A.D. was 
taken by him as the foundation date of the Abbey of St Peter 
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at Watrninster , and it ism his remarkable elaboration upon 
this theme that I would first call attention. 
It will obviously be im,mible for me to give at length in 

such a place as this anything but my conclusions from the 
general drift of Yepes, apart from an important letter which 
can be quoted D full ; but the evidence is so clear that they 
can hardly be misleading. There is mme than Spanish hand 
in this tale of Westminster's greamess, and of its survival in 
the person of one monk gar aux viva, "who is still alive" 
(he died in 16so). Through these pages rings the pride of the 
English monks who lived with Ye pm in his Spanish monastery, 
and then went back to convert England, their pride in them 
great past, their hopes and ideaLs for the future. The Escurial 
at Madrid, says Yepes, is a noble monasterybut compared 
with the vastness of Westminster it might be the hood of that 
cowl (sleg" gallas rvprngurrias is the Latin translator's alter-
naive). " I can call eyy-witnesses." 

Yepes first den otm stx pages to the ancient glories of West-
minster, its consecration by St Peter in person (quoted from 
St Aelred of Rievaulx), its association with St Edward the 
Confessor and its holy Abbot St Wulsin (" whom some call 
Bruseo and others Hulse° "), and its high-born monks (among 
others those mysterious Saxon kings Sebi and Siphard, who 
to-day perhaps, like Hengist and Horses, have lost their 
medval standing). He then deals at some length with Abbot 
Feckenharn, whom Elizabeth treated with so little gratitude, 
and finally comm to the man who was the centre of Bene-
dictine historical interest at this time as being the sole survivor 
of the Westminster ranorvim, the aged monk Sigebert Buckley. 
Strangely enough he calls him Guillehno Budeo, a rums which, 
like so many details that have come down to us from this 
obscure period of our history, gives scope for ingenious con-
jecture. I give my theory for what it may be worth: Buda is 
an easy misreading of Bud., if the el is written close together ; 
and probably Yepes had to fill iv the religious name from 
memory. Now there would be at the back of his mind a name 
already connected with Budeo ; for there had been a French 
Renaissance scholar of this name, Guillaume Bude (Gulielmus 
Budaeus, 4 67- ‘50 ; and it seems possible that by a natural 
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slip this association dominated his mummy. At any rate the 
circumstances of Dom Guillelmo Bud. are indubitably 
those of Dom Sigebert Buckley, and leave no doubt as to 
their identity. Homo fiat reptsitu—"Yepes was a man," say 
the worthy and compassionate Ziegelbauer and Legipontius 
in another connection, " like B  and other historical 
writers of the first class, of whom none has written without 
making mistakes." 

Now the importv act of Father Sigebert's last years, 
by which he aggregated to the ancient English Congregation 
Dom Robert Sadler and Dom Edward Mayhew, had already 
taken place on November otst, 16o7 ; and there were, perhaps 
as early as this, legal and other difficulties which made it 
undesirable to lay stress on this action in a book for Spanish 
readers but Yepes can have had nothing else in his mind 
when he wrote " Since from these bright torches " (the 
pre-Reformation Benedictines) " a spark has survived, I 
hope in Our Lord that once again he will enlighten in the faith 
those of this Island, and set them on fire with his love, pot 
medic, desk Pate, through the means of this Father (who 
still lives) and of the rest " (the English monks professed in 
Spain and Italy) "who have gone to their help . 

I now turn to a subject which, though still essentially 
Benedictine, is of in  to a wider circle than that of our 
own historical students ; I mean the death of the mart, 
Father G.rge Gervase. Ilepes prints in full a letter he just 
then received from " Fray Juan Barnesio," in honest English, 
jjohn Barnes. First a word about Father Barnes. He is a well 
known figure in the Benedictine history of the period, and 
had at that is time finished his studies at Salamanca (he was 
professed Valladolid) and been sent to Donay. Readers of 
Dom Stephen Marron's admirable article, " Weldon and His 
Critics," in the current issue of the Dousi Magazine, may 
remember that the writer is there at pains o 

en s
w that Dom 

John Barnes, still a deacon, was at 
pains

ti the summer of 
tfiolf and that he returned into Spain for his ordination to 
the priesthood on September zoth of that year. This letter 
is one more piece of evidence confirming his presence at Donay 
in April or May of tfoo8 ; but it has much greater intrinsic 
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interat than extrinsic ; for it apparently contains the only 
amount that has come down to us of the details of Father 
Gervase's martyrdom. The letter runs as follows 

"The great kindness which your Paternity has ever shown 

cedar 
and to all my brethren obliges me to hold you in pa

t  respect and honour. This f cannot now refrain from 
taking so good an opportunity of signifying to you, in relating 
to you the martyrdom of one of ma brethren, whom during 
there last days the heretics have put to death with particular 
cruelty in London. After he had been drawn on a hurdle (as 
is customary) he was hanged upon a scaffold for about the space 
of a Pater Noster, when they cut the rope and through his 
opened side drew out his heart and his entrails while he was 
still alive. Moreover they made use of another remarkable 
inhumanity in breaking his legs upon a wheel' with a certain 
contrivance. He suffered these tortures because he would not 
take the mth ordained by the King of England, which is 
tendered to those who are suspected of being Catholics, that 
the Pope has no power either to depose or to ex-communicate 
a King who is a heretic ; and to say that the Pope hm this 
power is heresy. 

"The martyr died with exemplary constancy, twice making 
profession before the he 'e. that he was a Benedictine 
monk, and one of those religious who converted England. 
Once he said it at his trial before sentence was passed, and 
again at the not of the maffold, before the sentence was 
executed. Father Gregory Grange accompmied him right 
up to the scaffold, encouraging hi, and the martyr kept his 
eyes fixed upon him, rejoicing at having him so near. The 
heretics have primed a book against him, with the title 

George Gov e, priest and Benedictine monk, traitor.' 
"Thus we have begun to water this little home (too 

oast.) of the Order at Douay with the blood of a martyr 
who has gone forth from it." 

Warps 
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This " little house" is of course now, three hundred years 
later, the Abbey of St Gregory the Great, at Downside. 

. . . 
Ito Damon Dun ei ezeitataln martyry, tongoine rigors 

colinues. It is a fine finish, worthy of what has gone before. 
It is a great pleasure to us at Ampleforth to be able to draw 
the attention of our brethren of $t Gregory's, with a certain 
fraternal envy indeed, to this troovaills, inspiring to us all, 
but intimately so to the "Dom. Duari szeitato.” 
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" TO-DAY"' 

MR. SHANE LESLIE in his book "The End of a 
Chapter," tells the story of an Eton master who was 
taking the chapel service. He had found a button in 

the collection plate, and after announcing that the amount 
of the collection was no many pounds, shillings and pence, 

and one trouser-button," proceeded with the words of the 
service, "Rend y.r hearts and not your garments !" 

The pr  paper has no such militant or disruptive 
ntentin. Its title may seem to suggest the fanfare of the 

newest and noisiest trumpet, the advance of the Present against 
the cobwebbed as  of the Past, revolution, and the top-
pling of ancient gods. Far from this, howrver, it does not 
pretend even to the mild iconoclasm of the Eton preacher. 
The Past is secure. But the Present has powerful claims, 
and most of all on us who live in it. Our authors are still 
creating new worlds, our musicians are in process of winning
again for England the laurel she wore in the days of Elizabeth—
few of them, artist, composer, author, h. ave yet reached the 
dangerous eminence of being considered a classic. There are 
indeed two exceptions to this among living Englishmen, 
Sir Edward Elgar and Mr Thomas Hardy, but of these one 
was born in 1857 and the other in sEko. 

It is an attractive task to play the spectator while the air 
is humming with a hundred creative looms, to walk through 
the city, as Aeneas walked through Carthage, and see 
how fnew ar the walls hrve risen, and of what wondrous stone they 
are made. An attractive task, but one which for many reasons 
is impossible to the present paper, in any satisfactory sense. 
We dare not hope to catch more than  strand or two from 
that mystic weaving. But a strand or two are visible, and they 
lead back to the earlier age of the Victorians. Following thrve 
clues we shall perhaps ffiscover something about the literary 
and social outlook of the age before ours, the Victorian, which 
will guide us in our tentative efforts to understand our own, 
or the Georgiffi, age. It has recently beet remarked (though 
the idea is not new) that great literary movements are caused 
or accompanied closely by striking social or political develop-
ments nation's life. It is remarkable how regularly these 
two things run in pairs. The Elizabethan zest for adventure 
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and discovery is, for instance, accompanied by an enormous 
contemporary development of the Drama—precisely the 
form of literature which is most concerned with action. The 
succeeding a, is politically one of consolidation and internal 
development, and is marked in English literature by the 
creation of a great Prose literature and in Poetry by the worship 
of wit and good sense. As a reaction to this came the French 
Revolution, with its insistence on personal liberty cynically 
enforced by the guillotine, and this was in England followed 
or accompanied by the Romantic Revolution M Poetry, 
enjoining a natural style, an individual exprervion Me motion. 
To this succeeded the Victorian Age, an age of vast industrial 
expansion, of long peace—an age of science, of materialism, 
of physical invention and of wealth. Here the literary counter-
part was furnished by men like Huxley and Darwin, and in 
pure literature by the poems of Tennyson, polished, sedate, 
unadventurops, insular, and gifted with a perfect style which 
seldom sank into poverty or rose into rapture. 

To the Victorians it seemed as if their epoch fulfilled all 
the destinies of England. The idea of Imperialism, the sway 
of a great power over a quarter of the world, found expression 
when Disraeli carried a Bill saluting Queen Victoria with the 
title of Empress. A national consciousness awoke, but it awoke 
not to thoughts of adventure and fr.-hearted enterprise, 
but to dreams of money-bags and machines. Progress became 
the watchword. Invention after invention crowded the n
teenth century—the railway, the telephone, the motor car, 
the aeroplane, and on the horizon the flashes of electricity 
seemed to men to be the greatest dawn of the world's history, 
revealing the illimitable possibilities of science, spelling out 
like a gigantic night advertising sign, a long forvre of comfort 
and prosperity. In the doctrine of rvientific evolution—man 
as the highest point of a material universe—was seen another 
and deeper sign of the sufficiency of Science, and of the use-
lessness of a belief in God. Even diplomacy took the infection, 
and abandoning fora time a European outlook settled com-
placently down to a policy of "splendid isolation." Wealth 
flowed in ever increasing streams, butt flo ot wed into a few 
narrow channels. The wealth of a state does n necessarily 
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imply individual prosperity, and the people were actually 
getting poorer. To put it in Mr Chesterton's way, " Man-
chester was not getting richer at ter but only some of the 
less pleasing people in Manchester." All this glittering 
structure of power, material prosperity, and ryientific progress 
was built upon a t h e foundation of slavery, as real as that 
which supported the columns of the Parthenon and the 
statues of Pheidias in Periclean Athens. But the Victorian 
Age, unlike the age of Pericks, pretended not to see the 
slavery ; and Manchester, unlike Athens, forgot that civilisa-
tion has .t only a body but a soul. What of literature in all 
this welter of success 1 If there is anything significant in the 
correspondence that we have noticed between the social and 
literary characteristics of an age, we shall expect to find 
something in Victorian litereryre to square with the social 
tendencies we have outlined. - 

What we do find is a brilliant galaxy of names which of 
to give the lie to the theory of correspondence. Think of 
Macaulay, Carlyle, Newman, Ruskin, Dickens, Thackeray, 
Tennyson, Browning, de Quincey, Rossetti, Walter Pater, 
Matthew Arnold, Meredith, George Eliot, Swinburne, Fitz-
gerald, Stevenson. But look more closeR, and it's evident that 
the prose-writers far outnumber the poets, and further that 
of these writers Carlyle, Newman, Ruskin, Dickens, Browning, 
Role  ; these certainly if not more wrote in a spirit of 
violent protest against. the enveloping rationalism and self-
satisfaction s t etwn in particular was not at all ,derstood 
by his own emporaries. To read Walter Bagehot's treat-
ment of him in " Pure, Ornate, and Grotmque 

Art -
of  is to 

realise the limits of Victorian understanding. Stevenson 
again cared more for the South Seas than for Piccadilly, and 
Rossetti belonged in spirit not to Victorian England but to 
the damasks and tapestries, the legends and minstrelsy of the 
troubadour a,. 

Tennyson is the figure in whom the literary tape of Vic-
torianism is most fully realised. The absence in 'his work of 
large ideas and of a continental outlook, coupled with 
magical power of melody and choice of words has earned for 
him the tide of "a suburban Virgil." If Poetry is a snood 
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style, a /laic for decoration and an irreproachable technique, 
then Tennyson is one of our greatest. If, on the other hand, 
Poetry is cry of discontent with things as they are, a pas-
sionate striving after a beauty that can never be realised, a 
truth that this world will never see ; the song of an exile 
eager for home ; a r,elation of the loveliness of common 
things then Tennyson must suffer in contrast with others. 
He wears the official insignia of his laureateship with civic 
pride, like the broad ,Id watchband on the ample form of a 
successful merchant. In some respects he is the Malvolio of 
irreverence the younger ,neration, with t, much youthful 

e perhaps, flings at him the scornful words of Sir 
Toby, " Go, Sir, rub thy chain with crumbs I " 

Tennyson is the Romantic movement suitably married and 
settled doiry. Coleridge, in the age before Tennyson, struck 
the romantic note in' Kubla Khan

"In Rondo did Kubla Khan 

Whewely pleasure-dome decree, 
ilpL, the sacred rive, 

Through caverns measure. toman. 
Down to a sunless sea. 

In Tennyson the mysterious rime of fancy has become the 
broad bosom of Thames, carrying good merchandise in ex-
change for wholesome imports. 

Keats flung the world's window open to romance when he 
wrote of 

ritraTit s, riat 'ry tign=," 

In Tennyson then sion of those wild seas has become the 
fine view from decorous fi rst-floor suite in the Imperial 
Hotel. 

In general, the influence of Tennyson was to make style 
more important than vision, and decoration more valuable 
than sincerity. The result was the decadence of the 'nineties, 
the mannered 

she
and the artificial soy of the worst 

things in Swinburne and Wilde. Itss not fair to saddle him 
with the parentage of such lines as Swinburne's 
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" Lo, winged with world's wonders,

With the fires of his thunders 
For raiment and rod 
God trembles in heaven, end his angels, white with the terror 

Or of Wilde's 
" 0 0 Mo beautiful star nith the crimson mouth, 

on with the bre, of gold," 
But it may perhaps be said that the unfortunate if nn-

onRimas infl e of his top-heavy style opeanned the way to 
insincerity, affeuencmatRn, artificial diction, d all the evils 
of individualism run wild. And these are the qualities 060 
are Rand (mong much that may freely be admitted to be 
good) in the poetry immediately after that epoch wherein 
Tennyson blued as the most successful star. Art became not 
a Republic, but a Bureaucracy, and shut itself up in a hot-
house, away from the clean skies and the fresh winds of heaven, 
and from the contagion of common men. 

Let a poem by Mr Arthur Symons be the epitaph of the 
last and least inspiring phase of yesterday. The verses amount 
to a denial of. life. They have the nervous beauty of Chopin 
in his less vinle moods, but they were written from the sick 
chamber where Poetry lay wasted and ill to death 

broider the world upon a bum, 
I broiler with dreams my tapestry; 

Here in a littrs lonely room 

And the 
at earth and se 

d An
.

the planets come to me. 

rbt r 7Tlrtlt rnui:Cl 
shame,

Th r;t da'reler vera,!,0 blood le shed, 
glom and 

s and braider my dreams ins.ad." 
But with theftturn of the century the stirrings of a new 

poetry were apparent. her sap ran Eke fi re along the decaying 
branches, and vve are now n the full efflorescence of another 
spring. 

It may be described as a reaction against the worship of the 
mechanical, against doubt and the denial of life on one fide ; 
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and on another a reaction against the conventionality, the 
artificial imagery and the diseased melkncholia of the last 
of the Victorians.'

Only certain subjects had been deemed fit for Art. To the 
new writers it seemed that common men and things, trivial 
sights of nature, the life of the fields and of the streets, 
acen clearly and not .ntimenralised, were full of wonder and 
beauty. Tbe pioneers .did indeed meet with the criticism 
that they were brutalising poetry, and were deliberately seek-
ing ugliness, because they chose to write poens about chimneys 
and railway stations. There was possibly some truth in these 
criticisms, but tboR who break new ground are to bee xcused 
for wielding their picks a little violently at first. The corn-
hmation of romanticism and scepticism had driven men back 
from life and experience to feed on sta/e emotions. The 
Georgians, as they came to be called, looked at life, and nature, 
and men with clear eyes, with a new sympathy and freedom. 

Take the following lines from Tennyson's poem, "The 
Progress of Spring " 

"The fountain pulses high in sunnier jets, 
The blackcap warbim, and the turtle purrs, 
The starling craps his ti, castanets. 
Still round her forehead vdieets the MEM dove 
And .utters on her throat the sparks of dew." 

One feels that the birds are used merely for ornament, 
like the formal peacocks and parrots on a too gaudy wallpaper. 
But perhaps they seem so by contrast, when compared with 
het reatment of a similar subject in Mr W. H. Davies' poem 

" When Primroses are out in Spring 
And small. blue violets come between : 
When me, birds sing on bong. green. 

.And riiis, as soon bon, must sing

When butterflies win make side-leaps, 

00 "00" t711 
lipt ger leads in /mem. deeps 

Men small elm, are so silvery white 
Each se.ent% a broken rinunEd moon—
When such things are, thiS world too soon, 

For too, dad, wear the veil at night." 
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The new Poetry is ready to write about anything—Death, 
Love, insects, gipsies, policemen, ships, streetlamps and shop 
windows, romance, a foxhunt, eternity, villages, afternoon 
tea, or a Rugger match. There is beauty in everything, it 
cries. Only open your eyes and your heart to ordinary sights 
and sounds, to ordinary men and women, and you will find 
in all some touch of wonder and loveliness. Listen to the fist 
of things that Rupert Brooke—the twentieth century Keats—
confesses that he loves 

These I have loved 
White plater and cups, clean-gleaming, 

Ringed M. Nue linm: and faery 
Wet roofs beneath the lamplight the  st tfic rongdust cr. 
Of friendly bread; and many-tmting food; 
Rainbows; and the blue bitter smoke of mad 
And radiant raindrops couching in coal flowers. 

The, the cool kindliness of sheets. that won 
Smooth away trouble: and the rough male kiss 
Of blankets: grai„, wood live hair that 

ViViorred 1714tr7.7 :At "‘" 
The benisern of hot water ; Mrs to 

to

The gootl smell of old clothes • Royal flames ; 
Hales M the ground : and Vei;reS that de sing ; 

And oak, and brown horse-chesfnuts, glossy-new 
t v.d shining imols on gram :—

All [fine 1 e 

I have quoted only a portion of Brooke's list, but enough 
perhaps to show the wide range of things, the commonest as 
well as the most romantie, about which tics new Georgian 
poeoy sings, and the sincerity, clearness, and simplicity 
of the note that it strikes. Yet it has its exponents froomance: 

"Sweet is the music of Arabia 

s'11117 trthr 'ea7":ilk t erm 
Denny her gliding dreams : 

Hem her strange lutes on the green banks 
Ring Mud with the grief and delight 

Of the imilked, dark-haired Musicians 
In the breams silence of night" 

58o 
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And if here we seem to hear the voice of the lovely lady 
Christabel or the song of the nightingale, if here Romance is 

The imp.. Daemon, 
To adore and dream on," 

yet in other of the new poems she wears a shirt of mail and 
carries a flaming spear: 

steep not. my try:coun  Ortugh 
Your children of the moming area emos°. for war: 
Fire in the night, 0 dreams I 
Though she send you as she sent you, long ago. 
South to Amen, east to ocean, wmt to sow, 
West of these out to sem mIder than the Hebrides 

I must go 
Where the fleet of stun M anchored_ and the young starmaptains 

Who can forget the eerie atmosphere and the subtle 
modulated music of 

"Is there anybody there, said the Traveller, 
Rnmking on the moonlit door 

And horse f are silts. champed the grasses 
Of the forest's ny floor 

And a bird flew up out of the turret 
Above Me Travelle's head. 

And he smote upon the door again a second time: 
• Is there anybody there I ' he said. 

But no one descended to the Traveller ; 
No head from the leaf... sill 

Leaned over and looked Mto his grey eyes. 
Where he small perplexed and still. 

But only a hat of phantom listeners 
That duMt in the .e house then 

Stood Its.. in Me quiet 
of

moonlight 
To that voice from the wort of men: 

Stswil Li11011,01,, Me faint mm.. on Me dark ,fair 

Tharren"n'Tt. 
tit empty

titen 

AnVi nehlti Ts71:11 
Their stillness answering ;Is t rs, ,nrn.

While his horse moved. cropping the de. turf, 
Neath the star. and leafy sky; 

For he suddenly smote on the door, even 
Louder, and li. his head 

Tell them I came, and no one answered, 
That I kept my word; be said. 
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Never the least Stir made the listeners, 
Though every word he spoke 

Fell 
the

thrwgh the shadowiness of We still house 
From the we man left awake : 

• Ay they heard his foot upon the stirrup, 
And the sound of iron upw stone. 

And how the silence softly backward. 
When the plunging hoofs were gone,

And here is a poem by Alice Meynell describing the colours 

of that delicious moment when the Imps are lit in the streets 

in a winter dusk. Jr is called "November Blue 

0 heavenly colour. London town 
Has blurred it born the skies: 

And, hood. in all earthly brown, 
Ili:heave. the city lies. 

No longer standard-like this hue 
Above the broad road flies 

Nor does the narrow street the blue 
Wear, slender pennon wise. 

Sur when the gold and silver Lam. 
.lour the Iwndon dew. 

And, misted by the winter damps, 
The shope shine bright ane , 

Blue comes toearth. it walks We street, 
through: 

A -,InIr2; about 
blue." 

And for the poetry of foxhunts and Rugger matches, I 

may refer to John Masefield's fine poem, " Reynard the Fox," 

and from Mr J. C. Squire's poenm" The Rugger Match," I 

quote an extract, as it is lea accessible: 

" We see our team . desperate waves that dash 
Against a wall of rock, to be scattered . pray. 
Fiercer and faster they fight, a grimness comes 

Into shoving wd running and tackling and handing off. 
we are heermg We Will now cleanly. : time after time 
.r half picks. swirld„ tantly itbaway, 
And the beautiful  ago. quarter 

ire

Tips it across for the wing to go like a stag 
Till he, cornered and falls and the gate swings shut again. 
Thirty fighting devils, ion thousand throats, 
Thundering joy at each pass and tackle a. num." 

"To-day " 

• Towards the end of the game, when the none seems certain 
(it is Oxford and Cambridge at Queen's Club) the watcher's 
attention strays for a moment 

• . . and We no. fades . my ears to a dim tumour. 
I watch the I.e and colours of field and buildings,
So simple and soft and few in the va Loy air. 

am held by the brightenmg Oral1P the mulches 
Pume humly pricking the hare across the ground, 

'411: 7,(Twiligeto„' Villn'Z ' ivaters, 
Still avenues or harbours seen from the sea." 

And when it is all over—there is a thrilling try in the last 
the watcher wonders what it all matters. The 

cheering mob is dispersed 211 over the city, and 
t

i ght, 
Mien the last groundsman has locked the last door, the moon 
1611 rise over the empty stands and the shadowy goal-posta 

" Ohat was the point of it Why tlN the heart leap high 

l7lrgotrrVile'Tin'4 TlItaPo 'ulr " wirrtOys. 
Vol. brick nor a heap remains rho 

more
auranu product 

Of all that effort and pain. Yet. sooner or later, 
much mar be said of any human game. 

TWar, politics, an, Mrlin dent  and plowhing, 
he explorer's fivering. the astronomer, searNing of stars, 

The j.ilosopher, fight through the thickening webs of thought, 
And the writing of paths: a hand, a stir and a shilling." 

But 
for those who have e, 

The beauty of this is the same as the beauty of flowers. 
And of eagles and lions and mountains and oceans and stars, 
And I can not, but rather am glad that the thought . recur 

TNIZ,Esaint reTe'teZZanItZZIA7 
Ana in isles long ago, where never arec. was kept. 
And now I'll go home, and open a bottle of port, 
And think upon beauty and God and the wonder of love, 
That laughs at die shadow of Death, and my vanished youth, 
And the throbbing heart that beats its awn drum to the grave." 

In all these extracts there is Life—not a few conventional 
piecturesque attitudes of life—but life itself, and an eager 
zst for life, for all the thoughts and activities of men and 
beams and creeping things. Never before have ordinary 
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things been so generally shown to be so full of life and beauty. 
Georgian poetry is like a great telescope. Look first with the 
naked eye and you see a few stars. Look through the telescope 
and what seemed dull emptiness is seen to be full of a million 
unguessed-at wonders. Matthew Arnold pertinently asked 
his Victorian contemporaries what was the use of a train 
taking them quickly from Islington to Camberwell, if it only 
took them from a dismal and illiberal life in Islington to a 
dismal and illiberal life in Camberwell. With the Georgian 
fight to irradiate the dull things of life, the alleysof Camberwell 
may be as splendid as the Louvre, and the picture palace at 
Islington more glorious than the Hall of Valhalla, if only 
because men are more interesting than heroes. In the fore-
going earrarts there is, then, a delight in liar, and particularly 
a delight in life M movement. The hounds, the Rugger teams, 
the bars standing on their heads in flowers, the shifting lights 
of the streets and the hurrying figures, the surging hoof-beats 
of the Traveller—Georgian poetry is full of such things. The 
movement, the rhythm of life is its constant theme, and the 
portrayal of this rhythm one of its most distinguishing marks. 
And, unless it be a mere coincidence, it seems to be signifi-
cantly the mark of all die art of our age. In Painting, the 
effort of the Impressionists to catch the effects of 14ht and 
forms in movement it music the discovery that modulation 
can be dispensed with, in order to make possible a freer 
movement of harmony; these and other signs point to a 
universal feeling for rhythm. It is symbolised by the cinema-
tograph which delights us by its movement. It is for future 
wnters to say how far the am of our age has been influenced 
by this distant cousin of the Muses. We said of the later 
Victorians that Literature became with theme bureaucracy. 
Perhaps the literary characteristics of the Georgian age may 
be summed up in the word " republicanism." Poetry 0 
republican because all subjects and every sort of language are 
at last admissible. There is no academy to say what's proper 
to Poetry end what is not. Poets are no longer run after by 
crowds of sightseers, nor do they wear flowing hair and large 
velvet ties foe the edification of the weak-minded. All these 
shams and follies have been par to shame by sincerity and 
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simplicity. Guardsmen, navvies, young Oxford and old 
Chelsea—all are represented among living poem all are 
equal and all are free. The very number of our poets (if we 
include those lost to us in the war) is amazing. As Mr Robert 
Lynd succinctly says "The poets of to-day are not a rem-
nant but nation." Brief mention has been made of Rupert 
Brooke. Let him stand as a symbol of our new Poetry—of its 
sincerity, its hatred of shams, its vigour, its use of the ordinary, 
touching it to fine issues, its keen and many-sided interest 
in life. Rupert Brooke won prizes for verse at Rugby School, 
but he also won his Rugger cap and cricket colours. He lies 
buried in Scyros, a lonely island near Gallipoli, where he gave 
his life after refusing an offer to join Sir Ian Hamilton's 
staff. Under his eager mar fora life a deeper spirit burned, and 
t 
own lines 
his part of the new age has left some indication of it in his 

"If I should die. think only this of me, 
That there's some comer of a. foreign field 

That Is for ever England." 
The connection between the poeary of an age and its social 

or political characteristics has already been remarked. Is 
this connection true of thc Georgian age ? A just estimate of 
our social tendencies is difficult, perhaps impossible. They are 
too close to us. It is like listening to a symphony concert 
from a mat immediately behind the trombones. But we can 
all see some prominent characteristics. The re-shuffie of 
wealth, for instance, became a national joke during the war. 
The burden of supertax and the rise in wages have taken 
wealth out of the hands of the old landowners and put it 
into those of the roanufartmer and contractor. The result 
has been reflected in co es like the " Punch " pic-
tues of the post-war sportsman, or the verses of Mr Belloc. 
It s is perhaps characteristic of our nation that this change, so 
widely and actively resented, has been accompanied in 
England by the arplosion not of bombs but of laughter. 
Figures like that of Mr Hornblower in John Galsworthy's 
play,it",,Thes,Skin Game," are unpleasant and disquieting. 

Beseen Rolf ie I
ible 

ts;kTula Ilicagirst"ar` rellyHaTcberoeyr.) . 
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He has not had to fight his way, .d leisure and a country 
life have altered his outlook. His son in turn will go to Public 
School and University. Thus the whirligig of time brings about 
its revenges. So long as education remains an ideal, the play 
seems to say, all will be well. The miners' wives buy their 
Steinway pianos, their son's children will learn to play them. 

And on the other ride the advantages of the change are 
reflected in current fiction. Forced into a vigorous um of 
brains, the young gentleman described by Mr E. F. Benson 
in one of his novels as " a young man of military appearance 
on a small male" will disappear, or be merged in the alert 

young leader of Iola. The instinct of government—it is the 
heme of more than one latter-day novel—will become keener 

and more thoughtful M financial obscurity, and, when Labour 
has had its day and failed, a second Gincinnatus may be 
brought almost literally from the plough to save the State. 

Again, the Victorians set up Science as a resplendent finger-
post. The Georgians have walked in the direction indicated, 
and found a scarecrow. The belief in Progress, as though 
new inventions solved all the problems of life, has collapsed. 
For the intoxication of scientific progress and materialism 
has worked out to its looal end, and that end wasdhe national 
culture and beliefs of en nsia arc. In this sense the war 
was due to one side of whet we call Victoan ideals. With the 
dethronement of science, avenues havers been laid open to 
less material interests. It is no longer popularly considered 
the sign of a weak intellect to believe in another world or 
even in dogma, and the popularity of poetry has increased 
very largely, as we have seen. Our notions of Space and Time, 
the foundations of a mechanical theory of life, have 
suffered some destructive criticism at the hands of an accepted 
scientist. Indeed the reaction has been such that the actual 
existence of fairies, as proved by the camera, has been the 
subject of seriom discussion by not unintelligent public men. 
Imagine Huxley and Spencer seriously debating the existence 
of fairies ! 

This abandonment of the excessive claims made for Science 
by the Victorians illustrates a noticeable tendency M our 
outlook since the war which may be described as a growth in 
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the republican spirit. By this is not meant a Republican Mho 
of government. But our thought is more republican in spirit 
in the sense that we no longs ' believe in catchwords. Words 
like Science, Imperialism, Socalism are to us no longer full 
of sanctity or terror they. were to the Victorians. They 
represent theories ; the theories have had a chance to become 
facts, and they have shown an unexpected side. Science has 
been seen to be only one side of life, and an inhuman weapon 
in brutal hands. Imperialism now spells Kaiser Wilhelm II 
and his Junker advisers. Socialism has been put into practice 
by Lenin in Moscow and has failed to feed its supporters. 
Theories are not wanted at present. The cry is rather "All 
hands to the village pump !" 

To illustrate what is here meant by republicanism as a social 
and political mark of the age—to be distinguished from 
Republicanism with a capital lb—let no take the smallest 
unit in our civilisation and the larg.t. In then amily, parental 
authority is not wimt it was in Victorian dys, or rather it 
adopts very different methods. The Georgian child is reasoned 
wall, treated as a responsible being, instead of being confined 
to the nursery end allowed occasionally to vhit the Botanical 
Gardens. 

The modern boy has seen as many men and cities as Ulyssc. 
before he h sixteen. The treatment of modern Public Schoril 
life in alters like Compton Mackenzie, Alec Waugh, Stephen 
McKenna and S. P. Mais point, with much exaggeration no 
doubt in some cases, to a dramically new situation. 

And for the even more striking change in the modern 
daughter of the house from her Victorian prototype, it is 
only necessary to compare characters like Grim Middhcon 
in Meredith's "The Egoist" or Amelia Sedley in "Vanity 
Fair," or one of Jane Asst 's heroines, with Mr Stephen 
McKee 's ruthless study in " Sonia," or Mr Harielden's 
searching but nt unsympathetic delineations of " Mioe Joy 
Flapperton " mothe pages of the 

"Daily 
Mirror." Studies 

of the new type are to be found al. in sucK plays as Mr Shaw's 
" Fanny's First Play" Mr Galswomhy's "The Skin Game," 
and the recently paolished plays of Mr A. A. Milne, including 
" Mr Pim Passes By." 
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But Shakespeare, as usual, is in touch with the whole 
businew, and Ciphelia and Rosalind might have lived re-
spectively yesterday/and to-day. 

Consider now the largest unit—the State. The great lesson 
of the war has been that States are no longer independent. 
International trade and credit has bound the States of Europe, 
and not only of Europe, so tightly to each other that injury 
to one is injury to all. The fact seems to be that all modern 
war 

it
civil war. And ao in self defence Europe, it seems, must 

become a Federation. The League of Nations is an expression 
of this idea of a republic of States. International credit and 
exchange has been proved more vital to a nation than the 

g'C PPiiteefar;,dsocia'T :ifirl'ic7icfaTk'sfirerc.ts of to-day, then, 
may be seen to corrapond. The label of republicanism may be 
attached to our age, in the sense in which that term has been 
taken: Republicamsm n this sense has been taken to mean a 
levelling spirit, an im 

i
patience with artificial privileges whether 

literary or social, a sense of acute irritation at drams.ompous. 
The acid test has been applied to all established clai  There 
has been a hurried descent from pedestals, more precipitate 
perhaps from the thought that a dignified departure was 
preferable to forcible propulsion and from the wreck of 
shivered stone there emerges th'e strange figure of Lord 
Curron, the it surviving relic of Victorian sublimity. He 
seems to stand in the midst of modern irreverences with the 
ponied expression of a Derby winner harnessed to a watering-
cars. 

It is natural that the spirit of the age should be re-
created in its literature. Life and literature interact, and a 
divorce between them means decadence. Yet there is no need 
to claim that the new poetry has sprung without mother 
or sire frcm the earth, like Jason's warriors from the dragon's 
teeth. Its roots are deep in the mould of Chaucer and Spenser, 
of Shakespeare and Milton. It owes more, perhaps, to Browning 
than is yet fully recognised—Browning, whose "blue spurt 
of a lighted match" made pale the ineffectual fires of con-
ventional poetic diction, and lit the twin torches of reality 
and sincerity. The passionate thought which goes to the making 
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of perry in any age is not new but primeval; "'tie the old 
wind in the old anger." The circumstances, the needs, the 
wrongs which brought it forth will paw : 

The 
lot.

 prim the saplings double, 
It  so hard, 'twill soon he gone 

To-day the Roman and tilt trouble 
Are ashes under Uricon." 

Yet while we meditate darkly upon the drums and tramp-
lings of centuries, we know at least that what is worthy in the 
art of our own age will live. There is much that is s worthy. 
New flowers of beauty will spring, but because of ther eoets 
of our day M
we hear the old England singing a new song. 
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ON August tst Ampleforth will celebrate Father Abbot's 
Golden Jubilee as a monk and his silver jubilee as 
religious superior. Cardinal Bourne has already promised 

to be here on that day. All will rejoice that so auspicious 
an occasion is not to paw without fitting recognition. In the 
meantime a commiwee of our Fathers has issued a letter 
asking the brethren of the English Benedictine Congregation 
for Masses and prayers for Father Abbot. 

On the same day Cardinal Bourne will lay the foundation 
stone of the new Abbey Church, designed by Mr Gilbert 
Scott, ma., which will contain the War Memorial Chantry 
Chapel. At present it is only intended to build the sanctuary, 
Choi rand six chapels. The present church will serve as ms 
nave and will provide room for two hundred and fifty boys. 
—seventy more than our present number. The church will 
ultimately accommodate about eighty monks and five hundred 
boys. 

This triple went—Father Abbot's double Jubilee, the 
laying of the foundation stone of the new church, the begin-
ning of the Wm Memorial, will make August tat a memorable 
day in our annals. 

.1. R. 
THE unprecedented number of Jubilarians in the Congregation 
at the present me deserves a note of admiration, or at any 
rate of surpriseti I Twenty-oeven English Benedlitines have 
attained their Jubilee, or if mere statistics counted, perhaps 
one or two more ; fourteen at Ampleforth, nine at Downside, 
four at Woolhampton. The latter house has both fewest and 
oldest ;Bother Anselm Kershaw, the blind patriarch, with 
no less than seventy-two years in religion, is closely followed 
by Dom Wulstan Richards of Downside, with 69; our oldest 
member being Dom Cuthbert Pippett, with 5q; Downside 
in its Cardinal has the most distinguished. Such a record has 
never been equalled in our Congregation, though it may not 
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be unknown among Swim abbeys, nor is it likely to be surpassed 
io the future. As to the distant past we have only inference not 
iccuratc statistics, but mediaeval Westminster and other 
places the Stagiarius gained his privileges and exemptions 
when he was forw wars M the habit, the occasion being always 
celebrated with modest on  jubilation. As to the future 
in the new Canon Law bars full profwsion before twenty-

one, a later age than formerly vnll probably prevail for 
admission to the habit, with consequently fewer survival to 
jubilarian years. If am may speculate as to the causes of this 
abundant crop of jubilarians past precociousness and earlier 
vocations may be suggested, as well as increased general 
longevity through easier conditions of life unshortened by 
austerity or micas. We offer sincere congratulations to the 
venerable ranks so fully and worthily filled. 

Br the death of Miss Ga▪ rnet, which occurred at St Mary's, 
Knaresborof, on Good Friday, the parish ban lost an edifying 
member, and together with Ampleforth, a benefactress, for 
whom we bespeak prayers. Miss Garnet gave many and 
some valuable books to our Library; she secured for Bene-
diction ownership the ancient shrine of Our Lady of the Crag
at Knaresbord ; and she bequeathed most of her for  to 
her Diocese and to her neighbours the legacy of a devout and 
prayerful example. 

Dom CLEMENT &room, has further beautified our church 
at Workington by new stained glass windows by Mr John 
Hardman whose work does not require our commendation. 
We congratulate all concerned. 

▪ ih 

CONGRATULATIONS to Dom Cuthbert Almond and to Dom 
HilaryWillson,whomFather Abbothas appointodtothe vacant 
titular Cathedral Priorships of Worcester and Rochester. 
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CONC.IIILATIONS also to Dom Paurmus Hickey, who has 
recently published another volume of sermons. 

THE Librarian wishes to thank Dom Cuthbert Mercer for the 
gift of nine volumes of Hefei& "History of the Councils." 

Otto readers will be interested to know that the Preparatory 
School, which was opened in s916, is being completed by 
the building of a chapel .d a small addition. 
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NOTICES OF BOOKS 
Stol 57ons...eaglev=pul Gospels. IC, F. P. Mom, 0.4.11. 

FATHER HICKEY has followed up his three volumes of short sermons 
with another containing one sermon on the Epistle or Gospel Mr each 
Sunday of the year. The .me a s  of brevity and The  of 

shed
are to he found here as in the earlier books. The Itequent 

mal apt am It Holy Scripture is another admirable feature of these 
otto.. Cardinal at  mites of them:" They are excellent, o.nd 

should prove a great to many a hardworked .cat's The Arch-
ishop of Liverpool also has spoken of Father ickey's success in 

supplying a common need, and finds these sermons praet., 
ass

and suggestive. 

A Dream of Heavers. ROBE. KM., sp. 
Tflts is a series of se and lectures delivered at various timm 

et=elfy7reart'17 rmonse rotXt ntlytit=tirb t'T‘gffiTI 
with an effiguenee that is .metimm almost too eloquent. It is a book 
which should app. especially to all Irishmen 1 

The Household  of Lod. Marie TAM. Cowden. Afar, Thiolso de 
Soudiren. By C. C. ME..., scat. Bums. Oates & Washbourne, 
L.. suss. 

IT sometimes happens in the course of administration that religious 
women, and men aLso, find themselves on the shelf, with the. par-
ticular talents and virtu., often imaginary. neither immediately ruhig-
nised nor usefully employed To such chosen spirits with their natural 
temptation to discouragement or cynicism this littla book might 
profitably be recommended as well as to others whom 

dot 
fortune 

may vertake. It tens with refrmhing .ndour the story of the vener-
able roundness of two modern Congregations, widely spmad and doing 
admirable work, whose lives were a religious tragedy full of ins. 
and real edification. In both cases the holy Foun.e. was pis.! 
of office and then out of influence by none too scrupulous ... end y 
forty years before tardy rehabilitation came. The other
more poffinant. Openly oppmed by her chief assist., the ore 

induced to resffin her authority, then persteutoi ond laa from 
her own convents. a. finally driven out of the Institute with her 
vows dupend. Her sister met the same treatment shortly after. 
Pushed Imm one religious house to another under suspicion and ensutv, 
she was finally admitted to profess. in a different Order. where she 
died with her worth unreeogn., and with no other work than as 

Iract It'ot,crnt 'le'e'trpl druh"o'ri 'yt,t eltZtrno" wr =Tent 
have been entirety unjust and mistaken. 
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It is a paralysing thought, this setting at nought Mired.. Madam 

CIVTZ,r '.'7.1.="All7-11;t1t.r.'42?Itt:I, 
cam., out His designs and sreeading His Kingdom .by hidden, • 
potent influences that conreund the counsels of the rem and the 

.g 'r 'cst  gflfirecIVIVihtrbttittZs "uvisVIPtturtZe= 
the saintly foundrew. Ir dstohrir r  not without parallel in the 

=failhav:railed' ll'Zugh the 'laires of otht. g7AVtbru,:jyaancl 
triumph of failure in the spiritual world illustrates Divine dealings 
with chosen souls red should counteract the despondency and doubt 
to which the Merest is more liable than others. 

To yv what is expected of there red talk through their birettas ins 
usual failing of Editors and others : we more admire therefore, the 

=rel'IrrIttadge. 
Congregational 

glIta ereivIt 'anhiaplecte, 
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SCHOOL NOTES. 

T. officials for the Lem Term were : • 

Head Monitor . . . . . . C. E. G. Cary-Ehves 
Monitors . T. M. Wright. N. A. Gelder!, G. P. Crook, A. F. 

Vern H. V.  C. Ogilvie Forbes, 

Captain of Games . . . . . T. M. Wright 
Librarians of Up, Library W. J. Roach, C. F. Keeling, C.  H. 

Gilbert 
Librarians of Up, Middle Library . J. C. Tucker, G. Bond 
Librarians of Lower Middle Library W. H. Lawson, J. L. Limner
Librarians of Lower Library G. W. A. Nevin. C. J. Fuller 

j0=o ' sn'itter T. M%4gh?..N'TX1d7ri, 
R. 

4Yri7, 
A. K. S. Roche 

Hunt Officials—Master . . . . F. .M. Sitwell 
Whip; . D. C. Ogilvie C. F 'Debug, 

G. W. S. Bagshawe 
Captains of Football Sets—

iat Set—T. M. Wright, N. A. Geisha 
and Set—. T. Twernlow, R. G. Hague 
4th Set—D. E. Walker, E. . King 
5th Set—L. L. Falkiner, C. J. Lacy 
5th Set,. G. Fishivick, E. W. Fattorini 

Too following boys left in December 
P. W. Dash, S. A. Illarnon, C. Mayne, M. K. Livingstone, R. A 

Lancaster. 

Their places were taken by 
P. H. Whitfield, J. F. Marna, J. Nelson. E. W. Snaked, H. A. AL 

Lyons, R. Kevin. 

is • if. 

CONGRATULATIONS to R. G. Hague, who has been elected to an 
Open Classical Scholarship of the annual value of pc. at 
Oriel College, Oxford. 

Tne roar—as Rugby season has without question been the 
most mccessful M the eleven years history of the game at 
Ampleforth, and the XV is certainly the best that has yet 
represented the School. Thirteen matchre have been played, 
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twelve won and one lost. Details may be consulted in the table 
below. The most notable victory was that over Sedbergh on 
their ground. Sedbergh had already beaten Loretto, the 
strongest of the Scots schools this season, and beaten them 
handsomely. Our victory over them was a narrow one and our 
opponents were very unlucky in the matter of injuries. It was 

very strenuous match and the side that lasted better won the 
game. Another great game was that against the Yorkshire 
Wanderers, who brought a powerful side but suffered defeat 
by 35 points to 3. They had the advantages of weight, 
strength and experience, but superior skill and accuracy 'n 
tatics more than counterbalanced those advantages which 
meths past have usually been too great. 

MATCHrc had been arrang▪ ed in the South against Salford 
School and the thry had to be cancelled. We met 
Stonyhurst for the first time, and as was to be expected in 
the case of a school which has only recently adopted the game, 
they mitered a rather severe defeat. The fixture will be an 
annual one played alternately here and at Stonyhurst. 

sff 

THE team was seen quite at its best at Leeds, in the game 
against Giggleswick, who have had a very good season. Their 
reputation as a team of tacklers had preceded them to Leeds, 
but they could make no sort of stand against the wonderfully they 

well-timed 
and 

of 
,Manton Son

backs and the strong 
running of Davis and Mannion on the wings. Roche, at 
scrum-half, was also at the top of his form. The forwards were 
more evenly  matched, but the pack, splendidly led by Wright, 
played just the right game and gave the backs any number of 
opportumties. 

sis in C 
Trixoneirovr the season there has been a consistency, among 
the forwards particularly, that has really been the foundation 
of success. The forwards were a weighty lot, averaging over 
eleven stone. This is by far the heaviest pack we have ever 
had. But weight was not their main asset i they had skill and 
speed. T. M. Wright proved himself a most capable and 
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inspiring leader on the field, and an excellent organiser of the 
games in general. Much of the success of the XV was due to his 
personality. 

Roche was the best scrum-half we have ever had, thrastful 
in attack and eminently reliable in defence. He made few 
mistakes and invariably acted as a strong link between for-
wards and backs. 

Geldart, the stand-off half, was a temperamental player, 
at times brilliant, at times otherwise. But on the whole he was 
a much improved player and his defence became really strong. 
Livingstone and Hodge were the centres before Christmas 
and the strong bustling tactics of the former,and the elusive 
swerve and side-stepping of the latter, made them a very 
dangerous pair. With a little more strength Hodge has the 
makings of a player of class. Davis and Marmion on the wings 
stored innumerable tries, their pace and forcefulness being well 
above the average. Davis is playing for Northampton, and 
East Midlands, and Mannion for New Brighton. Ogilvie-
Forbes played in several matches and proved a very serviceable
centre indeed, and the same may be said of M. Davis. In the 
matches after Christmas, Dunbar and J. Ainscough played on 
the wings and though not so fleet as Davis and Manion, they 
both did very creditably. Gilbert, the full back, had a more 
or less passive part to play in many of the matches, but when 
called upon he was cool and safe and allowed initiative in 
opening out an attack when well placed. 

All those who played against Sedbergh were awarded their 
colours. It only remains to congratulate Wright and the XV 
most heartily on their keen spirit and unflagging energy that 
enabled them to achieve such splendid successes. 

5r 44
THE following is the summary of the Rugger 

 Imt 
season 

'n elt "  Mary's college " 
Sheffield Univemity " A " Won 68 
Giggleswick School Won 5x 
Itipon School Won na
Seaktrgh Mhool won m 
Durham School Won 45 
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ci Peter, School
stonyhurst .11, 

rykshina Wanderers 
la rogue Old BOW 

chelfidd University 
Bon 

.1. 4. 
Tmscificitoryi the winter some local unemployed have found 
work on an extension of the north-east and muth-east corners 
of the cricket ground. As the settlement of the hundreds of 
tons of earth which they moved will take some considerable 
time, the School will not enjoy the fruits of these labours 
until 05.23. 

THE School collected this room £5 for the Crusade of Rescue 
and ,C5 for Lord Wearmouth's Fund for the Starving Children. 

Won
Won 

Wm 
Won 

35 

53 58

• qt 
Doh Denis Kushar.c left the School staff in January and is 
at St Mary's Brownedge, Lancashire. He did much teaching, 
managed the business concerns of the Jon,. and was an 
ardent naturalist and photographer. He carries with him the 
good wishes and respect of all at Ampleforth. 

• q. 
We have to thank Mr J. D. Telfener for the munificent gift 
of a Boudoir Grand Weber player-piano. It is a fine instrument, 
and since there are now two pianos in the Theatre, works for 
two pianos are no longer impracticable. But more than this, 
it ministers to the Ercles vein in t of us. Those of us whose
piano technique is not of the best can now play, on this 
instrument, a part to make all split. We prefer it when the 
Theatre is empty. We can then prop up the lid and, after the 
manner of a Bu soni or a Cook, make free with the Brahma-
Paganini Variations and the Schumann Etudes Symphonigues, 
or thunder out the Finale of the Brahma D minor Piano 
Concerto. The gift is a noble one and we thank Mr Telfener 
sincerely. 
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Tom Golf Club continues to be poular. The competition 
h keen and the standard of play has improved. The chth went 
Shrove Tuesday on the Fulford Course, and enjoyed the best 
day of its history. They were joined by Mr H. C. Greenwood 
and Mr J. D. Telfener, who offered prices for the ben cards. 
These were won by T. Rochford andl E. P. de Guingand. We 
offer our thanks to the donors. At the end of term the Wright 
Cup was competed for, and won by E. Forster, with the more 
52—x2 zo. Prizes offered for the best cards of the term were 
svon by E. P. de Guingand and T. Rochford, who each re-
turned a card of 4+ The bogey for the course is now 58. 

h is hard to say anything toobadabout the weather of the fi rst 
month of the term. Hurled from snow tosunshine and back again 
to ran within a few hours we were truly thankful for the few 
days of moderate skating vouchsafed us in the second week of 
February. The sledging track in the same week became 
dangerously fast and those who successfully negotiated the 
Scylla and Charybdis formed by the rabbit warren and the 
old stone trough, frequently reached the cricket ground. 

tE. 
Txe Retreat at Easter was given by an " Old Boy," Father 
Bertrand Pike, he., to whom we tender our best thanks. • 

ff. t ff. 
In the Holy Week of iqsx we thought the choir had reached 
the highest of ponible achievement in a school of our size, 
but once again this year they surpassed themselves. The fir
night .at Tenebrae was their best effort. The soloists, L I. C. 
Pearson, J. F. Taunton and L. L. Miner, sans their difficult 
parts not merely. correctly but with the confidence of more 
highly trained singers. The sustained pianissimo singing at 
Tenebrae was delightful. But it is not uncommon for the choir 
to sing well in the early pa of the week and to grow stale, 
spiritless and even scale 

n 
towards the end. But on Easter 

Sunday they were at their best both in the figured music and 
in the plainsong. Congratulations are due to L. I. C. Pearson, 
the first treble, and G. J. Emery, the lot alto, on their 
leadership. The experiment of singing the Improperia in the 
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Porch of the church was not a success. Owing to the noise 

In the church they were frequently almost inaudible. This was 

pity as their rendering was excellent. The following is the 

BR of music for the tooth 
Pd. Sunny 

Hosanna Filio David (6 voime) 
In monte Oliveti 
Pueri Hebraeomm . . . 
Pthoession Music . • . . • 
The Mass, Aetema Xti Ifunera 
Passion.tha Chant of St Mary's Abbey, York 

Tu rum s . . . . 
Benediction. Motetvoo "Jesu Mikis memoria" 

WEDNESI]am: tA[aiLTrENEBRAE 

jermalem 
Lamentation a. d . . 

Jerusalem 
12,030005: 

titmouse .theri  

Ebr:S=Err 

Orlando Gibbons 

'15= 
P
adkiond 
al* 

9 
Cambridge 

Lombard, Chant 
Tall, 

hris. foam th. I 
Bonemeno (Falsolsordonol 

hIsrasthe GiFOSDAY AT MASS 
Eyrie. Polyphonic Muss 

21162ND 
Off

AY TIMM
ers°, 

otet,. Ai 
thu With) mod 

Lamentations],
Jerusalem

Lamentation s 
dorm  

'" Ires '.•
Velum Terstai . 
Vilma

Cbristus farina., II  

ess.otusac Mass OF PRESANCOFIED 
Passion. Chant of St Marys, York 

Tuba um vacs 

Goonmgirs er Texenriss 
Lamentation 

Traditional 
Felice Aaterio 

. Solemner 
Trdiliowl 

CaxdaMir Chant 

L eda . 
Giovann,.  i 

Vim. 
da Croce 

. Traditional 

Ar,2 

  ""1°„7, .:; 
Lombardic.ant 

Jerusalem Tat& 
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Lamentations Samna 
jerosakm . . Traditional 

Prayer of Jeremy (3mes•I YAM 
Jerusalem . . Traditional 

Responsories 
sitar Ovis   Ingegron 
Jerusalem some 
Planet  

Chthtus fact. sat, III 
A7 "'Benedict.   Assil

Hosr S y 
Mass. Lux et Origo "   Plainsong 

AST. Sunrise Ai Ifs. 
M.s. " Oquarn Oloriosum " . . . . Vittoria 
Pews Del. • Qom Pulthri Stint (6 voices) . Vittoria 
Offertory motet Sacerdolm Domini " . . . Byrd 

Essmn 000DAY sr VESPERS rom Bsomacnox. 
Magnifies( at Vespers . . Avclor hued., 16th t. 

Bars 
Motet :  "Region Lath" . . W. A. PieRarilambridge 

Adorom. in oleos= . . . . . Attegri 

3. 3. .1. 

Tot following boys are heads of their Forms: 

L'rrty,ssiC1‘ C. 
Lower Stith R D. Dee Lover FourthP. H. t.ilfield 

=VIA 11=.11 Broderick 
Fl• 

T. School Staff lot term was aced as follows.
Dom Edmund Matthews. M.A. (Headmaster) 

Dom Wilfrid Willson Dom Clement Hoskotb. B.A. 
Dom Placid Dolan, M.A. Dons Stephen Maywood. M.A. 
Dom Paul Nevill, M.A. Dam Louis AAndth, OA, 
Dom Dunstan Porsi, U.D. Dorn John Maddox 
Dom Herbert Byrne, B.A. Dom Raphael Williams 
Dorn Sebastian lambert. B.A. Dom Gregory Swmn, B.A. 
Dom Hugh de Normanvillo, B.A. Dom Ignatius Miller B.A. 
Dom Illtyd Williams Dom Augustine Richardson, B.A. 
Dom Bernard McElligott, B.A. Dom Felix Hardy, B.A. 
Dorn ...red Taunton. B.A. Dom Christopher Williams, D.A. 
Dom Alphonsus Ricbardson 
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P. Eilvington Hattersl.s r., , afri gac. (Cantab.), A.R.A.M. 

firD.71P.RfC.S. 

John Grove, LadinoOvolle) 
B. 
G.

H. Easter. Esq. (and Officer 0.T.C., late Lieutenant Scot 
r.) 

Sergeant-Alajor High Pate Scots Guards) 
Sergeant-Major Ott Pate. ldershot Gymnastic Stall) 
Nurse Beyer (Malmo) 

OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS 

TfolUomilowing joined the confine. at the beginning 

P. H. Whitfield, E. W. Whitfield, J. P. Haman, R. A. Rapp, 
. Jr. jells. H. A.M. Lyons, A.J. Lowndes,J. Nelsen, H.. Grattan-

'VIM following promotions were posted under date January 

'9thioTet.6.11.5. . Se Rro k rgean 
To be Sergeants . Corporals H. V. Dunbar W. Roach
To be Corporals . Lance-Corporals H. George, B. Ma-

llon, I.. Lumen'. R. Hague 
To be Lance-Corporals . Cadets IL Davis, R. Drummond, P. 

Hodge, C. Keeling, R. WfiherBree 
CoMffi<dts "A."—We congratulate the following thirteen 

sueceasful candidates: 
Sergeants N. A. GeMan. A. F.

 VoC,c N 
Ge H. orge, 

L. P. Twon, LansubRorporals M. P. Davis. C. A. Haselloot, C. F. 
Keeling, P. E. Hodge, Cadet E. A. Kelly. 

WebSheating.—  eat Durham School O.T.C. in a shooting 
ach escong 687 points to 348. 
In th Croon Ltfe Public Schools Championship we were 

seventh out of the sixty-two schools in the first division. Our 
score was mo. This is the highest pia. the contingent has 
obtained in this competition. •

sls 
Captain B. V. Remade, Brigade Major of the York and 

Durham Brigade, is leaving the district to rejoin his regiment. 
The contingent will lose a good friend from whom we have 
received both help and encouragemem. 'squaw. 

The O.C. kindly organised and offered prizes for a cross 
country race, 

to 
open members of the contingent only. 

No. 3 Platoon scored the highest marks. F. M. Sitwell 
(first), K. R. Greenwood (second), and D. C. Ogilvie-Forbes 
(third), were the winners of the Senior race from the college to 
Redcar Farm and back, a distance of nearly five miles. D. R. 
Morgan (first), A. ,C. Lowndes (second), and S. T. Townley 

hird) won the Junor race. 
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T E weather proved kinder than usual this year for the 
SChool Sports. Heats were run off on the Football Fields 
on April 8th, and the weather decided to show us what 

it was capable of if it really put its back into it ! A bitter east 
wind with playful interludes of sun and hail blizzards made 
the conditions really pleasant. However, with the exception 
of the Hurdles Heats, the Stewards carried through their 

Frogramme and the sports proper began on Palm Sunday and 
ated until Wednesday. 
The track mond the cricket field was a little soft but 

otherwise mnditions were good except for light rain on Wed-
nesday afternoon. 

On the whole the results were good. No records were broken 
in the Firm Set but the general standard was quite satis-
factory. Most of the winners of events will be here next year 
so that in the ordinary course of events results should be much 
better. L. P. Twomey carried off the Championship Cup, but 
G. P. Cronk and H. V. Dunbar were always in the running. 
P. E. Hodge ram a good race in the Hundred Yards. Un-
fortunately, an injury kept him out of the jumping events. 
L. P. Twomey and F. M. Sitwell both ran in good style, and 
D.C. Ogilvie-Forbes showed very good judgment in carrying 
off the Mile. 

Massey's running in the Second Set was quite the feature 
of the Sports. He broke three records and carried off the 
Set Cup. He has a correct style and should develop him a 
first clan runner. His times were excellent for a boy of 
sixteen. H G. Grisewood and G. J. H. Nelson broke records 
in the Hurdles and High Jump respectively. 

In the Third Set W. 11. Lawson, G. Bond, and C. E. V. 
Wild carried all before them. Bond broke the Half and Quarter 
Mile records, Lawson the Hurdles, and Wild put up two 
excellent record performances in the Jumps. Lawson won 
most .points and carried off the Set Cup. S. T. Townley was 
prom ;nent in the Fourth for, but he has not yet mmtstud the 
art of racing; he shows good promise for the future. He 
lowered the Half-Mile record and won rod Set Cup, and W. 
Browne just beat the High Jump record by half an inch. 
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J. T. Conroy performed prodigies in the Fifth Set. His high 
jump for so small a boy was perhaps the most notable success 
in the sports. We noticed one or two compet rs  the 
First Set havin some an  moments over 

theirs
 same 

height ! Conroy loweted the records also in the Quarter Mile 
and Hurdles. He easily won the Set Cup. H. N. Grattan-
Doyle added nearly a foot and a half to the Long jump 
record. Altogether sixteen new records were established and 
we think this itself must furnish a new record in the annals 
of Ampleforth sports. 

The whole School was divided up into Colour Sections 
as usual. There were nine coloun, each captained by a 
prominent athlete in the First Set. The greatest interest, 
not untinged with materialism, was shown in the varying 
fortunes of the Colours as the sports progressed. Until the 
last day, Hodge's sick, the Grey, led by a small margin, but 
after Wednesday morning's events the Yellows, led by Dunbar, 
held a lead of 35 points. When the last event came on, the 
Chariot Race, Yellows still held a lead of a few points over 
Grey. Victory to the Grey charioteers would have settled the 
issue in their favour but they failed—there seemed to be
difference of opinion between the "wheels " of the Greys 
and the Reds during the race—and Yellows won the Colours 
Contest again, the third time in succession. 

The following won cups 
" Beg. •• Challenge Cup L. I'. Twomey 

Gerrard ems., Cs, F. M. Sitwell 
Lambert " Hundred Viols Cup Y E. Hodge 

" Headmaster's " Mile Cup . D. C. Forbes 
" T.:Heuer " Huff afile Cup . L Twomey 
" Farmer 7 Quarter Mile Cup r. P. Twomey 
;0, 11... Jeer 5.0 1.CITtles Cup . H. BV. M V. Dunbar 

  assey 
Third Set Cup   W. H. Lawson 
Fourth Sel Cup 5. T  Tovmley 
Fifth Set Cup J T  Can, 
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SENIOR LITERARY AND DEBATING 

SOCIETY 

THE Debating Society completed, at the end of the Lent 
term, a very remarkable session. Experiments were made 
with the Party system in the Michaelmas term, and the 

result has been a series of debates conducted with unusual 
Mterest and enthusiasm. The speeches have been of a uniform 
excellence, and the cold " essay" style of delivery has given 
way to swift attack and riposte. The questions have been 
fought out with mare than a suggestion of fiery conviction, 
and at times a more sustained speech was heard which would 
not have disgraced higher spheres. In short the session has 
been more successful than any within recent years, and it is 
to be hoped that a permanent standard has been tot. While 
this success has been mainly due to the initiative of the mem-
bers in general, a large share In it must be claimed for Mr D. 
O'Brien, the Secretary, whose inspiring speeches in the debates, 
no less than his organising ability, have been of the greatest 
value. 

The leaders of the Government have been Mr Roach, Mr 
Crank, and Messrs Hague and O'Brien in coalition. 

The debates have been more numerous than usual so that, 
not to tr.pass unduly upon space, we coment ourselves with 
a hot of the motions discussed and the literary papers read, 

1,:aler'doft 
few volts the chief 7,...tzejtotaem of of:lo?sition, Messrs G. P. Cronk aqd v. O'Brien (Coalition) 

With this arrangement of parses the followmg motions 
were discussed : 

" That a Repubik is the ideal form of government " (won 
by 08 votes to re). 

"That the Coalition ministry of Mr Lloyd George still 
deserves the confidence of the country 

t 
(lost by ty votes to 

"). That Germany and Soviet Russia should be admitted into 
the concert of Europe " (lost by 04 votes to 4). 

On the defeat of Ms Roach's government a general election 
was held. A split occurred in the coalition opposition and 
the result of the election left Mr G. P. Croak as leader of the 
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House with a precarious majority of one. He elected, how-
eves, to forma Government, and Messrs R. G. Hague (form-
erly Independent) and D. O'Brien became Coalition leaders 
of theopposiion. 

The following rnmdebates were held 
" The Gove ent propose a grant for the investigation 

of the social and economic causes which brought about the 
success of the Victorian age " (lost by 52 votes to 20). 

That the future of Europe depends on an Anglo-French 
alliance " (won by 37 vices to hp). 

"That our social legislation should aim at comfort rather 
than beauty " (lost by 30 votes to 26). 

" That this House deplores the recent policy of Mr Montagu 
in India " (lost by 07 votes to 06). 

On the defeat of Mr Crank's government, a Coalition, led 
by Messrs R. G. Hague and D. O'Brien took its place. One 
debate was held, at which the new government moved " That 
at the present juncture the principles of Liberalism are vital 
to the nation." (w.on by 25 vot. to 14 

Papers were given by Dom Anselm Wilson, 0.9.B., on 
"Dante "and T. M. Wright on "John Keats," Dom Anselm 
gave us a striking example of the art of lecturing. He spoke 
extempore front notes, and in the course of a short hour 
he succeeded in conveying to his audience a full impression 
of the poet's life, environment and works which never became 
dull or pedantic. T. M. Wright's paper was also a great 
,occesr, and he performed the difficult loaf of keeping the 
close attention of his audience throughout. 

A few of the principal speakers of the term 
G. P. C20142. The most consistent and persuasive speaker 

in the House. He kept his party together under difficult 
circumstanc.andborethe brunt of the debates. Always 
suave and conciliatory, he possesses the rare art of 
feeling the temper of the House. 

R. G. HAG.. An excellent leader of Opposition. His mien is 
stern and he does not spare the rod. He has a grasp of 
policy and speaks like a torrent in spate, yet with 
dearness. 
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D. O'BRIEN. A Rupert of debate. He has the power of gal-
vanising an assembly into life. He has a head for statis-
tics, but more commonly he appeals rather than 
argues. His similes are telling and he has an artist's eye 
for the coloured word. The Society owes much to him. 

C. E. G. CARY-ELWPS. As leader of an Independent section 
he resembled Zeus holding the scales. His outlook is 
broad, he has a grasp of analogy and a dislike of un-
realities. His speech in the " Victorian " debate was 
one of the best in the term. 

F. Do.x-Wenn. He wields an ironic humourwith destructive 
effect, and secures the immediate attention of the 
House. 

C. F. Kalinin. A clear, forcible speaker who sees both sides 
of a question and impress. the House with the sin-

derity of his convictions. His diction is good and his 
livery assured. 

D. C. OGILVIE-FORBES. His strengths not in ined argu-
ment but in the cut and thrust of debate.susta He has
fencer's eye for the vital spot, and he places his point 
deftly. His languid manner is a trap to the unwary, 
and he is to be reckoned with. 

T. M. WRIGHT. He speaks in staccato phrases with many 
pan and an occasional emphatic bang on the table. 

.,He is ready to join issue with anyone in defence of the 
Home. 

A. F. Eriksson, When he sets himself to study the temper 
of the House he can be effective. He always has an 
intzesti.7 zoin

e
Ltok,p7,szti, and  an impressive 

A. J. goDohgfan and I!L. L.L.F.  Neiv mernbers who 
made promising maiden speeches on the inclusion of 
Germany inthe European concert. 

SCHOOL SOCIETIES 

SCIENTIFIC CLUB 

THE activities of the Club during the term have been 
many and various. On March NOL about forty members 
spent an enjoyable and instructive day in York, where 

the large cocoa and chocolate factory of Messrs Rowntree 
was inspected. We had been initiated previously into the 
mysteries of this industry bye paper by Mr J. W. Hodgkinson. 
In this a short sketch of the cultivation and hastening of 
the beans was followed by the manufacture. The beans were 
sorted, roasted, broken down into nibs, and then ground into a 
thick man. So far the process was the same for both cocoa 
and chocolate. Each was then finished in detail in a clear and 
interesting manner, and some statistics were given showing 
the magnitude of the industry. The paper was illustrated by 

excellent set of slides lent by Mews Cadbury, and a film 
of Messrs Fry's works at Bristol. 

Other papers given during the term dealt with "Alloys," 
"The Building of the Aguitania," and "Dyes." Mr J. E. 
Smith treated the first rather technically, and to the non-
specialist a medley of microscopic structure, mechanical 
properties, eutectic points, temporary elect is cells,
resulted. But by several strAing demo nstrations the main 
properties of alloys bee more distinct. The Cunard 
Company lent an exhaustivame e and well photographed set of 
slid. on the building of the Aguitania, and round these 
Mr Cronk wove a most interesting and sponnneous lecture. 
The theory of d.ign was followed by the laying of the keel, 
and the framing of the double bottom and the sid.. When 
this was completed the deck beams and plating ivere feed 
along with the rudder and stern casting. Meanwhile, inside 
the ship, engineers and carpenters were busy fixing stands for 
machinery and making divisions for saloons and cabins. In 
this condition the ship was launched, and taken to the fitting-
out dock, where machin. and masts were set up and the 
inside fitting completed. Dom Christopher carefully avoided 
technicalities in his lecture on "Dyes." Both natural and 
synthetic dyes were discussed, but most of the e-xplanation 

dem ncillavo a large number of successful experiments and 
onstrations. 

2 / 3 
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The discussions have been well mantained, the chief 
speakers being Mr Twemlow, who has also proved an in-
dustrious secretary, and Messrs Roach, J. E. Smith, O'Brien, 
Roche and J. J. S. Haidy. Throughout the session Mr Pearson 
has had charge of the cinema and Mr Massey of the lantern. 

On March i5th a Conversagione was held. In order to 
allow the whole School to view the dmrations two 
" houses " were held, one for the Upper and one foe the 
Lower School. This was rather a tax on the demonstrators, 
but they acquitted themselves well and everything " came 
off." A new vacuum pump and microscope projector (the 
gifts of Mr C. Lancaster) were used for the first time and 
showed themselves excellent instruments. Elaborate models 
of coal and fuel gm works had been set up by Mr J. W. 
Hodgkinson and Messrs E. A. Kelly and J. E. Smith, whilst 
Messrs Massey and A. L. Ainscough seemed able to make 
explosions out of any and every thing. In one of the dark 
rooms Messrs Walker and E. H. King showed some pretty 
discharges of electricity through partial vacua, in another 
Mr D. C. Ogilvie-Forbes, armoured in leaden gauntlets and 
apron, was kept busy with X-ray screen observations. Mr A. F. 
Pearson showed a very neat revolution count on the strob-
oscopic principle, and Messrs Dunbar and E.C..  Drummond 
carried out some very low temperature experiments with 
solid CO,. Perhaps Messrs Hodge and Roche had the most 
difficult part to play in first deceiving and then explaining 
the deception of a series of optical illusions. Appended is the 
programme 

Solubility of Gases" G. W. Gadd 
"Central heating" G. T. inwrilow 

E Dee 
P Crook 

  a W. Bagshawe 
Water Blowpipe " E. B. Milburn. C. A. Haselfoot 

E. A. Kelly, J. E Smith 

"Strom Exl ions . 0:Massey, A. L. Ainscough 
hm.* Analysis of Rotation A. F. Pearson 

"Discharge of Electricity through 
Partial Vacua " . . D. E. Walker, e P.O. King 

" Solid Carbon Dioxide " . H. V. Dunbar, E. G. Drummond 
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"Vacuum Points . 0Finrns 
Supmsaturated Solutions" 

:Smeroscopie 

" Sterecompie Projection " 
The Growth of Crystals'

' Some Optical Illusions" . 

P. P. Kelly 
C. E. G. Cary-Elwm, W. J. Roach 
E. de Guinn.. 
C. F. Keeling 
D. C. OgRvic-Forbes 
B Dee, S" a'' y B.

lonrsoibT. A. Hard-
wick-RAtner 

P. E. Hodge, A. IL S. Roche 

THE GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY 
As Modem Geography is a comprehensive subject, the 

papers of the term have been rightly distributed over a 
wide field. 

A lecture by Dom Louis on "Early Maps" opened the 
session. W. J. Roach's lecture on Canada wo illustrated by 
many excellent lantern slides, lent by the Canadian Pacific 
Railway Company. 

After a film entitled "Equatorial Vegetation," P. P. Kelly 
read a descriptive paper on the same subject. At the fi nal 
meeting of the term a film illustrating the destructive and 
constructive work of vukanism was followed by a plain 
exposition of the theory by Dom Sebastian. 

L. P. 'ffivomey, as Secretary, with the help of C. H. Gilbert 
and R. H. Scrope on the Committee, deserves the thanks of 
the Society for organising so successful a session. 

THE PHILATELIC SOCIETY 
Dumxv the philatelic season the Society has held regular 

meetings and members' collections have shown considerable 

VeMoon collection has benefited much through gener-
ous gifts. C. Mayne presented his very good collection, 
which has added many good kpecimens to the School col-
lection, especially in British Colonials. Mr James L. Browne, 
a collector of many years standing, has shown a very practical 
interest and enabled m to fill many blank spaces. E. M. Van-
heems also helped us much in giving his collection. We wish 
to express our appreciation and sincere thanks to these bene-
factors and commend their generosity to others. 
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THE MUSICAL SOCIETY 

A. F. PEARSON was elected Secretary for the term, and D. 
O'Brien was elected to fill the one vacancy M the membership. 
Papers were read by the President on "Elements of Musical 
Criticism " and " Standards of taste in Music," and by T. M. 
Wright on " Modern Dance Music." 

The Society listened to several works, among which were

•• Enigma " Variations for Orchestra . . 
Song-Cycle' " On Went°, Edge" . Vaughan Williams 

rt ILT1';', `r,:1:1=0 "'") = 
String Qua;tet hi A ram meets) Schumann 
Iladrigers—"The Silver Swan s 0 Gibbons 

  Min. Byrd 
"Pm isahe Month of Alaymg " 

"The Rove and the Nightingale" 
A Solution 

bter 
Mig

rane 
ht " . 

•• Arie ve Su an - 
" 0 Ruddier than the Cherry 

My Old Tunes" r Starlight Express Elgar 

The Society celebrated its fiftieth meeting by a Gilbert and 
Sullivan concert, an account of which will be found elsewhere. 

A. F. Foots., lion. Set. 

ca. 

SONG RECITAL BY MR JOHN GOSS 

ON April roth a concert was arranged by Mr J. D. 
Telfener (0.A.) which too the form of a recital of 
songs by Mr John GPM His programme was very care-

fully arranged, and might be considered a model one for
public school audience. It was however the personality of the 
singer which completely held his audience from the first song 
to the last. Mr Goss is an artist and, varied as the range of 
expression was in his songs, henntered fully into the mood of 
each, and made it eary for us to follow hirn. His pianissimo 
singing, as "The Palanquin Bearers" or " L'amour de 
Moi," moo delight, yet he could deal vigorously with a 
dramatic ballad like " Helen of Kirkeonnell," or Moussorg-
sky's rousing " Hopak." Our best thanks are due to him for a 
thoroughly enjoyable evening, and no less to Mr Telfener, 
to whose genernony we owe the concert. 

PROGRAMME : 
First Gito,up of oruLs—

" Have you seen hut Whyte LIG stew" 
" Ell Sail upon the Dog Star" . 

S'"'d••Gtasti l "  
" The Palanquin 

Beare"

FserySong 
The Parent 

third Group—.
mew," 

Old French 
Inman 
nand( 

Old Italian 

Keel 
. Martin Shan 

Rnllana !Hal .= 

"the Rose and the 'Nightingale 

Fourth Group—
" Volga Boatmen's Song" 
"El Major Discreto "

" itty, my love, you marry 
" Come, My own One ° 

Schaberl 
Solninerg 

lOmsayKarsakon 
Mannar-gal, 

TWO !anoints 
. Spanish 

Irish 
• Orich 
. Outten.. 
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A GILBERT AND SULLIVAN CONCERT 

THE Musics/ Society celebrated their fiftieth meeting 
by a Gilbert and Sullivan Concert, which was open 
to the School. They need not fear to repeat the experi-

ment. It was an excellent tonic. The jaded man came away 
refreshed by the incomparable goad humour of the old 
familiar words and the delicately appropriate melodies of the 
music. We congratulate those who organised the concert. 
They achieved a notable success specially in "When a 
Merry Maid. Marries," for which J. F. Taunton and L. L. 
Falkiner were deservedly encored—a rare distinction for 
School trebles. The chorus from lolanthe" went with 
exhilarating Han, and bad to be repeated. 

PPOGP2201P 
r. " Strange Adventure" (.• Yeomen of the Guard ") . Sullivan 

SORDENTED QUARTET 

2. " When Britain really ruled the Waves" (" lolanthe ") Sollivao 
C. E. G. Critor.EnvEs AND Curious 

3/ "The Judge,  Sons " l" Trial by Jury") . , s e,/,„„„ 

Dose .neists: MAW°. 

E. " When a Merry Maiden Harris" Gondoliers "1 SuUivon 
J. F. TAUNTON, L. L. FAmiminn 

3. Pulse from " Tom Jone . . . Edtrani Gnmon 
NAND AN Santgus 

0. " To Daisies . Roger Qualm (Virg-Resident 
UPPER rOPREN roan Tam.. 

y. " A Wandering Minrs="Ikat .  . Sullivan 
Aawoon 

8. Trio, " I am so Proud " C. Mikado ") . . Sullivan 
Dim Fax HANDY,   C.E.O. CANT-EEwss, N. A. GIDAMPT 

9. Finale, 

Anti, 
 C' folanthe . . . Sogivan 

THE Cum 

zlg 

AN ENTERTAINMENT 

ON Easter Monday evening an entertainment was given 
of which the chief item was an amusing travesty of the 
methods employed on the light musical stage. The 

company " did their work well, and sang the choruses with 
excellent diction and surprising unanimity. The cinemato-
graph showed a fine film of the Grand National and other 
humorous and sporting pictures, and the choir and L. L. 
Falkiner and J. E. Taunton repeated numbers from the recent 
Gilbert and Sullivan concert. 

roomforsix : 
lolanthe " Finale, Act I . . . Sullivan 

Tnn CHOIR 

" WANTED—A 1,PLE " 

A Musical (2) Comedy (?) in Two Acts 

CMAPACTENS 

Augustus, Ear/ of Plumpington . P. DOOMS 
James, his footman   • R. 

Moanxea 
H. P.UIlEV 

C. LAcr 

D.' 1177 
E.

Two Burglars  

Two Policemen 

Postman 
Marmaduke 
n :ers 

Arabella, Countess of Plumpington 
Evangeline, her daughter 
Sarah Jane, head harbor-raga . 
Sall 
A Cat   R. A. 1-vosd i . 
Chorus of Maids, Footmen and Cats D. Young, E. O. G 

PCT22, R. B. HODDEINEON. S H. F. J. RICRARDEDE. ' 
SCPOPE, T. A. Dunes 

Act I. A Room in the Earl's House, Ira, Park Lane, Time, a p.m. 

Act II. The same next mOnsing. 

Between Acts I and II the following films were shown on the Cinema 

P.M Gaon. 
Ampleforth v. Stonyhurst 
The Grand National 

GOD SAYE we lime 
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RUGBY FOOTBALL 

L 

v • 5H., 1e L 

N 

SHEFFIELD Universitybrought their full side hem on 
Mara tth, and a game which was largely confined to 
the forwards resulted in a victory for the School by 23 

points to m 
A strong cross-wind rendered accurate passing difficult 

and early on in the game before the School backs had realised 
this, the University were able to match two fties from 
passes that went astray. One of these was coommted so 
that Ampleforth were eight points to the bad when the 
game was only six minutes old. Both sets of backs were 
marking each other very closely and it was 'seldom that 
the spectators were able to enjoy those long ssig attacks 
which were a feature of last term's pronto. The two centres 
were very uncertain at first and 

the
and took passes very 

arelessft. Some good kicking by the halves eventualft trano-
ftrred the play to the Sheffield "z5" and from a ffirum, 
Roche got the ball, and slipping round the blind side, dived 
over the line fora try characteristic of him. He is a dangerous 
player anywhere near the goal fine. Very sow afterwards 
Cary-Elwes woo left almmt unmarked at a line-out on the 
Sheffield line, Roche handed him the ball and he fell ova 
the line with a soft try. The School kept up the pressure and 
Dunbar made some very good runs on the left wing, and 
had bad luck in not scoring on two occasions when he 
grounded the ball over the line but touched the corner flag 
in falling. He was not to be denied however, and he ran in 
with a good try in the corner and pow the School two points 
ahead. M right scored again before half-time after some 
excellent passing among the forwards. 

From dm kick-off after half-time, the School forwards 
rushed the ball to within a few yards of the line, and Roche 
getting the ball from the loose ocrum, went right through
crowd of opponents under the posts and converted th e orye
himself. The next score was due to a wonderful bit of 
by Hodge, who took a long pass almost behind him while 
going at full speed and ran over with a splendid try. A long 
period of dour forward play now occurred and all attempts 

Rugby Football 

m open out the game on either side failed, owing to the very 
keen spoiling and tackling. Sheffield finally got over near 
the posts from a forward rush, but the place kick failed. 
Just on time, Lee scored again for the School, bullocking 
his way through a bunch of forwards. There is no doubt 
the School missed very much the fast wings they had last 
corm and Livingstone's strength in the centre. Dunbar 
and M. P. Davis, who took the places of Manion and P. W. 
Davis, both played quite well, especially the former, but, 
thwart both wanting on pace. A limb more experience should, 
however, make them into very useful wings. Final score: 
.Ampleforth, goal, 6 trim (22 points): Sheffield University, 

goal, 2 tries ( points). 
A3000E001100 —C. H. Gilbert H. 0. Dunbar. P. E. Hodge, D. C. 

Ogilvie-Forbes. N P. Davis A. K. S. Rattle, Geldart T. 
T. 
NI. 

Keelingg

ANIPLEFORTI. 4. 11AltROOATE OLD BOYS 

On March 29th the First XV motored to Harrogate to 
play the " Old Boys " on their ground. Keeling vvas unable ro 
turn out and E. H. The,ffi  who played in his stead, made 
very successful debut. e School was overweighted in the 
scrum and for several minutes Harrogate attacked. The 
game was very fast and the School " thrffis " always made a 
lot of ground when they did rt. away. Ainscough made a 
good run on the right, but fin inside pass to Davis went 
astray, and the attack t hemv  out. Gradually the School 
forwards began to assert the  and their superiority 
became more and more marked as the game proceeded. After 
twelve minutes play some very good passing on the left wing 
left Geldart with an opening and he cut through and scored. 
The School backs now did a lot of attacking but lack of pace 
on the wings and the very sound tackling of Ledgard, the 
home full-back, prevented a score for some time. Finally, 
after a good breakaway from s line out, the forwards took the 
ball down to the Harrogate live, and Roche getting the ball 
out to Geldart, the latter cut through and made a clever 
opening for Davis to more. Just before half-time, Hodge 
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kicked a penalty goal and the School playing against the 
wind thus secured a useful half-time lead of nine points. 
From the kick-off, when play was resumed, the School scored 

sensational try. Without being touched by an opponent the 
ball pawed through eight pairs of hands and finally Cary-
Elwes sent Rochford over. The School backs made good use 
of the wind and the Harrogate forwards were obviously being 
run off their feet. Hodge made a beautiful run on the left, 
swerving his way through a number of opponents, but in 
grounding the ball he had the misfortune to touch the corner-
flag. From the scrum that followed, Roche got the ball, gave 
the dummy to Geldart, and sBpped over on the blind side, 
and Green added the points with a magnificent kick from the 
touch-line. Harrogate went avvay from the kick-off and several 
keen attacks brought out the defensive powers of the School 
backs. There were several lines-out on the goal line but the 
forwards gradually forced their opponents Mack and Roche 
finally brought relief with a kick into touch half-way down 
the field. The School returned to the attack and the Harro-
gate line had several very narrow escapes. Dunbar eventually 
pt over on the left with a Mort sharp run. Green's kick 
pm missed. The last try of the game was scored by Davis 
from an inside pass from Ainscough after the ball had 
travelled right across the three-quarter line. The goal points 
were .added. The chief honours of the game went to the 
forwards, who gave a great exhibition in every department 
of the game, both in attack and defence. The quick breaking 
up of the back row, Twomey, Cary-Elwes, and George, was 
quite a feature and caused considerable inconvenience to the 
planugaie bwks, who were given very little rope. Wright and 
Drummond did excellent work in the line out and Lee, Green 
and Rockford were particularly prominent with their foot-
work. The backs tackled well and some of their passing 
movements left nothing to be desired, but on the whole their 
handling and passing was not so accurate as usual. Gilbert 
fielded and tackled very soundly and he kicked a very long 
ball but he was not certain in touch-finding. Final Score 
Ampleforth, a gosh, a penalty', trim (25 points); Harrogate: 
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A nn.—P. H. Gilbert J.B. Aimmugl,,.P. Davis, P. E. 

Hodge. H. V. Dunbar; A. K.5. Roe., N. A. Geldart ; T. 0 Wright 
10,td, A. B. lAe, C. E. G.Cary-Elturs, T. Roditord, E. C. Drum-

AMPLEPOLTD1 V. OLD DOTS 
The Old Boys who were staying at the School for the Easter 

Retreat, managed to get together a side, including several of 
Me and XV to play the School on Easter Sunday, and under 
the circumstances they put up a very good fight. Their back 
division was quite strong but the fonvards were not able to 
make much headway against the powerful School pack. Any 
ehanem the Old Hoyt' barb had of scoring were frustrated by 
he keen tackling of the School backs. The brothers Kelly, at 

half-back, required a lot of watching, and M. Wright at centre 
was the most dangerous of the " threes." 

As is usually the case against a scratch side, the game proved 
rather " scrappy " and the XV showed decided signs of stale-
ness which was not be wondered at after so strenuous a season. 
J. Ainscomb scored first for the School and Hodge quickly 
added two further tries, swerving cleverly round Fitzgerald. 
Another try by Dunbar completed the scoring before half-
time. None of these four trim were converted. The Old Boys 
had not done much attacking but after the interval they 

FCV":ely 
fora
aeed ttiOn:hcCS'ttk r tfdddr 

and

capital ,al, and Drummond and Gen both scorin from 
forward rushes. Massey, who was there English International 
reserve half-back for the Scots match, was unable, owing to 
injuries, to take his place in the team at serum-half, but he 
played a useful game in the scrum, in which Scott, C. D. S. 
and E. H. George were also conspicuous. Fitzgerald got in 
some long kicks at full-back but his tackling was weak. The final 
score was goals ( dropped), 5 erica (e+ pones), to nil. 

MIDI...DM—C. H. Gilbert; J. B. Ainscough, P. E. Hodge, 
D. P. Davi, H. V. Dunbar ; A. K. S. Rock, N. A. Geld. ; T. M. 
Wright (Capt.). C. Keeling, A. It. Lee, C. E. Cary-Elvms, L. I'. 
Twomey, T. Roclilord, E. C. Drummond, H. L. Great. 

OLG BOLL— .1. R. Fitzgerald; Rev C. V. Unsnarl, Rev. J. ll . 
Maddox. M. Wright, H. E. Greenwood, ; E. C. Kelly, J. O. Kelly; 
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HH ~. M. S. Scott, E. J. Nmer. Res. N F. Hardy, C. D. S. Georg, 

AMPLEPORTN (UNDER 15) v. $T PETER'S (UNER 15) 

This Colts match with St Peter's was played on the School 
ground on March asth. The School Colts showed good form, 
many of their movements being quite up tort XV standard. 
They had evidently profited by watching the Seniors play. 
The forwards kept together splendidly in the loose and heeled 
well and they played though°ur with refreshing vigour and 
abandon. McDonald, at scrum-half, got the ball away smartly 
to King, and was quick to spot an opening. King was playing 
in a position to which he was unaccustomed and has play 
suffered accordingly, but he set his backs going time after 
time. Bond played a strong game at centre, though his handling 
was faulty at ti and Knowles showed a thorough appre-
ciation of a centre'smes, duties. Lawson on the wing developed a 
remarkable tam of speed and ran right away from his oppon-
en until they told off dame men to mark him. Morgan on 
the other wing was not swfast but proved himself a dangerous 
man near the line by scoring four tries, Tucker, a diminutive 
hall-back, played excellntly, tackling pluckily and opening 
out attacks quite in the Cumberlege style. Tries were 
scored by Lawson (s), Morgan (4), Knowles, Mortimer, 
McDonald, Tunney and Bond. Ampleforth 4 goals to tries 
(so points), St Peter's nil. 

AMPLEPORTH COLTS.—.J. C. Tu., W. H. Lawson, G. Bond, 
T. C. Knowles, D. R. Morgan A. J. McDonald. E. H. King J. S. 
Som re-Cocks. D. Mortimer, L. L. Falkiner, J. W. Tweedier N J. 
Gall411, F. H. ffrench-Davis, J. L. Liner, F. J. Tow 

AMPLEFORTH (UNDER 14.) o,ATSCARTli SCH001. 

A team of Colts motored to Aysgarth on March math, 
but found their opponents too good Sc, them. Aysgarth htid 
the advantage in both height and weight but it was the 
superior combination of their back division Mat was the 
decisive factor. The 

gam
was heavy and slippery and the 

greater part of the game consisted in a tussle -between the 
forwards. When Aysgarth did get the ball out to. their backs, 
they always managed to do something useful with it. The 

.4 

Rugby Football 
School backs did not get much of the ball and the centres 
overdid individualism, a pass to the wing being considered 
apparently o,f,LI.aost. demem 1;e0stoirsrl. 

showed
any arǹ Limt of pluck.'-gai's compensated very much for the lack 
of frequent spectacular threc-quarter runs. Towards the 
end of the first half Aysararth scored from a forward rush after 
pressing a long time and the backs ran in with another try 
after a nice combined movement. During the second half the 
School 

Coe
vvere almost always on the defensive and despite 

really excellent tackling, Aysgarth scored four mom tries. 
Ahem led thc forwards well and played a rattling good game. 
Drummond and Lyon-Lec were qua. the best of the backs. 
Aysgarth 6 tries (18 points), Ampleforth nil. 

Alimenolern Cutts. A. Caginti ; S.  Townley, E. K. in, A. J. 
owndes, R. Y. Drummond R.  Lyon-Lee. H. Y 

And
; 

T. M. Ahem, T. G. Fishwick, W. Williamson,
Loupea-n, E. J. Scott, B. J. Collins. H. N. GrattamDoyle. 
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OLD BOYS 

Eask the prayers of our readers for Cuthbert B. J. 
CoBison, who after a long Ulnas died in March, at 
Bournemouth. Cuthbert CoBison, the second of four 

brothers, came to Ampleforth in 090.9 and left in July, bust, 

to take a commission in the Liverpool Regiment. In August, 

09,6, during some heavy fighting in the Battle of the Somme 

he was taken prisoner. The hardships of his two years imprison-

ment told severely on him and he became anslous and nerve 

racked though outwardly maintaining the same serenity. His 

gentle nature so dearly reflected in his countenance and his 

habitual sloven ms in movement, commuted strangely with his 

athletic prowess,.and the general physical alertness which he 

showed on the cricket or football field. One of the best Rugger 
forwards we have produced, he was also a strong cricketer, a 

good hockey player and a splendid shot. As Head Monitor 

he overcame from a sense of duty his natural diffidence and 

reserve and surprised everybody by the rigour of his adminis-
tration. In August, 1909, fulfilling the desire of his life, 
he entered the no  at Ampleforth, but his shattered 

health quickly proved that the war had robbed the community 
of the possible services of a truly amiable and upright man. 
May he rest M peace. 

* 
Conc.-n:1.ms.. to the Rev. Hugh Marron who has hem 
ordained priest by the Archbishop of Birmingham. 

B d. 

E J. Marin, was chosen reserve scrum-half for England in 
the match against Scotland. 

d. .1. .1. 

Ftsurcr CAPTAIN CHARLES J. MACKAY, HALO., has been 
awarded 1st Prize and the Gold Medal presented by the Royal 
United Services Institution for the best essay on " The 
Influence of the Future of Aircraft on the Problem of Im-
pmial Defence." The judgm were Air Marshal Sir Hugh 
Trenchard, Lieutenant-General Six Percy Radcliffe, and 
Rear-Admiral Darwin. 

Old Boys 

B. J. D. Gamutao has passed out of Sandhurst and has a 

commission in the Cordons. 

slt 
I. G. D. A. Fours has undergone an operation on his knee. 

He is still at Sandhurst. Both he and F. E. A. MacDonell 

are sergeants and hope with G. H. Gilberto pass out at the 
end of this term. 

cis 
A. F. DE ZIOGIETA A at Madrid University. 

rit + 
M. W. L. SMITS, who recently recovered from scarlet fever, 
has been captain of Kersall XV, which has been on tom in 
France. 

SINCE Christmas the following Old Boys have visited us 

47"'LLAILT.TUtSDBI 
J.

 04. Z nrn: 
A. F. M. Wright; W. Brad:, Dom 1Lto Ahhond, rP. 
E. S., and L. Lancaster, J. F. Stanton. 

For Holy Weds and Eater there tame 

.t.r Bertrand Pike. oat., C. IL Simpson, J. 0. Kelly. H. W. 
Greenwood. E. J. Bogshatre. C.. D. George. T. B. Irishwick, A. F. M., 
M. F. M.. and B. M. Wright. P. J. Neeson. W. V. Clapham. F. Walton. 
B. W. Harding. J. B. Fitzgerald, J. M. Tucker. V. S. Gosling, G. W. 

Sle ough, A. G. S. Johnson, Hon. 31. S. Scott. E. J. Niamey, B. L. 
igh, H. B. Kilo.. 

4 4, if
CONGRATULATIONS to W. H. M. O'Connor, who was married 
on June zrit, !nal, at the church of St Thomas of Canterbury, 
St Helen's, to Miss Dorothea M. Fox, daughter of Dr J. S. 
For. Dom Anselm Fox, OALL, officiated. This notice was 
accidentally omitted from our last number. 

if if
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THE PREPARATORY SCHOOL 

Tar Captain of the School this term has been G. F. Young. 
The Captains of the Games A. A. J. Boyle and G. F. Young. 

4 4 
T. change from " Soccm " to " Rugger" has been wel-

comed by all. We have to thank Dom Sebastian Lambert, 
the successful coach of the College First XV, for spending so 
much rime in teaching us the game. His efforts have already 
borne fruit. We played three matches with very satisfactory 
results fora first season 

AtMerth School (at es won z3—o 
Perrinmon .11 Cat h

hom
ome) lem 11—r8 

Torrington Hall (away) Won 6- 3 

The team was as follows 
Base. T. Gadd Tereequerters. E. E R. Stephenson, F. E. Hum 

6. A. Chisholm. J. C. W. Riddell t Half Dares, A. A. J. Boyle (CuM 

I ST Idnd t Foment, G. F. Young, R.1 Smith, W. I. Roma. ,
II R. Romano R. A. Gen-ard, A. J. E. Gordon. 

Tries were scored by A. A. J. Boyle, R. A. Chisholm, 
E. E. H. Stephenson, A. J. E. Gordon, J. M. Lind. 

4 
Torn following out of schao 

g= 
and

1 1-3 74
The Solar System . . 
Eaca  

The Papal Conclave . . 

The Royal Mint . . 

rit 

T. Sports Cup was won by A. A. J. Boyle. In the Junior 
Division A. Bevan won the prize. 

4 4 
THE Stamp Club has flourished vigorously during the yam 

season. The energy of the members may be judged by thc 
fact that the aggregate in in the collections of rho 
members reached a total of lop.crease A. A. J. Boyle has proved 
a bminmslike Secretary. In the Improvement Competition 
the first prize was won by C. C. W. G. Chishohn, and the second 
by M. Anne. 
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lectures have been goon 
Dom Dunstan Prmi 

. Dom Dunstan P.M 

. Dom Ignatius Miller 
Dom Sebastian Lambert 

. Dom Dunstan Pozzi 

. Dom Hugh de Normanyi, 

The Preparatory School 

A SNALL entertainment was given at the end of term. The 
Kolorasme was as follows s 

j. C. h fienth 

.Puxo 
SoxD 

w Sow 
oN 

. A. D. mwDoNwo, W. J miza 

. • • F.. 66666
Lowest Timm /dro bC.NO Form 

. . . . R. OWL 
A. Bevan 

viotry Soto 
Pingo Stan 
SoNG . 

x. LArxax 
H. D. F. GREENWOOD 

LOWER THI. AHD SECOND Toni 

T. Cub Pack is now the proud possessor of a To tens Pole. 
It is at present receiving attention from the Witch Doctor 
and n promises to be a fearsome beast when it emerges from 
his hands. Jr is to be hoped that in terror will not keep the 
younger cubs awake o' nights. 

4 
MOST boys have joined the Shooting Club which was 

formed this term. Although, at first, misms were more common 
than hits, quite creditable shooting was done before the end 
of the term. In the competition for the Shooting Cup, H. H. 
Latham and J. Ward ned with 7+ and on the next target N.H.

  Latham secured a victory over his rival by two points. 
• sfs 

Scowl. and Cubbing this term has progressed " according 
to plan." Each Patrol Leader addressed the Troop in turn 
on some Scouting subject and a discussion followed. On other 
occasions Scouts have volunteered to tell " yarns " and 
Scout A. J. Bevan in particular established a reputation as 
a raconteur. 

* t 4 
ON April 5th the annual Inthection of the Troop and Cub 

Pack was carried out by the Officer Commanding the Ample-
forth O.T.C. After presenting a number of badges, he com-
plimented the boys on the smartness of their appearance and 
am of alertness. The Troop and Pack responded with their 
own particular Yell. 

• sb 
THE achievement of Scout P. C. Tweedie deserves especial 

ment on. In his one year as a Cub (the first year of the Pack) 
he gained every possible badge. 
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THE AMPLEFORTH SOCIETY 

OBJECTS 

Togi=ri ,71=scaoiggfrie.ends of St Lawrence's in furthering 

" 1=5:riTa ip' ;ittf=fl ?tir ' At7=tilt; 
good-. towarda uch other. 

Tostimulate a spirit of emulation amongst the students by annually 
providing certain prizes for their competition. 

Five Masses are said annually for living and dud Members, and a 
special '• Requiem" . each Member at death. 

The Annual Submription of Members of the Sudety is los,. payable 
in advance, but in the cue of boys whose written application to pin 
the Society is received by the Secret, within sib months of their 
leaving the College, the AnnualSubscription Mr Me first three years 
shall be Ss. 

b,==g4r,Z,'Zfr=troVe7Pirl''' 
s,!1`,'"clunPAr1=11,7,N5.`,TrtotrA7=111.12: 

THE AMPLEFORTH JOURNAL 

THREE issues of the Jommon are published each year—
July, January, and May. The Annual Subscription, 

yt. 6d., including postage, should be paid in advance at the 
commencement of each year. Single copies of past or 
current issues may be obtained for gr. 6d. An extra charge 
is necessary for Vol. 1, this being out of print. 

The Title-page and Index of any Volume will be forwarded 
gratis on application to—

THE SECRETARY, 
Ampleforth Abbey, Mahon, Yorks 


